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PREFACE. 
In considering the contributions of the 
eighteenth century to modern medicine, it becomes 
readily apparent that the period cannot be hailed as 
a triumphant march of progress. Many of the factors 
which had diluted the worth of earlier pioneers in the 
field again made themselves evident in abundance. The 
splendid achievements of Vesalius, Pare and Paracelsus 
during the Renaissance; of Harvey, l.Ialpighi, Leeuv:eb.hoek 
and Sydenham in the seventeenth century -- all had marked 
notable advances in the science of medicine, yet were 
weakened in their influence by the contemporary encroach-
ment of superstition and mysticism inherited from the past. 
Along with these reactionary tendencies tbe eighteenth cen-
tury had ·many new vagaries of its own which contended with 
the magnificent. developments in medicine to retard its ex-
pansion along ra. tional lim s. 
After a description of the background of the period (I) 
our discussion will open with a review of the cultivation of 
the basic medical subjects which served to establish the fun-
damental departments of modern medicine upon a solid footing. (II) 
If this had gone forward unbampe red by less favorable elements, 
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ii. 
the record of the eighteenth century would stand as one 
of the most glorious in all medical history. Unfortunately, 
hov;ever, them were other forces in operation which served to 
prevent the physician of the time from attaining his full 
stature as an admirable exponent of the healing art. 
The meditations of the theorists will be referred to 
for tm psrt they played in the endless debate upon the soul 
and life-force. (III) While their reflections furnished much 
of the material of early psychology, it will be observed that 
a lar~ part of their ruminations constituted a needless waste 
of roontal energy which might very well have been devoted to 
the development of orthodox medicine. Of greater practical 
value were the doctrines of the systematists, whose efforts 
laid the foundation especially for the important fields of 
hygiene, anthropology and craniology, to say nothing of ex-
perimental physiology. 
Eore pertinent to the subject in hand will be the 
consideration of the vagaries of those who were the avowed 
healers of the sick, the practising physicians themselves. (IV) 
Their essentially unprofessional activities will be viewed in 
detail. It will be demonstrated that the doctors of two hun-
dred years ago were more concerned with themselves than with 
their patients. They were constantly ocoupie d with professional 
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diffe ranees which assumed the proportions of feuds between 
physicians, barbers and surgeons. Social aspirations, it 
will be indicated, recei"Ved far more attention ths.n the art 
of medical treatment. As a consequence, the de"Velopment of 
therapeutics fell far behind that of the basic departments 
of medicine. The physician, it will be noted, was primarily 
a business man, ·who was exceedingly interested in the finan-
oia1 return accruing from his practice, and who sought in 
every way to enhance his income, not only through the usual 
·channels, but also through the sale of proprietary .prepara- · 
tions. 
Considerable mention will be made of the prevalence 
of quackery during the eighteenth century as one of the out-
standing deviations from therapeutic rectitude.(V) After brief 
reference to the curative fads of tm day and to some of the 
amateur charlatans who held forth, a more specific account will 
be given of the notorious exploiters who enjoyed a period of 
unprecedented prosperity comparable only to that experienced by 
their resourceful successors of the present. 
The vagaries of Franz l.Te sme r and Elisha .Pe.rkins will be 
treated in tm manner of a complrative study of these two physi-
cians, who in most instances have been unqualifiedly included in 
the ranks of charlatans.(VI) It will be po:inted out, particularly 
in the case of Mesmer, that muoh of the opprobium heaped upon 
hin: has been without full justification. 
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THE VAGARIES OF EIGHTEEnTH CENTURY MEDICINE 
By David Lewis 
INTRODUCTION 
Enjoying to the utmost the inte~leotua~ freedom 
whioh oame with the Renaissance and ~ourished 
thereafter~ the eighteenth century continued the 
productiveness of the previous hundred years in the 
sphere o£ individua~ accomplishment. A period not 
too distantly removed from the medieva~, it revealed 
a stationary quality that chained it to the past. An 
age bordering on our own, it exhibited ~ikewise the 
traits which mark the era of transition, with its 
innate restiveness; its cease~ess mi~itanoy; ita 
stirring upheavals, socia~, politics~ and industria~; 
its ambitious theorizing, often vain and yet a con-
stant souroe of mental e:Xhi~aration. There were dog-
matic attempts at regulation and systematization, 
and pompous promulgations of doctrines, some feasible, 
others purely vaporous and completely untenable. In 
the heterogeneity that differentiates the essentially 
mobile epoch from t b3 statio, the remote idea~ ming~ed 
inevitably with the immediate reality. In the mael-
strom of swirling activity that ensued, the praotioable 
enoroaohed upon the visionary. In the persistent 
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struggle of the dual forces for asoendanoy, the period 
itself was compelled to experience the confusion of it 
all, to partake of the evil with the good as it was 
offered. 
I.BACKGROIDlD OF THE l'ERIOD. 
I A state of interminable warfare engaged the atten-
tion of the civilized world, altered the face of Europe, 
set new bounds for existing empires, and brought about 
the establishment of two republics. Nations eyed eaoh 
other with mutual distrust, and joined in alliances 
whioh we~ maintained with discretion and broken at will, 
as eaoh country sought eagerly its own aggrandizement. 
England drove the French from north America and India, 
ana laid the foundation of her vast o olonial empire. 
Russia expanded under Peter the Great at the expense of 
Sweden and Poland. Frederick the Great raised prussia to 
the position of a power to be respected and feared, while 
Austria languished under the effects of his aggressions. 
After the Seven Years' War (1756-63), there was a brief 
interim during whioh England endeavored to make the 
American colonies pay their share of the expense of the 
wars with France. The colonists responded to the demand l! 
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by taking up arms against the mother country, and 
proceeded to organize their own federal government. 
SiX years after the termination of that quarrel, 
the French populace reacted in similar fashion 
against royal despotism and the burden of oppressive 
taxes. Their uprising culminated in the assault upon 
the Bastile, and precipitated tm revolution which 
made France the first :republic of the .old world. 
Besides these bloody conflicts, the latter part 
of the century also witnessed the beginning of an indus-
trial revolution. This was brought about through the in-
vention of machinery for spinning and weaving cotton and 
woolen thread, the development of steam power, and the dis-
covery that iron ore could be siWlted by coal in the form 
of coke in place of charcoal. Machinery, steam-power, iron 
am coal soon combined with a demand for manufactured goods 
to transform agricultural England into an industrial nation. 
The influence thereupon spread to other countries as the 
world came to recognize the dawn of the modern age of in-
dustrialization, which wa a to bring in its wake a corres-
ponding socialization of mankind. 
In tbe meantime, running parallel to this seething 
unrest and endless turmoil, forming, in fact, an integral 
part of it all, was the splendid development in the field 
of_letters and other branches of cultural activity. In 
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England the first half of the century produced Pope, Defoe, 
Swift, Addison and Steele. The a~ of Johnson (1744-84) saw 
Gray, Goldsmith, Burke, Fielding ana Sheridan at their 
height, with tm brilliant romanticists in the offing. France 
had her Voltaire ana Rousseau, her Racine, Buffon and Le Sage. 
Germany boasted. her Goethe, Schiller, Lessing, Kant, and her 
enviable list of composers in Bach, Mozart, Handel, Haydn and 
Gluck. 
There were spirits, too, like these in the world 
o·f science: chemists, physicists and inventors who blazed. the 
trail for the sparkling achievements which followed in the 
nineteenth century, and which have continued down to the present 
day. They include Cavendish, Priestley, Scheele, Lavoisier, 
, 
Rutherford and Black in chemistry; Reaumur, Fahrenheit and 
Celsius in thermometry; Galvani, Volta, Franklin and Watt in 
electricity. The very names indica -re tm cosmopolitan character 
of their identity, while the broad scope of their contributions 
made them definitely international in their range. 
In the field of medicine, therapeutics still suffered 
from the same neglect which e:xiste d in former centuries. There 
was an astounding patronage of quackery and an humble obeisance 
to the folk-ways in medicine that found men plumbing the very 
depths of utter futility and the sheerest nonsense. The true 
art of medical treatment received scant attention as the prac-
tising physician busied himself with his social concerns. It 
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had, further, to give precedence to the theories and systems 
which loomed so largely in medical thought. In the basic sub-
jects, however, great strides were made in the departments 
of anatomy, physiology and pathology. Surgery and obstetrics 
were duly advanced, with a beginning, also, of modern neurology, 
otology, ophthalmology ana preventive medicine. Rising above 
their fellows as prolific participants in fUrthering the cause 
of medical science axe the names of Morgagni, von Haller, 
Hales, the Hunters, Boerhaave, Wolff and Jenner. 
II. THE SCIEIPE OF MEDICIUE. 
Among the earliest cultivators of anatomy during 
the eighteenth century was James Douglas (1675-1742), famed 
as a teacher in London. Contemporary with him were William 
Cheselden (1688-1752) and the German, Lorenz Heister {1683-
1758). William Hunter (1718-83) succeeded Douglas as the 
foremost teacher of the subject. His celebrated brother, 
John, in common with most of the surgeons of the day, also 
distinguished himself in anatomy. 
In the seventeenth century, the great center of 
anatomic teaching had been at Leyden. At the beginning of 
the eighteenth century it shifted to Paris, but largely 
through the efforts of Alexander Monro, the fi rat, (1697-
1767), Edinburgh was destined to become a new center~ 
medical instruction. His father, John Monro, a surgeon in 
~nng William's army, had settled in Edinburgh in 1700, and 
d 
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conceived the idea of starting there a medical school to 
rival those already in existence. The son .received a 
thorough training on the Continent and returned to Edinburgh, 
where at the age of twenty-two he was elected professor of 
anatomy in tbe newly-established university. His son and 
grandson, both named Alexander also, followed in their : 
father's footsteps, and succeeded each ctbar in the chair of 
amtomy at Edinburgh. The three latter Jl·onros, "primus, se-
cundus and tertius", as they ware called, thus occupied the 
same post at Edinburgh for a period of 126 years, and aided 
materiallY in fulfilling the ambition of the first of thair 
line. 
Another remarkable familY of anatomists extending 
into three generations we:re the l!eckels, father, son, and 
two gxandsons, Prussians by birth. Johann Friedrich Meckel, 
the elder (1724-74), of Watzlar started the descent, when in 
1751 he became professor of anatomy, surgery and botany at 
Berlin. His son, Philippe Friedrich Theodor (1756-1803), 
carried on as professor of anatomy and surgery at Halle from 
1779. Of the next generation, Johann Friedrich, called the 
younger, {1781-1833) was noted for his anatomical researches, 
while his brother; August Albrecht {1790-1829), became pro-
fessor of anatomy and forensic medicine at Barn in 1821. 
Other renowned anatomists of the period include 
Antonio Scarpa (1747-1832), the brilliant Venetian, William 
Cruickshank (1745-1800), of Edinburgh, and Samuel Thomas von 
soemmerring(l755-1830), the Prussian, who, toward the end of 
~ . 
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the century, compiled a monumental anatomical treatise 
profusely and expertly illustrated. 
PHYSIOLOGY. 
In tha physiology of the aigh teanth century soma 
half dozen names figure most prominently. First and fore-
most comas Albrecht von Haller (1708-77), the Swiss. A man 
of exceptional versatility, he also gained eminence as an 
anatomist and botanist, m s a poet and novelist of parts, 
and tm principal founder of medical and scientific biblio-
graphy. Throug~ his searching investigations he earned the 
sobriquet, "father of modern physiology". He differentiated 
between the irritability of muscle and the sensibility of 
nerve, reasserted the myogenic theory of the heart's action, 
and recognized the fUnction of bile in the digestion of fats. 
His "Elamanta Physiologiae Corporis Hwna.ni"(l759-66)stands as 
an authoritative text on the subject of physiology. 
Ranking after Haller is Stephen Halas (1677-1761), an 
English physician-clergyman, remembered as the originator of 
artificial ventilation. His work on the mechanical relations 
of blood pressure marked the first real advance in the physiology 
of the circulation after Harvey. He devised the first mano-
meter to ascertain the quantitative estimate of the blood 
pressure, the capacity of tha heart and the velocity of the 
blood -current. 
, I 
next in order came Rene-A.F. de Reaumur (1683-1757)~ 
the French experimenter, celebrated for his isolation of the 
a. 
gastric juice and the demonstration of its solvent effect 
upon foods (1752); Abbate Lazaro Spal1anzani (1729-99), the 
Italian, a careful investigator, who di so overed the digestive 
power of saliva and oonfinned the solvent property of gastric 
juice; and the Englishman, William Hewson (173~-74), an able 
researcher on the l~phatics and the coagulation of blood. 
William Cumberland Cruickshank (1745-1800) investigated the 
physiology of' absorption and, as set fo rfih in his "Experiments 
Upon the Insensible Perspiration of the Human Body" (1778), 
demonstrated that the skin, like the lungs, gives off carbon 
dioxide. 
EMBRYOLOGY AND COMPARATIVE AUATOMY. 
Caspar Friedrich Wolff (1733-94), of Berlin, initiated 
the intensi va study of modern embryology by the publication of 
his "Theoria Generationis" in 1759. He thus takes his accredited 
place as a pioneer beside Marcello Idalpighi of the previous 
century, whose early contribution to the subject established 
him as the founder of' embryology in its descriptive or icono-
graphic :fo m. Wolff revived Harvey' a epigenetic doctrine of 
tm gradual building up of the parts of tm body, and stood 
resolutely against tba current theory which assumed the pre-
fonnation of the embryo and its encasement in the ovary. His 
view of the formation of organs from blastodermic layers, ex-
pre a sed in 1 '768, was the nearest approach to the actual germ-
layer theory as propounded by von Baer in the following century. 
The development of comparative anatomy also came 
in for its share of attention, especially at the hands of 
James Douglas, John Hunter, John Barclay, Pieter Camper and 
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Johann Blumenbach. Outahadowing the rest, however, was ~lix 
Vicq d'Azyr (1748-94), pennanant secretary of the Paris 
Academy of Medicine, who was the greatest comparative 
anatomist of the French school, if not the world, during 
the eighteenth century. His studies on the flexor and ex-
tensor muscles of mn and animals, on the morphology of the 
brain, the vocal cords and the structure of birds and quad-
rupeds, ware unsurpassed. in their excellence. 
CHEMISTRY 
Chemistry, an important branch of natural science 
closely allied to medicine, gained many outstanding advance-
. menta. Chief anl foremost was the discovery of the four 
principal gaseous constituents of the atmosphere, which 
played such a vital role in the completion of the modern 
theory of respiration. Carbon dioxide was discovered in 
1757 by Joseph Black (1728-99); hydrogen by Henry Cavendish 
(1731-1810); nitrogen by Daniel Rutherford in 1772; and 
oxygen in 1771 by the Englishman, Joseph Priestley (1733-
1804) and the Swedish chemist, Karl William Scheele (1742-
1786), to be confirmed defini taly in 1775 by th a Frenchman, 
Antoine Laurent Lavoisier (l743-94}y through his disclosure 
of the true nature of the interchange of gases in the lungs. 
Of all these, Lavoisier, through his introduction of quanti-
tative relatione ana the general exactitude of his findings, 
is referred to as the actual founder of modern axpa rimantal 
chemistry. 
10. 
While the discovery o£ oxygen had its primary e£feot 
upon the physiology of respiration, it had its repercussion 
in medical praotioe when physicians began to attribute diseases 
either to laok or excess of oxy~n. In keeping with the trend 
o£ the period, theorists sprang up on all sides to engage in 
the naw dispute which offered suoh £rea play to their imagina-
tions. Thomas Beddoes (1?60-1808) of Shropshire, England, 
applied the idea in practical fashion when he established the 
Pneumatic Institute at Clifton in 1798 for the treatment of 
diseases by inhalation. His apparatus was constructed by no 
less than James Watt (1?36-1819), while he was assisted by Sir 
Humphry Davy (1?88-1829), who discovered the anesthetic prop-
erties of nitric aoid in 1?99. Beddoes' rather rudimentary 
efforts have since become more definitely standardized in the 
modem version of aerotherapy. 
PATHOLOGY and BACTERIOLOOY 
Pathology as a distinct branch o£ medical soienoe was 
originated by Giovanni Battista Morgagni (1682-1771), who was 
professor at Padua from 1715 until the time of his death. His 
writings on "The Seats and Causes of Disease" embraced a record 
of 640 dissections, and for the first time crystallized the 
true aim of modern pathology in correlating post-mortem findings 
with olinio al re oo rd s. 
Matthew Baillie (1761-1823), a nephew of William Hunter, 
was Morgagni 's legitimate successor. A busy practitioner who 
became physician to George III", Baillie nevertheless found time 
to devote himself to research at the expense o£ his own health. 
-~~-· -~----·· 
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His "Morbid Anatomy", published in 1793 was the first treatise 
of its kind in tlB English language. Profusely illustrated 
with excellent copper-plates, it differed essentially from 
Morgagni's work in that it represented tlB first attempt to 
treat pathology as a subject by itself in the manna r of the 
modern text-book. 
Anong others Who occupied themselves with patholo-
gical research were the Italian, Giovanni Domenico Santorini 
(1681-1737), and the three Frenchmen, Jean Astruo (1684-1766), 
Joseph Lieutaud (1703-80) and Marie-Francois-Xavier Biohat · 
' 
(1771-1802), the 1a tte r known as the "Uapoleon of Medicine". 
Hieronymus David Gaub (1705-80), of Heidelberg, published in 
1758 his "Institutes of Pathology", which for a considerable 
period was a favorite text-book on the Continent. In it he 
applied Haller's doctrine of irritability to pathology. Haller 
himself, although primarily a physiologist, devoted some time, 
as well, to pathology, and published a valuable treatise on the 
subject in 1765. 
Bacteriology as a department of its own was virtually 
non-existent during the eighteenth century. While Kircher, 
Leeuwenhoek and Malpighi had pioneered with the microscope 
in the previous century,little progress was made in ascer-
taining tm bacterial origin of diSease. Although Frascato-
rius as far back as 1546 had approached the idea and Kircher 
a hundred years later had come closer to the modern exposition 
. . I 
of contagion, it was reserved for Carl von Linne (1707-1778) 
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or Linnaeus, the Swedish physician-botanist, to realize more 
clearly the relationship between infectious diseases and 
minute organisms. He also considered the question of the 
water-borne character of malarial fever, while Giovanni 
Maria Lanoisi (1655-1720) before him, in 17·17, had first 
suggested the possibility of its transmission by mosquitoes. 
The vagueness of their conjecturing however, had to await 
the laboratory confirmation of the nineteenth century, when 
bacteriology was to become an established and vital entity 
under the ~nius of Koch, Pasteur, Klebe, Welch. Pfeiffer, 
Loeffler and the rest. 
SURGERY 
John Hunter (1728-93) is looked upon as tba man who 
advanced sur~ry from a mere technical mode of treatment to a 
branoh of scientific me dioine. As the true founder of modern 
surgery, he is so memorialized on his tomb in Westminster Abbey. 
He also ranks unquestionably as one of the greatest surgeons 
tm world has ever lalown. Hunter first' served a rigorous appren-
ticeship in anatomy under the tutela~ of his able brother, 
William, then supplemented it with a thorough grounding in 
physiology and pathology. There followed a period of intensive 
training with Cheselden and Pott in surgery. His ability was 
quickly recognized, ana it was not long before he had an exten-
I 
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siva surgical practice in London. In addition to his usual ac-
tivities, Hunter was at all times an ardent original investigator, ·1 
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anl soon established an enviable reputation as a teacher. 
Ever alert to correlate the nornnl with the abnormal, he 
engaged assiduously in research on comparative physiology, 
and Jaid the foundation of e:xp3rimental surgical pathology. 
Fur the :rmore, as a biologist he dissected and described over 
five hundra a different species of animls. All of this, com-
bined with his nume roue discoveries in amt omy and his radi-
cal improvements in surgical technic, is indicative of the 
scintillating brilliance of a most illustrious career. 
Anticipating John Hunter among the noted English 
surgeons was William Cheselden (1688-1'752), remembered es-
peciallY for his "Treatise on a High Operation :for stone" 
and the results which attended its publication in 1'723. 
Violently accused of plagiarism by John Douglas, Cheselden 
aroppe a the procedure at once, modified the method of Frere 
Jacques, the French lithotomist, into a lateral opsration, 
and thereby succeeded in establishing a technic which with 
slight improvement has stood to this very day. Added to his 
surgical skill was a deftness which has earned :for him the 
reputation of perhaps the most rapid of all operators prior 
to the innovation of anesthesia. ·· 
:Pe rei val pott (1 '714-88) himself sustained the frac-
ture o:f tbe lower fibula which is still lmown by his name, 
attached also to caries and defoxmity of tbe spine, usually 
of .Uube rcular origin. His treatises on fractures, dislocations, 
r 
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hernia, head injuria a, hydrocele and palsy are still raga rde d 
as masterpieces of their kind. Pott aommanded a degree of 
prestige fully equal to that of Cheaelden. The esteem with which , 
he was regarded is borm out by the fact that toward the end 
of the oentury be enjoyed the large at surgical practice in 
London. 
Charles White (1728-1813), aside from being one of 
the pioneers of aseptic midwifery, is recalled for his intro-
duction of the method of reducing shoulder dislocations by 
means of tm heel in the axilla., The man .who _appeared 
late·r as Hunter's most conspicuous pupil was John Abernethy 
(1764-1831), who stoutly championed his master's views on 
the relationship between physiology and pathology, and as 
surgeon, lecturer and writer ably carried on his teachings. 
Before tm advent of John Hunter, the Prenoh had_ 
enj oye a a comparative monopoly in tlB field of scientific 
surgery, am Paris was the exclusive seat of proper surgical 
instruction. There Pierre Dionie (died 1718) was giving 
courses on operative surgery as early as 1673, while his 
treatises on anatomy and surgery became standard works for 
half a century. Jean-Louis Petit (1674-1750) was the leading 
French surgeon of the eighteenth century. He made several 
improvements in amputations and herniotomy, and was the first 
to open the mastoid process. Pierre-Joseph Desault (1744-95) 
I did much to advance the treatment of fractures. Nicolas Andre 
(1658-1744) coined the word "orthopedics" in his treatise of 
'·,~ 
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1741, although tbe actual originator of surgical orthopedics 
was Jean-And~ Venal (1740-91) of Switzerland. The name of 
Francois Chopart (1743-95), of Paris, is still associated 
with his method of amputating the foot, in which the calcaneus, 
talus ana part of the tarsus are retaine a. Others who figure a 
in French surgery of the period were Anal, Brasdor, Davia ana_ 
Moreau. 
German SJ.rgery was set back considerably by the Thirty 
Years 1 War, and was chiefly in the hands of tm executioner and 
tbe barber, whose ranks were augmented by tm wandering bone-
setters ana others of their ilk. The army surge on was dubbed a 
"Feldscherer" in keeping with his duty of shaving the officers. 
\fuile the art of surgery ha a no real sm tus before the time of 
Frederick tm Great, at least two names merit mention as the 
leading Gennan surgeons of the century. Lorenz Heister (1683-
1758) made the first post-mortem section of appendicitis in 1711, 
introduced the term "tracheotomy" in 1718, and published an il-
lustrated text on surgery. August Gottl.ieb Richter (1742-1812) 
compiled a history of surgery up to his time, ana wrote a ·treat-
ise on hernia which has come to be considered a classic. Of the 
amy surgeons, Johann Ulric Bilguer (1720-96), one of Frederick 
the Great's surgebns-general, gained distinction by his-mono-
gxaph on amputation, which comprised a plea for conservative 
surgery of the joints, ana was deemed sufficiently authoritative 
to be translated into French by Tissct in 1764. 
' 
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OBSTETRICS and GYNECOLOGY 
Obstetrics as a definite br~noh of medicine did not 
obtain a foot-hold until late in the eighteenth century. Prior 
to that time midWifery ms principally in the hands of women 
and a few mle practitioners of low standing in the profession. 
Willtiam Hunter (1718-83) was the first to establish the dignity 
of obstetrics and to afford it its deserved place of honor 
among the specialties of medicine. He was preceded in the field 
by his teacher William Smellie (1697-1763), who had learned 
his obstetrics in Paris. Smellie introduced the steel-looked 
forceps in 1744, and tie curved and double-curved forceps (1751-
1753). His ''Midwifery", published in 1752, was the first text 
to lay down the oorreot mles for the uoo of forceps, and for 
the measurement of the feiiB.le pelvis. 
Hunter opposed the use of foroeps, and, in his own 
right, discovered the decidua reflexa. In collaboration with 
his brother, John, he first noted tba separate oirou.latione 
in the fetus and mother, and thus laid the founaation·of 
modern knowledge in placental anatomy. The mechanism of labor 
was first considered by Hendrik van Daventer (1651-1724), a 
native of Holland, in 1701; by Sir Fielding Ould (1710-89), of 
Dublin, in his ~Treatise on MidWifery", publisbad in 1742; 
and later by Smellie, Andre Levret, J.J.Fried, and Pieter Camper. 
Other prominent mmes in the rapidly growing obstetrics 
of tb3 period include those of Charles White, the Manchester 
surgeon, whose treatise published in 1773 was a pioneer effort 
·, 
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in aseptic midwifery; Jean Palfryn (1649-1730), who in 1720 
reintroduced or reinvented the obstetrical forceps; Guillaume 
Mauqueat de la Motte (1665-1737), who in 1721 extended the 
use of thB podalic version to head presentations; and Jean 
Louie Beaudelocque~ Sr. (1746-1810), who invented a pelvimeter 
in 1781, and advanced the knoWledge of the mechanism of labor. 
Luoa a Johann Boer (1751-1835) was the ablest Genpan obstetri-
cian of hie day. He deserves special mention as the pioneer 
of "natural obstetrics". Boer's method of treating pregnancy 
as a normal, physiologic process was a distinct departure from 
the earlier view, which had regarded it as a kind of nine 
months' disease to be endure a with stoicism. 
Gynecology as an independent specialty had no real 
existence in the eighteenth century, although a few papers 
were published. on tm subject and some operations were per-
formed. Besides Hunter and Baillie, the two Amerioana,Bard 
and Baynham, pioneered in this field, w~ila Jean Aatruc 
published a six-volume treatise on the diseases of women 
during the years 1761-65. 
OPHTHALMOLOGY and OTOLOGY 
During the period, ophthalmology was first developed 
as a distinct specialty in medicine. As early as 1700, Bernardo 
Ramazzini (1633-1714) called attention to the eye-troubles o£ 
gilders, printers and those engaged in other oooupationa. Herman 
Boerhaave (lb68-1738), was the first to give a spacial course 
-
of lectures on the subject. Jacques Daviel (1696-1762), a Norman 
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by birth, did much to develop the surgical treatman t of the 
e~. In 1752 he originated the modern treatment of cataract 
by excision of tm lens. Other mmes of nota in early oph-
thalmology are William Hebardan, who in 1767 described night-
blindness; John Dalton, who in 1794 f!!iVe his account of o:Olor-
blindnass; Gaorg-_Joseph Bear, who innovated. iridectomy in 
1798, and finally Thomas Young (1773-1829), considered the 
"fatha r of physiologic optios", who in 1801, gave the first 
description of astigmatism, with measurements and optical 
constants. 
Great advance was also made during the eighteenth 
century in otology, the study of the ear. On the structure 
and physiology of the organ, important contributions ware 
made by Antonio :Maria Valsalva (1666-1723) in 1717, Domanico 
Cotugno (1736-1822) in 1774, and by Antonio Scarpa in the 
period 1772-89. Thera ware also significant morphological 
assays by Geoffrey in 1778 and Comparatti in 1789. The versa-
tile John Hunter in 1782 offered a remarkable paper on "The 
Organ of Hearing in Fishes". Guyot in 1724 was the first to 
attempt to cathete-rize ·tba Eustachian tube, while Arc hi bald 
Cleland performed tm feat successfully in 1741. Credit is 
given to one Eli, an itinerant quack, for the first perfora-
tion of the tympanic membrana for deafness in 1760. Jean-
Louis Petit perfo:rmed the first open operation on the mastoid 
.,': 
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process in 1?36. This was later duplicated by Jasser, a Prussian 
army surgeon in 1??6, by Fielitz, Loeffler, and the Dlna, Alexander 
., I 
Xolpin in 1?96. The Abbe Charles-Michel de l'Epee (1712-89) 
founded the first school for deaf-mutes in Paris in 1755, while 
in Amerioa, Francis Green (1?42-l809) of Boston, was the first to 
advocate education of the deaf. 
HYG IEUE am P~VENTIVE MEDI CIItE 
In the field of hygiene and preventive medicine infinite 
credit is due John Howard (1?26-~0), the Englishman, who made 
a pereonal investigation of tm prisons, hospitals and lazarettos 
of Europe (1772-89) and published his startling disclosures of 
conditions as he found them. His. "State of the Prisons in Eng-
land and Wales", which appeared in 1 ?77, was followed in 1 ?89 
by "An Account of tm Prinoip::tl Lazarettos in Europe". By calling 
attention to tba horrible conditions in these institutions, he set 
in motion hie epoch-making reforms, which not only caused a 
marked improvement in the prisons and hospitals of Europe, but 
also lad to constructive preventive measures against disease, 
particular~y typhoid. 
Bernardo Ramazzini (1663-1?14) aroused an interest in 
the diseases ana hygiene of ocout:e tiona by hie work "De Morbi a 
Artificium Diatriba", while the four-volume treatise of Johann 
Peter Frank (1745-1821}, his "Complete System of Medical Polity", 
(1??7-1?88)compriaea the very foundation of modern public hygiene. 
The beginning of modern military medicine and the origin 
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of tm Red Cross idea is attributed to Sir John Pringle 
(1707-1782) through his "Observations on the Disea sea of 
the Army", whioh appeared in 1752. James Lind (1716-94) 
was the founder of naval hygiene in England and is hailed 
as the "father o:f nautical medicine". His fame rests chief-
ly upon his remarkable observa tiona on scurvy (1754) ~ the 
hygiene of sailors (1757) ana tropical medicine (1768). 
Sir Gilbert Blane (1749-1834), in discussing "Diseases ~ 
Seamen" in 1785, first recommended the use of lime-juice 
as a preventive against scurvy. 
It was reserved for Ed.wa.ra Jenner (1749-1823), a 
physician of Berkeley, England, to achieve undying fame in 
the field of preventive medicine by the successful intro-
duction, toward the close of the century, of an approved 
method. of inoculation against small-pox. For centuries the 
disease had been a world-wide scourge. In Europe alone, 
tm mortality ran as high as 400,000 yearly, with almost 
as many survivors bearing the mutilating marks of their 
affliction. Jenner set about to improve upon the prevailing 
method of inoculation by variolation. After noting the 
immunity against small-pox acquired by those who had re-
covers d from cow-pox, he conceived the idea of inoculating 
directly with virus taken from the udder of a disaased cow. 
On May 14' 1796 he performed his first vaccination upon a 
country boy, James Phipps, with material taken from the 
arm of a milk-maid, Sarah Nalmes, herself suffering from 
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cow-pox. To test the validity of the experiment, Phipps was 
inoculated with small-pox virus on July 1st of the same 
year, and proved to be immune to the disease. 
This successful immunization led Jenner to fUrther 
experimentation. Finally in 1798 he published the account 
of his discovery with a description of twenty-three cases. 
This was followed by five other publications (1799-1806), 
detailing the results of his later experiments and improve-
ments in technic. In spite of bitter opposition, the idea 
rapidly took hold on the Continent and in America. By 1800, 
as many as 6,ooo people had been vaccinated. Parliament 
aided Jenner in prosecuting his experiments by voting him 
grants in 1802 and 1807, which totalled 20~000 pounds. His 
discovery unquestionably stands as one of the most profound 
contributions in the history of preventive medicine. The 
monument erected in Trafalgar Square in 1858 is a fitting 
tribute to his memory whioh has been echoed by most of the 
civilized world ever since. 
CLINICAL MEDICilTE. 
In clinical medicine gem znl progress was far be-
hind that Dl9.de in other deiBrtments. Three noteworthy 
features, however, stand out conspicuously. The introduc-
tion of post-mortem findings by Uorgagni and of preventive 
inoculation by Jenner have already been re:ferred to in 
their related fields. Added to these were the attempts at 
new methods of precision in diagnosis. 
,.,, 
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Among clinicians Herman Boerhaave (1668-1738) 
is acknowledged as the leading physician of the period, 
and through his botanical associations is looked upon as 
the founds r of the "Eclectic Schooln. As pro feasor of 
botany, chemistry, physics and medicine at Leyden (1701-
1729}, he did much to further its reputation as a medical 
center, and offered inspiration to a noted list of pupils, 
among whom were Haller, Gaub, Cullen, Pringle, van Swieten 
and de Haen. His "Elementa Chemia", published in 1732, is 
regarded as the finest work on the subject in the eighteenth 
centur.1. His fame as a clinician is no less than his renown 
as a teaoher and writer. He revived the Hippocratic method 
of teaching medicine and diagnosis at the bed-side. He was 
the first to give a spacial course of lectures in ophthal-
mology (1708), the first to establish the site of pleurisy 
exclusively in the pleura, and the first to prove that 
small-pox is spread by contagion. In addition to his 
academic accomplishments, he was the foremost consultant 
of' his day. 
In the search for more precise means of diagnosis, 
Leopold Auenbrugger (1722-1809}, a Styrian by birth, made 
his significant discovery of immediate percussion of the 
chest. The results of his findings first appeared in 1761, 
in a little book, the "Inventum Hovum". Only twenty-two 
pages in length, this treatise, based upon actual obser-
vations, is one of the most important contributions in 
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the history of clinical medicine, Although Auenbrugger, in 
his car:acity of physician-in-chief to the Hospital of the 
Holy Trinity at Vienna, applied his novel method of direct 
percussion With signal success, it was received with little 
enthusiasm onthe part of his contemporaries who, for the 
most part, chose to ignore it altogether. It was not until 
1808, the year before the discovemr's death, that Corvisart 
gave it his hearty endorsement and succeeded in securing for 
it the recognition it so richly deserved. 
Sir John Flo~r (1649-1734~ of Staffordshire, 
published his "Physician's Pulse Watch" in 1707. It repre-
sent; ed the first attempt in a hund.re d years to revive the 
work of Galileo, Kempler and Sanctorius on the question of 
accurate recording of the pulse rate. Floyer timed the pulse 
by noting its beats with a watch that ran for exactly one 
minute only. His observations were weakened, however, by 
his revival of the old .Gal.enio idea of specific pulses, 
that is, a sp3oial pulse for every disease. Ueverthless, 
his efforts represent a step in the right direction. 
Another to revive a subject dealt with by his 
predecessors was George Martine (1702-41) of Scotland. In 
his "Essays and Observa tiona", publishe a_ in 1740, he re-
newed the discussion on clinical thermometry initiated by 
Sanotorius in 1625, and continued by Boerhaave, Haller and 
de Haen of his own day. His work was the only scientific 
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treatment of the subject before that of Wunderlich in 1868. 
James Currie (1756-1805), a fellow-countryman, carried Mar-
tine's ideas into practice, and publism d his observa tiona 
in his ''Medical Reports" of 1798. Currie used cold baths in 
treating typhoid fever and checked up his results with the 
clinical thermometer. The higher the temperature of the 
patient, the colder and more frequent he made the douches. 
Ernst Brand of Stettin resurrected Currie's idea in 1861 
and placed it on a reliable working basis. 
William Cullen (1712-90) was one of the greatest 
figures in Scotch medicine of the eighteenth century. His 
fame rests rnrticularly upon his talent as a teacher. He 
occupied the chairs of both medicine and chemistry in the 
medical school at Glasgow which he helped to found in 1744, 
and later at Edinburgh. He was among the first to give 
clinical or infirmary lectures in Great Britain, and defin-
itely the first to deliver these lectures in the vernacular 
instead of Latin (1757). Mora of an academician than a 
practical clinician, Cullen took an active part in oontempo-
xary theorizing and classification of disease. However, he 
was responsible for the modification of hydrotherapy with 
quick changes of temperature, which caxre to be known as the 
"Scotch douche", a label applied by Des pines of Aix lee Bains 
in 1760. His "First Lines of the Practice of Physic"(l776-94) ~ 
was considered an authority on medical practice for many years 
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in this country as well as abroad. John Brown and Benjamin 
Rush were two of Cullen's moat famous pupils. 
There were several others who figure a prominently 
in the clinical me dicina of Britain. William Heberden (1 '710-
1801), 'Of London, thoroughly classical in his attainments, 
gave his original descriptions of varicella or chicken pox 
in 1'767, angina pectoris in 1'768 and arthritis deformans in 
1802. He also described nyctalopia or night-blindness in 
1'767. Caleb Hillier Par.ry (1755-1822), a practitioner of 
Bath, ga~ an early account of exophthalmic goiter in 1786, 
Which appears to establish his priority over the Italian, 
Flajani (1800), the Englishman, Graves (1835) and the German, 
Based ow (1840), although the disease even to-day is variously 
called after all four. John Huxham (1692-1'768), of Devon, 
made nany careful and original observations on infectious 
diseases, and was the first to differentiate between typhus 
and typhoid in his "Essay on Fevers" (1'755). As early as 
1747 he recommended a vegetable diet for scurvy, and in 1'75'7, 
he was the first to note the paralysis of the soft palate in 
diphtheria. John Fothergill (1'712-80), of Yorkshire, a highly 
successful practitioner in London, offered original views on 
diphtheritic sore throat in 1748, and facial neuiRlgia in 
1 '7'73. As a good friend of the Arne ric an colonies he advocated 
the repeal of the Stamp Act in 1765. He collaborated with 
Benjamin Franklin in helping to found the Pennsylvania 
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Hospital in 1751, and combined with him more signi£icantlY, 
i£ £utilely, in the endeavor to work out a plan £or recon-
ciliation with England in 1774. John Coakley Lett oom (1744-
1815), another wealthy practitioner, was a proli£ic writer 
on medical subjects. His most pertinent contribution was 
an original account o£ alcoholism in 1789, the first treatise 
on the drug habit. He was one of the original founders of 
the Medical Society of London (1773). 
MEDICINE OIT THE COUTilfEUT. 
France had little of practical value to o££e r in 
the £ield o£ clinical medicine during the eighteenth century. 
Her principal representatives in this department were 
I Theophila de Bordeu, founder of the Vitalistic School of 
Montpe1lier, and his successor, Paul-Joseph Barthez. They 
were both concerned, in the rna in, With theorization in 
medicine, and will be discussed later in the section devoted 
to that subject. 
The leader in the rise of the Old Vienna School of 
Medicine was Gerhard van Swieten (1700-72), of Leyden. He 
established the world-£amed olinio at Vienna, modelling it 
after the Leyden pattern, helped reorganize the university 
there, and in genezal did muoh to advance Austrian medicine 
under the royal £avor of 11aria Theresa. Besides van Swieten 
others in the Vienna group included Anton de Haan (1704-76), 
who, despite his rabid belief in witchcraft, contributed 
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materially to clinical medicine by his bedside observations; 
Anton Stoerck (1731-1803), the swabian, noted for his work 
in pharmacology and toxicology; Maximilian Stoll (1742-87), 
the epidemiologist, and Joseph Jaoob von Planck (1732-1807), 
the dennatologist. Auenbrugger and Frank hav:e already been 
noted. 
In Germany, the leading practitioners were Stahl' 
Hoffmann, KSmpf, Werlhof, Zimmerman, Wichmann, Hufeland, 
Rail and Heim. Of these, Paul Gottlieb Werlhof (1699-1767) 
gave an original description of purpura hemorrhagioa in 
1735. Johann Georg Zimme nnan (1728-95) was the author of 
an important monograph on epidemic dysentery. Johann Ernst 
Wichmann (1740-1802) published an important paper on scabies 
in 1786. Ernst Ludwig Heim (1747-1834) introduced Jennerian 
vaccination into Berlin in 1798. Christian Wilhelm Hufeland 
(1762-1836), professor at Jena and later at Berlin, sternly 
opposed the theories of his day, but gave his hearty support 
to vaccination. He was one of the great pioneers of medical 
journalism in the eighteenth century. Stahl, Hoffmann and 
'I Kampf were theorists whose contributions, along with those 
of Rail, are discussed elsewhere. 
, 
In Switzerland, Theodor Tronchin (1709-81), of 
Geneva, v;as a pupil of Boerhaave, who became one of the 
wealthiest and most fashionable practitioners of his time. He was 
. Voltaire's tavorite physician. He introduced inoculation into 
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Holland (1748}, Switzerland (1749), and France (1756). He is 
said to have had 20~000 oases to his credit. He was also a 
pioneer of psychotherapy, of Sl.Bpension in spinal curvature 
(1756) and of the open-air cult. Simon-And~ Tissot (1728-97) 
was a famous practitioner of Lausanne who persistently 
advocated variolation. Ha was the author of extensive 
treatises covering the subjects. of -~Pile p~y and :general 
oo.rvoua ···qi seases. 
Among the Italians, Giovanni llaria Lanoiai (1655-
1720}, of Rome was the greamst clinician of the period. He 
is rememoo red as a great epidemiologist and as personal 
physician to several popes. Francesco Torti (1658-1741), 
professor at :Modena, introduced the term "mal aria" in his 
trea tiae on tl:e pe rnicioua forma of the disease in 1712,. He 
was instrumental in bringing about the use of quinine for 
malaria in Italian practice. The contemporary Splnish phy-
sician, Gaspar Casal (1691-1759) gave the first description 
of pellagra in 1735, although his paper was not published 
until 1762. It was an Italian physician, however, Francesco 
Frapolli, who ga.~ the malady ita present name in 1771, in 
which year he published a careful account of pellagra. 
Russia was still pioneering in the healing art 
durl.ng the eighteenth century. Peter the Great made the 
first attempt to ~tiona.lize medicine in that country and 
erected its first hospital and medical school combined in 
!I 
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1707. Only slight advance was made, however, over the early 
efforts of the previous century. The custom of inviting 
foreign physicians, first instituted by Ivan III in the 
fifteenth century, continued under Ivan IV (the Terrible), 
through the Romanoff dynasty and well into the e ightaenth 
century. Under Pe'OOr the Great, and later under Catherine, 
they were more graciously welcomed, received more encourage-
ment than had previously fallen to their lot, and helped 
proportionately to stimulate a greater interest in medicine. 
In 1712 there were fifty students enrolled in the 
medical school. Howeve(E', the instruction and discipline 
maintained were of a rather low order. The hospital suffered 
from poor management, and consequently left much to be desired. 
In 1754, under Elizabeth, the institution came to be controlled 
by the military college, the war department of the period. In 
the meantime two otm r hospitals bad been created by Peter the 
Great, the Admiralty Hospital at st. Petersburg in 1716, and 
the Dry Land Hospital the following year. Toward the end of 
the century a radical change was made with the founding of the 
Russian Army Medical Academy in 1799, which took over and oom-
ple 12ly militarized the original medical school and hospital. 
The "Apteka" which was established in the seventeenth century 
to dispense drugs, and later to sup3rintend the prevention of 
infectious diseases, became a "Collegium medioum" in 1763 under 
the administration of an "Archiater". The first to occupy this 
position was Robert Erskine, a Soot, who was also body-physician 
to Peter tba Great. 
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Of interest to the subjaot of the physician's 
improved sooi.al status in Russia is the institution of the 
"tohins" in 1722 by Peter the Great. They comprised a 
method of reward whereby various grad.es of nobility were 
oonferre d upon the "tohinovniks", or public sa rvants. Inas-
much as physicians were included in this class, it became 
possible for the first time for medical xoon in Russia to 
attain a lofty rank among the nobility. 
EARLY AMERICAN MEDICINE. 
The War of the American Revolution really gave this 
country its start in medicine. Prior to that time the science 
was a negative affair in the colonies. The Revolution brought 
into prominence· the three leading physicians of tm period 
in the new world, :Morgan, Shippen and Rush. 
John Morgan (1735-89), a native of Philadelphia, 
graduated in 1762 from Edinburgh, where he received his tiBining 
under such zmstars as William Hunter, Xonro, Cullan and. Whytt. 
Upon his return to America, he aided in the founding of the 
medical department of tha University of Pennsylvania in 1765, 
and occupied tm first chair of the practice of medicine. In 
1775, Congress appointed him"Direotor-Gemral and Physician-
in-Chief of the American Army" to succeed Benjamin Church, who 
had the honor of being the first surgeon-general. 
William Shippen, Jr. (1736-1808}, also of Philadelphia, 
was likewise a graduate of Edinburgh in 1761. A year later he 
delivered the first AID3riloan lecture on obstetrics in his 
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native city, and thereafter, as an ardent exponent of its 
scientific practice, did much to advance the cause of male 
midwifery in tb3 new world. He joined with Morgan in 
organizing the Pennsylvania medical school and became there 
profe as or of anatomy and surgery. In 1777, be succeeded 
Morgan as surgeon-general of the American Army, but resigned 
in 1781 to devote his entire attention to medical teaching. 
Benjamin Rush (1745-83), another Pennsylvanian, 
studied at Edinburgh in 1768 after graduating from Princeton 
in 1760. In 1769 be became professor of cb3mistry in the 
College of l'hiladelphia· (founded in 1740), and follo,ved 
Mor€fin as profess or of practice there in 1789, later ooou.pying 
the chair of institutes of medicine when the school was merged 
with the University of Pennsylvania in 1791. During the war, 
Rush served for a time (1776-78} as surgeon-general of the 
l!iddle De rsrtment under Shippen. He became a member of the 
Continental Congress, and was one of the signers of the 
Declaration of Independence. Rush was a prolific writer on 
medical subjects. He described cholem infantum in 1773 
and dengue in 1780, and gave a stirring account of the 
Philadelphia epidemic of yellow fever (1793). His monograph 
on insanity, with that of Isaac Ray, was the only systematic 
American treatise on the subjeot prior to 1883, when Emil 
Kraepelin, the pioneer of experimental psychiatry, introduced 
h"is "Kompenuium" with its modem classification of mental 
~ l 
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diseases. His works ware later published in seven volumes. 
Despite his staunch advocacy of purging and blood-letting, 
to say nothing of the bitter criticism engendered by his 
contention that the yellow fever epidemic oame from within 
the city rather than from without, Benjamin Rush clearly 
earned a place as one of the foremost early contributors 
to the practice of medicine in America, and was undoubtedly 
the ablest clinician of his time in the new world. Rush 
Medical College in Chicago stands as a permanent memorial 
to his name, along with the monument, which in 1904 was 
a:reoted in his honor at Washington, D.C. 
Aside from Morgan, Shippen and Rush, another im-
portant figure in early American medicine was Thomas 
Cadwalader (1'708-79), of Philadelphia, who was a pupil 
of the famous Chesalden. He was the fi rat to praotioa 
inoculation here in 1'730,· and the first to 'beach anatomy 
by dissection in tm same year. Matthew Carey and Samuel 
Bard are remembered for their interesting clinical obser-
vations, while among the American pioneers in surgery in 
addition to those already noted ware John Bard, of New 
Jersey, Baynham of Virginia, John Warren of Boston and 
Wright Post. Two promising physicians who gave their lives 
for their cowttry in the Revolution ware Joseph Warren of 
Boston and Hugh Mercer of Virginia. James Thacher is re-
called as the first American medical biographer, and James 
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Tiltoh offered his valuable "Observations on Military 
Hospitals". There were altogetba r sixty-three Arne ricans 
who gmduated at Edinburgh during the period 1758-88. They 
constituted the chief ann of the profession in this country 
and laid tm foundation for its future developiPent. 
The name of Benjamin Franklin (1706-90) merits a 
place in Arii3 rio an me dioi_ne not only through his general 
associations with the profession and his interest in the 
care of the sick, but by reason of definite contributions 
to its advancement. He was responsible for the invention of 
bifocal lenses in 1784 and a flexible catheter. He also 
published treatises on such diverse subjects as the treatment 
of paralysis by electricity (1757), lead poisoning (1786), 
gout, sleep, deafness, infection from dead bodies, infant 
mortality, inoculation and medical education. He was the 
principal founder and first president of the Pennsylvania 
Hospital. 
The first medical school in America was established 
as a department of the University of Pennsylvania in 1765. 
It was followed by that of King's College in new York in 
i767, Jatar incorporated with Columbia in 1792; Harvard 
Medical School in 1782; the Colle€}3 of Philadelphia in 1790; 
and Dartmouth in 1798. The first American to graduate in 
medicim abroad, at Edinburgh, was John Lioultrie of South 
Carolina (1749). The first medical diploma to be awarded in 
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this country following a course of study hera was awarded 
to John Archer at the University of Pennsylvania in 1768. 
Previously, in 1720, Yale College bad conferred an honorary 
medical degree upon Daniel Turner, who was the author of the 
first American treatises on dermatology (1714) and venereal 
diseases (1727). 
Other la.ndmar~cs in early American medicine might 
be noted. The first local medical society appeared in Boston 
in 1735. The first state society was that of Uew Jersey (1766). 
Three organizations which have maintained an unbroken record 
were founded during the century. They are the Massacm1setts 
1!edical Society (1781), the College of Physicians of Phila-
delphia (1787), and the Medical and Chirurgioal Faculty of 
Maryland (1789). The first medical periodical of tlB period 
was the "Medical Repository" of Uew York (1797-1824). Among 
the institutions devoted to the care of the sick, the Penn-
sylvania Hospital of Philadelphia was first organized in 1751. 
The original of Bellevue Hospital is described as a single 
room in the Public Workhouse of New York City, erected in 1736. 
The new structure was built on the present site of tlD hospital 
in 1796. The Philadelphia Dispensary was organized in 1786, and 
tm New York Dispensary in 1791. The first lying-in hospital 
was established privately by Shippen, while the first institu-
tion to oo devoted to the care of the insane was the Eastern 
Lunatic Asylum at Williamsburg, Virginia which was chartered 
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in 1??2 and opened a year later. 
As for the gene:ral status of American medicine, 
progre as in anatomy was difficult on account of the ob-
stinate predujuoe against dissection. Material bad to be 
obtained for the most part by body-snatching. The study 
of physiology and pathology amounts d to very little • 
Obstetrical oases were ordinarily conducted by midwives .. 
until the pupils of Smellie and Hunter appeared as the 
first male obstetricians. As for the materia medica and 
therapeutics, John Tennant of Virginia, with his account 
of senega, seems to ba the sole figure of importance. The 
only real progre as was mad a in surgery, which was ably 
practised. by the pioneers previously nota d. i7i th the ad-
vent of the medical schools, Shippen, Poe~ and John ~arran 
undertook to teach the subject with distinction, along with 
John Jonas, Thomas Bard and Richard Bayley. This, the first 
department of medicine to establish a definite foundation 
in America, was later destined to achieve a dagraa of dis-
tinction unsurpassed in the entire medical world. 
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III .THEORIES Aim SYSTEMS. 
While the practice o :f medicine during the 
eighteenth cenmry had about it an air o:f scientific in-
quiry, it presented :for tm most part a state of utter 
confusion owing to the prevalence o:f various theories 
am systems. TheS3 arose from the individual attempts of 
medical men to classify disease in imitation of the botan-
ists, and to define its causation in accordance With their 
own particular concepts. While much o:f the concomitant 
cerebration, particularly on the part o:f the theorists, 
was in the nature of platitudinous philosophizing, out af 
the chaos of it all came tm :first inkling of present 
psychology and tm first movement toward the development 
of the modern science of psychiatry. As for the systematists, 
there is a definitely perceptible c onneotion between their 
mora tangible strivings and the efforts of those who fol-
lcmed in the several fields to which they offered the ini-
tial impetus. 
IlfFLUEliCE OF BOTANICAL STUDY. 
Botany as a division of natural science was intensely 
, 
cultivated, particularly by Carl von Linne (1707-78), or 
Linnaeus, of Sweden. A botanist by choice, he studied med-
icine to satisfy the whim of his prospective, and wealthy, 
father-in-law, who insisted upon having another physician 
in the family. The fame of Linnaeus rests upon his detailed 
--. -..--.,. 
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description and classification of plants and animals. 
Originator of the binomial nomenclature in science, he 
created the method which included a generic or family name, 
and a sp3cific or given name. His "Systema naturae" of 
l735waa follovred in 1753 by his'"Species Planta.rum", and 
in 1758 by a tenth edition of his earlier "Syatema" in 
which he first emplo~d specific names for animals. In 
his treatise on plants, Linnaeus bleed his categories 
upon the charaoteristios of stamens and pistils, and thus 
evolved the so-called "Sexual System" of classification 
which dominated the botany of Europe for over a century. 
It reoei ved furtha r expansion through Michael Adanson (1727-
1806), a physician of Provence, vfuose "Familles des plantean 
of 1763 contained an arrangement of genera into fifty-eight 
families. Antoine Laur~nt de Juaaieu (1748-1836), of Lyons, 
later adopted a natural system of one hundred orders of 
fifteen classes, further subdivided according, to the petals. 
His "Genera Plantarum" of 1789 was authoritative until A.-P. 
Candella, the Geneva botanist, early in the next century 
introduced his morphologic system, which v.sa baaed on the 
form anl development of the organs of plants rather than 
on their fUnction. 
Reference to botanical study of the eighteenth 
century must take into account the researches of Johann 
Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832), who, in addition to his 
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talents as poet, dramatist and statesman, was fUrther 
distinguished as the ablest plant morphologist of his time. 
Other noted. botanists of the period include the Prussian 
pastor, Christian Konrad Sprengel(l750-1816) with his 
"Newly Discovered Secret of Nature" (1793); the French 
naturalist, Georges Louis Leolero de Buffon {1707-88) 
whose :tame rests chiefly on his "Histoire Iraturelle", and 
Erasmus Darwin (l73l-180Z), whose 11Loves ofthe Plants" (1789) 
and "Zo·onomia" (1794}, With their emphasis upon evolution, 
sexual selection, the struggle for existence in animals and 
plants, and the influence of environment in the modification 
of species, presaged the rezmrkable work of the more distin-
guished so ion of the DaiWin family, Charles, in the next 
century. In addition to the bona-fide botanists, several 
physicians like Boerhaave, Haller and Withering while not 
attaining the distinction of their colleagues, Linnaeus 
and Darwin, nevertheless did a vast amount of creditable 
work in botany. 
Linnaeus contributed directly to medioal soience 
through his materia medioa (1749-52) and his "Genera Mor-
borum" of 1763, which comprised his own scheme of nosology. 
Aside from their n:anifest value to natural history, the 
studies of Linnaeus and his botanical associates are of 
especial interest to medicine ~hrough the profound influence 
wbioh they exerted upon contemporary medical thought. Their 
·• 
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plan of cataloguing plants and animals was appropriated by 
the tl:eorists and rigidly applied to human ailments. There 
oame about a series of arbitrary classifications of diseases 
which soon assumed the proportions of a mania, as the several 
fo:nnula.tors submitted their various versions in the contest 
of originality. 
THE THEORISTS. 
The leading theorist of tba period was Georg Ernst 
Stahl (1660-1734), of Bavaria, who opposed the mechanistic 
physiology of nescartes and rephrased van Helmont 's idea of 
a nsensi ti ve Soul n as the source of all vi tal phenomena. 
Essentially, Stahl's "animismn, as it came to be designated, 
was a resurrection of t l:e ancient doctrine of the identity 
of soul and life-force. He looked upon the body as a passive 
machine, penneated and guided by an immortal soul. Disease 
he regarded as a disturbance of vital functions brought . 
about by the misdirected activities of the soul itself. 
The remainder of Stahl's pathology concerned itself 
with al tared tonus and plethora, or vasoula r a tony. In 
keeping with his therapeutic nihilism, he expressed strong 
doubt as to the efficacy of drugs like opium or quinin. 
However, in contradiction to the reputed progressiveness 
of his contentions, he still recommended the treatment of 
hernia by castration. He endeavored to relieve the condition 
of "plethora" by abundant blood-letting and balsamic pills. 
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In tm direct ao tion of the Stahlian soul without the inter-
vention of archaei or ferments, as previously represented by 
Parae elsus a.nd van Helmont respeoti vely, he offered as his 
principal criterion of vital processes the fact that the 
living body is exempt from putrefaction. He further asserted 
that when a body burns it is "dephlogistioate d", that is to 
say, it gives off a hypothetical substance or "phlogiston", 
this in spite Of the fact that Yayow had previously demon-
strated that a burning substance gains weight instead of 
losing it, a fact later substantiated by Black and Lavoisier. 
Friedrich Hoffmann (1660-1742), of Halle, hypothesized 
the presence of a mysterious ether-like fluid in the body 
acting upon the general musculature through the mediumship of 
the nervous system. Thus, he reasoned, the muscles are con-
stantly maintained in a state of partial oont~otion. While 
physiologists to-day are inclined to agree with Hoffmann's 
idea of a degree of permanent muscular tetany, without, how-
ever, acknowledging the hypothetical fluid, the author of the 
doctrine was not content with the simple enunciation of that 
:fact. He went on to declare that this sane ne.gio fluid also 
keeps the humors of the body in the motion necessary for life. 
Extending his theory into the realm of pathology, he affirmed 
that acute diseases are due to a spasmodic oondi.tion of the 
musculature, while chronic diseases arise from a state of atony, 
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or loss of musole tone. In this wise he revived the ancient 
Methodistic doctrine of Asclepiades, the theory of "strictum 
et laxum!'. Along with the elements of spasm and atony, 
Hoffmann supplemented his views by assuming the possibility 
of changes in t m four body humors, and the presence of 
abnorml secretions in the cau ee tion of disease. The humoral 
changes, he held, were to be treated by sedatives, tonics, 
al te ra ti ve s and evacuant s. 
Regardless of tm specious aspect of some of his 
reasoning, Hoffmann merits recognition particularly through 
his perception of tm relationship between physiology and 
pathology. A writer of unusual versatility, much of his 
work still awaits tlB enlightenment of fu.rther research 
before it oan be relegated to the baseless misconceptions 
of the past. 
William Cullen (1710-90), the celebrated teacher 
at Glasgow and Edinburgh, looked upon life purely and 
simply as a function of n~rvous energy. He regarded muscle 
as a continuation of nerve and considexed disease as essen-
tially a disorder of the nervous system. Fever he believed 
to be an effect of diminished cerebral power resu.lting from 
local or external lesions. In his "Synopsis Nosologiae 
Methodicae" (1769), he classified diseases into four groups: 
Fevers, neurose, cachexias and local disorders. 
One of Cullen's pupils was John Brown (1735-88) of 
.. :.411) """~' 
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Scotland, who opposed the doctrines of his teacher and gave 
e:xpressio n to ideas of his own. BrO'iVn ingeniously regarded 
life itself as non-e:xi stent, e:x:oe pt as a resultant of the 
aation of external stimuli upon the body. To him everything 
was summed up in the "excitability" of the living tissues. 
He, therefore, classified diseases as "sthenic" or "asthenic" 
according to whether the vital condition or "excitement" o£ 
the tissues is increased or diminished. His treatment was 
either stimulating or depressing in character, corre'sponding 
to the type of disease present. Opium and alcohol were thus 
his favorite remedies, the abuse of both of which are said 
to have cost him his life. 
While Brunonianism found little sympathy in England 
and Franoe, Benjamin BUsh adopted it in America in modified 
form, by regarding inflaiiUIBtion as the effect rather than the 
cause of disease. It also gained many supporters in Italy, nota-
bJ.y Rnsori, Mosca ti and Brera; while in Germany it appealed to 
suoh men as Fmnk and Roschlaub among others. For something 
over a quarter of a century, despite the agitation against it, 
Brown's theory continued to attract adherents and to oomnand 
attention in the greater ~rt of Europe as well as in America. 
; Toward the latter ~rt of the centur,y, ThBophile de 
Borden (1722-76} founded the Vitalistic School o£ Montpellier 
in France. Like Stahl before him he elaborated upon Van Hal-
mont's doctrine of the "sensitive soul", but went much further 
in his theorizing. In tm first place, he insisted that in 
addition to the interdependence of the various organa of 
the body, they are presided over and regulated by the stomach~ 
tm heart and the brain, which be termed the "Tripod of Life". 
He placed the nerves and glands next in importance, with the 
nerves centmlizing the various functions of the body, and 
he noe controlling tm secretions of the· glands. To each 
separate part of tm organism he attributed a "vita propria" 
and gave the brain a number of areas corresponding to the 
orgam governed by it. He assigned not only to each gland but 
to every individual organ the function of secreting a specific 
substance which passes into the blood. Upon all these secre-
tions combined, he baaed the integration of the body as a whole. 
Theoretically, at least, if not by actual experimentation, he 
thus approached the modern idea of internal secretions. 
Bordeu classified diseases, according to the different 
glands and organs and their secretions, as bilious, mucous, 
albuminous, fatty, splenic, seminal, urinary, perspiratory, etc. 
Uithout regard to their clinical or pathological manifestations 
he included them all in the single category of "cachexias". He 
also made some interesting observations upon the effects of 
tbe sexual secretions. He referred to their "aura aeminalis" 
which, he declared, gave a "male or female tonality" to the 
organism, "setting the seal upon i3le animalism of the indi-
vidual" and detennining "the particular stimulus of the 
______ ,_ ______________________ ~~~~~- ----- -~-
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rnao hine" • * 
Paul-Joseph Barthez (1734-1800) of Montpellier, con-
tinued to work along the linea of Borden, and introduced the 
term "vital principle'' to denote the cause of the various 
phenomena occurring in the living body. Marie-Fran~oia-xavier 
Biohat (1771-1802) was also deeply influenced by Borden, and 
:regarded disease as an alteration of tm vital properties o:f 
the tissues, each of whioh has its own tsrtioular kind o:f 
sensibility and contractility. He thus assigned to each tissue 
ita own are cifio vi tal property, or a mode o:f vitalism differ-
ing from the rest. In the nineteenth century Jean Antoine 
" Eugene Bouchut (1818-91) was to t:re.nsform the theory of vital-
ism into his own idea of "semi-vitalism". 
In renewing the time-honored controversy regarding the 
soul, and in supplementing the speculations of Parcelsua and 
Van Helmont of the sixteenth century, Stahl's animism exerted 
a profound influence upon all kindred thought on the subject. 
His theorizing dominated, in effeot, the psychology and psy-
chiatry of the period and was destined to assert itself into 
the followirg century. Hot only me it evident in the reflections 
of cullen, Hoffmann, Brown and t m members of the Yontpe llie r 
school, but even the authentic neur ologiata of the day oame under 
* ~uoted by Garrison, "History of Medicine", p.364. 
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its spell. 
Robert Whytt (1714-66) o£ Edinburgh, after a thorough 
t1aining under such men as Monro, the first, Cheselden, Boer-
heave, and Winslow, became known as the foremost neurologist 
of his time. His book, "On Uervous,Hypochondriacal,or Hyster-
ical Diseases", is En ad in 1764, was the most important English 
treatise on neurology in a hundred years, since ~he time of 
Thonns Willis. He was the first to describe tuberculous 
meningitis in children in his "Observations on the Dropsy in 
the Brain"(l768). In spite of his actual experimentation in 
the laboratory, Whytt was, in theory at least, an avowed 
Stahlian animist. In his trea tis a, "On the Vital and other 
Involuntary Motions in Animls" (1751), he demonstrated £or 
the first time tbnt a small segment of the spiml cord is 
su£ficient ftr the a sta blishment of the ranax arc, without 
the necessity of maintaining the integrity of the spina as 
a whole for its production. He was also one of the· first to 
observe the phenomena of inhibition and spinal shook. Despite 
tm apparent inoonsi stenoy between his definitely physical 
findings and the intangibility of Stahl's "rational soul" as 
tm basis of involuntary movements, Whytt went on to reason 
from his decapitated animals that there is an equal distri-
~f 1 bution of tm soul throughout the nervous system, that the 
sQul thus gives origin to muscular movements and even intervenes 
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between sensory stimulus and muscular response in the 
exhibition of reflex phenomena. 
The promulgation of \Vhytt's doctrine of the diffusion 
of the soul in all portions of the nervous system met with 
stern opposition on the part of Haller, the physiologist. 
Moreover, his contention that it intervenes in reflex aots 
was stoutly disputed by Johann August Unzer (1727-99), of 
Halle. The latter deserves further mention in that he was 
too first to differentiate between voluntary and involuntary 
movements (1746-71). He also performed many experiments to 
determine the possibility of sensation in beheaded people 
(1746), and anticipated Pavlov by his description of some 
conditional reflexes, the true nature of which, ho\vever, was 
still obscure. 
Whytt found a defender in Georg Prochaska (1749-1820), 
the l.!ora.vian, professor at P:tngue and la tar at Vienna, who 
asserted that reflexes operate directly through the ganglia 
and anastomosing nerve filaments. He contended that this is 
brought about not only through physical but also by means of 
psychic stimulation of ascending m rve s, and that thereupon 
there is a reflection from the common sensorium to complete 
the reflex aro. 
Johann Christian Rail (1759-1813), pro fees or of me d-
icine at Halle and later at Berlin, was another learned 
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authority who injected his views into the discussion of 
what wa a rapidly be coming a moot que ation. Rail is remem-
bered not only for hie researche a on the structure of the 
eye (1794-97) but especially for hie description of the 
"island of Rail" in the brain(1809). He was the original 
editor of the "Archiv :fiir die Phyaiologie" (1795-1815), 
which was the first periodical devoted to tmt subject. 
He \Va a mlao the founder of the first journal of psychiatry, 
the "Magazin fiir paychiache Heilkunde" (1805-6) and the 
author of "rhapsodies" on too psychic treatment of the 
insane (1803) another pioneer work. Hie essay on "life-
foroen, published in 1795, summarized his theory of nervous 
action in establishing the autonomy of cerebral function. 
He defined "vital force" as the subjective expression of 
the cmmioal inte motion of body substances and the specific 
function of organic matter. Ha was in accord with Glisson's 
vie\V of irritability as the principal manifestation of life 
in motion. 
Stahl's animism was to reappear early in the next 
oentur,y in the form of Brouaaaia' modification of Brunonianism, 
holding that life depends on irritation, and Rasori'a version 
of the old A sole piadean theory of constriction and relaxation 
in t m form of stimulus and o ontraatimulus. Later in the 
century was to o oms the endle sa debate between materialism 
(~· 
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and vitalism, instigated largely by Hans Driesoh, with the 
revival of tm old. Aristotelian "enteleohies ", and the 
promulgation of tm Bergsonian "elan vital", all tending 
to resolve itself into a veritable reaction toward mysticism. 
Finally, in noting some of the effects of the mind upon the 
body, and in postulating th3 theory of the disturbed soul 
as a causative factor in disease, stahl anticipated, in a 
measure, the findings of latter-day psycho-analysis. stahl 
must, therefore, be regarded as an important figure in the 
transition between the psychology of the past and the present 
and as an unwitting pioneer in the modern field of psycho-
therapy. 
Before leaving the theorists of the eighteenth 
century brief mention might be made of Fran9ois Boissier 
de la croix de Sauvage s ( 1'706-67) • He was the most ardent 
advocate of Stahl's doctrine, and definitaly regarded the 
soul as the activator' of the body's mechanism. Like Cullen, 
he attempted to place diseases into definite categories, 
but want muoh further in the elaborateness of his classifi-
cation. In his "Uosologia Liethodioa" (1'768), which antici-
pated that of Cullen by a year, he divided diseases into 10 
classes and went on to subdivide them into 295 genera and 
2400 species. Others who attempted this elaborate botanic 
classification of disease duri~ the eighteenth century were 
------ -------
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Vogel, Sagar, MacBride, Daniel and Plouquet. 
The name of J oha.nn Kampf i a of interest among the 
tooorizations of tm eighteenth century, in view of his 
attempt to simplify the entire question of the causation 
of fiisease by his "doctrine of the in:farotus". It is a far 
cry from the sublime zatiocinations of Stahl and the rest 
to ·tm materially mundane explanation of Kampf. Vlhile the 
others wera indulging in the niceties of their psychic 
) . distinctions, he cut the Gordian knot by naively attributing the 
greater portion of hWIBn ills to fecal impaction. While 
his theory was scorned by the various proponents of animism, 
it had a more popular appeal by reason of the current vogue 
of purging, ciyste rs and mineral wells. \'That is more, it is 
ea meetly advocated to-day by the devotees of colonic irriga-
tion, who sa riously regard tm colon as the seat of practically 
all disease. 
Tm SYSTEMATISTS. 
Apart from the theorists, tm eighteenth century 
also had its group of so-called systematists, who confined 
themselves, :for the most part, to expositions of a more 
practical chazacter. Foremost. among them was Albrecht von 
Haller (1?08-?7), the celebrated Swiss physiologist. In the 
manna r of the true scientist, Haller set about to demonstrate 
by actual research in the laboratory the hypothesis first 
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laid down by Francis Glisson in 1677. Uhere Glisson had in-
troduced the c onoept of"irritabili ty" as a specific property 
of all human tissues in purely meta physical fashion, Haller 
subjected it to the closest scrutiny by engaging in no lees 
than 567 experiments, of which he actually perfonoo d 190 
•• hi~self at Gottingen in 1757.* Therefrom he drew the definite 
conclusion that irritability in the fom of oont:re.ctility is 
a specif}c property of all muscular tissues. He went further 
in pointing out that sensibility is an exclusive property of 
nervous tissue, or of tissues that are supplied with nerve. 
He thus·for the first time distinguished between the irrita-
bility of muscular oont:re.ction and the sensibility of the 
ne rve impulse. 
Unable to resist a fling at the theorists, Haller 
came out in opposition to Whytt'e view that the soul is 
located or distributed in the central nervous system. He 
based his denial on the fact that he found no psychic ef-
feats produced by mechanical lesions. Haller's great error 
was in maintaining a functional equivalence for all parts 
of the brain, whereby one part could operate vicariously 
for another. Honever, his fame as a scientific physiologist 
rests securely upon the authenticity of the greater portion 
of hie findings, together with the scrupulous care which 
* Garrison, "History of Medicine'', p.318. 
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omraoterized his I:Einataking researches. 
Besides Haller there were several other systematists 
whose authoritative work stands ou.t in contrast to the more 
elusive specuJ.B.tions of the theorists. Bernardo Ra.mazzini 
(1633-1714), of Modena, was instru.mental in opening up an 
entirely new department of modern medicine in trade diseases 
and indu.strial hygiene. He was the first after Paracelsus to 
emphasize the various oondi tiona arising from the hazards of 
occupations. In his "De Yorbis Artifioium Diatriba" {1700), 
he called specific atwntion to the ailments occurring among 
atone-masons, miners, potters, gilders and printera.and the 
like. The present advantages of industrial medicine, with 
their protective devices and other benefits accruing to the 
working-man, owe their remote origin largely to the inspira-
tion of Ramazzini. As an epidemiologist of note, he made 
valuable observations on tb3 outbreak of lathyrism (poison-
ing b~' the ohiok-pea) at Uodena in 1690, several me.larial 
epidemics, and the cattle-plague at Padua in 1712. 
Johann Peter Sussmilch {1707-77), Frederick's army 
chaplain, through "The Divine Order", published in 1742, 
f!!J.Ve the earliest development to vital and medical statistics, 
of importance in public hygiene, life insurance and national 
polity. He insisted that the true wealth of a nation reate 
upon the industry and health of its people rather than on ita 
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material an::l financial resources alone. Despite the fact that 
his theologic point of view based everything upon a divine 
order in nature, his work was of an eminently practical 
value. 
Three other systematists of the period are worthy 
of mention because of tba fundamental character of their 
contributions. Johann Friedrich Bltunenbach (1752-1840), of 
Gottingen hel.ped to lay the foundation of modern anthropology. 
His treatise, "On the Native Varieties of the Human Race", 
\"lhich appeared in 1776, went beyond the earlier essays of 
Bernier (1684} and Linnaeus (1735), ~th its classification 
of races based upon the shape of the skull and facial con-
figuration, as well as the color of the skin. It thus con-
stituted the formal beginning of modern ethnology. To 
Blume nbach is attributed the origin of the t arm, "Caucasian", 
in the designation of tm Aryan race. 
Pieter Camper (1722-89}, of Holland, shares the 
honors with Blumenbach through his early formulations in 
the field of anthropology and craniology. His name ia still 
associated with the facial angle indicating tba slope of 
the forehead as a criterion of race, first introduced by 
him in 1760. An artist by training, Camper's illustrations 
of his own works are unsurpassed in tmir excellence. His 
versatility is furtb3r exemplif.ied by his splendid topo-
.. -_ .... ,- .. • ...... 
graphic studies in amtomy, his comr:arative researches on 
the Cetacea ana his presentations of the facial expressions 
of the passions. Less scholarly, but highly indicative of 
a practical turn of mind, was his treatise on the best 
fo~ of shoes. First publiShed by him in 1781, the appre-
ciation of its value as an important contribution to the 
physiology of locomotion was expressed in an English trans-
lation from the original, whioh appeared as .late as 1871. 
Johann Peter Frank (1745-1821), of Rotalben, takes 
rank vvi th the other notable systematists as the founder of 
modern public hygiene. In the four volumes of his "Complete 
System of Medical Polity", published in the years 1777-88, 
be displayed a degree of thoroughness matched only by his 
intense devotion to the welfare of mankind. An aoourate 
academician, he was no less the considerate humanitarian. 
lloreover, tha extraordinary renge of his observations is 
fully comparable to that of the most modern dissertations 
on the subject. of publio hygiene, a faot which appears all 
tha more remarkable in view of the limited resources at 
his command, as contrasted with the research facilities 
of to-day. A busy practitioner and a teacher of repute, 
Frank further disting~ehed himself by his epitome on 
therapeutics (1792-1821) and his treatise which represented 
the first recognition of tha signifioanoe of diseases of 
o-f the spinal cord (1792). He was also responsible for the 
definition of diabetes insipidus. 
·-- .. -----~-----
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IV. 1:EDICAL PRACTICE. 
There is no questioning the fact that from the 
point of view of gereral progress, the science of medicine 
during the eighteenth century had its bright side. Its 
various depar~ents acquired a certain definite foundation 
upon which the subsequa nt; ad.vanoes of the following century 
were to be superimposed, r:artioularly in anatomy and clini-
cal medicine. Physiology and ~thology received greater 
attention than theretofom.. The prospects for surgery and 
obstetrics were infinitely better, while specialties o'f 
the eye and ear likewise came in for their earliest con-
sideration. Hygiene and preventive medicine for the first 
time became a definite entity, New canters of medical 
education we:re established in England and scotland to 
r1 val those on the Continent. Many scientific and medical 
societies were founded to lend their support to the cause 
of medicine. Medical periodicals wexe published by the 
score. new hospitals were erected in succession during the 
entim century throughout Europe, with an humble beginning 
in America, as well. 
HOSPI T.ALIZATIOll. 
On the dark side of the picture must be painted 
the horrible conditions that attended the operation of the 
hospitals of t m a ighteenth century. Regardless of the fact 
that Pasteur and Lister bad not yet appeared upon the 
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horizon with their blo teriology and asepsis, and that 
Florence Uightingale was yet to be heard from, it seems 
almost incredible that only a mere 150 years ago hospitals 
oou.ld have been oonduoted with so oomple:~~ a·di~egard, 
not only for su.rgioal cleanliness~ but even for the ordinary 
rou.tine of tm most primary elements of sanitation and 
humane oare. 
,. 
In 1788, Jacobus-Rene Tenon described in his memoirs 
on tm hospitals of Paris the typioal situation as it ob-
tained in the old natal Dieu. * There ware some 1200 beds 
eaoh of whioh; for tm most part, contained four to siX 
patients, in addition to about 500 beds for individuals. 
over 800 patients crowded the halls of the institu.tion, 
lying on pall.e ts or heaps of straw that were far from being 
olean. Contagiou.s and non-contagious oases were massed to-
~ther without any attempt at discrimination. The entire 
place reekedWifu vermin and filth. Of ventilation there was 
little or none, while tm atmosphere about the plaoe was so 
vile and abominable that "the attendants and inspectors 
would not enter in the morning without a sponge dipp3d in 
vinegar held to their faces." ** The ave mga mortality 
for all oases was some 20 per oent, while a patient who 
* Cited by Garrison, "History of Medicine", p.400. 
**Ibid. 
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recovered from a surgical operation was singularly blessed. 
Tenon's description might have applied equally well 
to other large hospi tala anywm re in Europe, such as the 
"Allgemeines Krankenhaus" at Vienna, the Moscow Hospital 
or that at Frankfu. rt-am-ttain, where tm conditions were so 
revolting and fraught with such danger to all who passed 
within that as Baas puts it, "even physicians deolined 
ho a pi tal 93rvice as equivalent to a sentence of death." * 
It was not until John Howard's exhaustive report 
on the o ondi tiona of European hospitals, prisons and laza-
rettos {1777-89), along with Tenon's account in 1788, that 
any real oognizance was taken of the frightful state of 
affairs. Even then, the change oame slowly. Creditable 
ra forms were instituted in Paris and Vienna under Louis XIV 
and Joseph II with an important reduction in mortality, 
while Czar Paul, shocked at the condition of the Mosocw 
Hospital, had it torn down as one of the first acts of his 
reign. In 1797 he orde~d a new hospital to be built, which 
was completed in 1802 with a capacity of 1280 patients. The 
few improvements that toOk plaoe were not nearly adequate, 
however, with the result that even in the early nineteenth 
century most hospitals continued to remain virtual pest-
houses, harbingers of untold suffering and death, a far ory 
from the models of sanitation of to-day. 
* Ibid. 
~ . . 7, 
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CARE OF THE IUSAUE. 
If the institutional oare of the physically ill 
was oorbaroust the treatoont of the insane during the 
eighteenth century was nothing short of inhuman. Those who 
we:m regarded as harmless were allowed to roam at large. As 
for the poor unfortunates who were looked upon as dangerous, 
they ware housed in institutions where they ware chained or 
oage d like so many uild animals. The simile is particularly 
appropriate, in view of the fact that the public was per-
mitted to view the hapless wretches as if they were the 
occupants of a menagerie, upon the payment of a small fee. 
The earliest asylum of the nortl:J3rn countries was 
in London, where in 1547 the monastery of st. Uary of 
Bethlehem, founded in 1246, was diverted from its fomer 
use to house the insane. The name was later popularly 
contracted into "Bedlam", which has ever since borne its 
well-known connotation, although it was closed in 1853. 
Another relic of the sixteenth century was the Juliusspi tal 
at Wurzburg, founded in 1567. During the eighteenth century, 
st. Luke's was established in London in 1751, and the Qualter 
or County Asylum near York in 1792. On the Continent there 
was the notorious "Uarrenthurm" or ''Lunatic's Tower" of 
Vienna, opened in 1784. It was for years one of the show-
plaoes of the city, and in everyway fully comparable to 
'?t t#t#S''P't"$'1'$ 'r""StfW''. 
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Bedlam as an attraction to morbid sight-seers. 
Until well into the nineteenth century, insanity 
was geneiBlly regarded as a hopelessly incurable condition, 
irrespective of fonn or degree. Its vary existanoa wan 
deemed a disgraoa to be borne with fortitude, rather than 
a disease to be treated with consideration. Whatever atten-
tionwas paid to its etiology oonoarnad itself in the main 
with obsoure philosophic speculation. Kant in his "Anthro-
pologie" (1798) went into tm symptomatology of insanity, 
an:l insiSted that in criminal oases, at least, its manage-
ment should be oonduotad along ·philosophic ratmr than madioal 
lines. A similar view of insanity was urged by Rail, when he 
wrote of Ga nnan asylums in his "Rhapsodia s" of 1803. Heinroth 
ns late as 1818, looked upon the affliction as a sort of di-
vine punishment for personal guilt of soma kind, a distortion 
of the old demonologioal idea. Moreover, anoient and medieval 
au perstition, with its d ootrine of a supernatural agenoy, 
still made itself evident in the condemnation of witches, 
rna ny of whom would be olaarly diagnosed to-day as insane, 
or at least naurotio. !.!ental disease was still attributed to 
yellow or blaok bile and to the oppressive heat of the dog 
days, while the symptoms themselves, the delusions, hallu-
cinations, and the rest, ware plaoad in tlB oo.tagory of 
oauses. 
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While the outlook was not altogether encouraging, 
there were at least pioneer attempts to inquire into the 
nature of mental abnonnalities. Furthermore, while the 
physiological o onoeption of insanity dominated, for the 
most part, all contemplation of the subject, the medita-
tions of Kant and Reil represent the first deviation 
toward tba modern viewpoint. However, the purely psycho-
logical basis of consideration was not to appear definitely 
until the advent of Charcot, Janet and Fraud, in the saoond 
half of the nineteenth century. 
Insam patients ware chained, beaten, starved and 
otherwise maltreated in the manner of the Middle Ages and 
the Renaissance. \1hile no particular hope was held out for 
their recovery, they were abundantly plied with drugs as a 
therapeutic gesture, if nothing else. If a patient failed 
to respond to this exhibition of pharmaceutics, he was re-
garded as absolutely hopeless and was thereafter considered 
a mere nuisance, to be endured and abused accordingly. 
Opium pills were prescribed far melancholia, and excited 
states were treated with camphor. Belladonna was a last 
resort for some reason or other not o1early indicated. A 
mixture of honey and vinegar frequently alternated w1 th 
large doses of lukewarm water. In keeping with the pre-
vailing modes of general medical treatment, purgatives, 
~-=~~---·------------------------......-
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emetics and olyetere were freely employed, while venesection 
at fua forehead and both thumbs was part of the routine. A 
mustard plaet er was a pplie d to the he ad , along With the 
more blistering plasters of Cantharis or Spanish fly. No 
• 
attentiion was paid to the diet; whioh was regarded as a 
needless expense at beet, and handled with a view to eoonomy 
mther than variety. Soup, warm beer and a few mean vege-
tables we:ro the ohief items of fare. 
Reoaloitrant patients, who balked at this routine or 
proved otherwise unmaoogeable, were roundly abused, thrust 
into solitary o onfimmnt of t m cruelest sort, a:r:ii plaoed 
on bread and water. "Men covered with filth cowered in cella 
of atone~ oold, damp, without air or light, furnished with 
a straw bed that was rarely renewed, and which soon beoame 
infeo tiona -frightful dens wbe re we should scruple to 
lodge the vilest criminals. The insane thrown into these 
raoeptaolee were at the mercy of their attendants, and these 
attendants were oonviote from pri a on." * Dazed and bewil-
dered by it all, rendered the more helpless by the heavy 
chains that bound them down, the poor wretches were left 
alone in their miserable isolation to reflect with what 
little reason they bad on the base inhumanity of man. 
The effort of \7illiam Ttlke is recorded as the 
* Cited by Hart, "Peyoholo gy of I naani ty", p. 25 
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first actual attempt at humane treatment of the insane, 
re giste red at the Quaker retreat which be founded at Yo :rlt, 
England in 1794. However, full credit must be accorded 
Philippe Pinel (1745-1826), as the true pioneer in this 
re"folutiorary move, by reason of the concrete nature of 
the reforms which he instituted. May 24, 1798 is a memorable 
da-re in the history of the ca :re of the insane. It was on 
that day that Pinel; in defiance of tradition and existing 
methods, took a most ra.d ical ate p in removing the chains of 
the patients at Bic~tre. While his act invited a storm of 
criticism and jeopardized his very life, Pinel stuck to his 
ground. He went still furtmr by placing the mental patients 
in hospitals under the oare of considerate physicians. He 
also abolished the abuses of drugging an:1 blood-letting to 
which they had been subjected. Because of his wide-sweeping 
and radical reforms, Pinel is regarded as tba actual founder 
of the modem "open-door" school of psychiatry. His "Medico-
philosophic Treatise on Uental Alienation", published in 
1801, is o onsidere d a classic on the subject, and 1B a the 
r.ay for the subsequent works of Rail, Heinroth, Prichard, 
Zsquirol, Falret and Conolly. 
While Pinel received a measure of co-ope ration from 
some of his more enlightened contemporaries, especially Rail, 
there was little immediate evidence of any important change 
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in the gem ral care of tm insane. It was too much to expect 
a complete revision of policy in such short order. Whereupon, 
the abuses of the eighteenth century ware to continue for 
many years, until others appeared on the scene to take up 
the cause, notably Esquirol, Pinel's successor at the Salt-
,.. " petrlere, Gardner Hill and John ConollY in England, and 
Dorothea Dix in America. Thai r reforms ware a prominent 
feature of the first half of the nineteenth century, and 
paved the way for the more sweeping advances of relatively 
recent origin. 
PROFESSIONAL DIFFEIEUCES. 
Although the unsp3a1table neglect of institutional 
care was not evident in tm private practice of medicine, the 
ministra tiona of the eighteenth century physician were scarcely 
more productive of material benefit to the individual patient 
of the time. Mamba rs of the medical profession were more 
occupied with their own interests than with the proper treat-
ment of the sick. Clearly reflecting tha'intensely personal 
character of the activities which engrossed them, were the 
constant biolterings that all too often marred their relation-
ships. The period was marke a by outbursts of professional 
jealousy which reached unprecedented extremes. 'ilhe reas fol'-
merly such dEta.onstrations had, for the most part, appeared 
between physicians and surgeons as distinct classes, they 
now took on fUrther the aspect of internecine warfare, as 
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the members of each group quarreled among themselves as well. 
Medical controversies not infrequently went far 
beyond the bounds of propriety, and, in many instances, 
assumed a most virulent form. not content with personal 
discussion, the physicians of the day had repeated recourse 
to pamphleteering, which offered a fertile medium for mutual 
vituperation that stopped at nothing short of the vilest 
abuse. Beyond that, their spirited debates occasionally 
passed into the stage of physical encounter., resulting even 
in bloodshed. To such limits did intelligent man proceed, 
as they gave vent to tmir unbridled mncor in espousing a 
cause which had no real basis for its existence. 
It is recorded that Richard Mead and John Woodward, 
two physicians of repute, met in the quadrangle of Gresham 
College on June 10, 1719 where tmy attempted to settle 
their differences,relative to the treatment of small-pox, 
by a duel with swords. Happily, the bout was stopped by 
onlookers, when Uoodward lost his footing in the course of 
the fray, before any damage could be done. The participants 
thereupon .wisely returned to their battle of words. :More 
serious, however, was the engagement between John \7illiams 
and Parker Bennet of Jamaica, when they became involved in 
a dispute over their respective views on bilious fever. In 
their case a desperate duel with swords and pistols terminated 
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fatally for both. The evil soon spread to the states~ where 
in 1799, "the Medical and Chirurgical Faculty of ti.aryland 
imposed a fine of ten dollars upon any mamba r gnilty of 
disorderly conduct in its meetings, with orders to eject 
him, if necessary". * 
BARBERS and SURGEONS • 
Despite the violent differences between medical 
practitioners themselves, they were still aligned as a 
group against the surgeons. The latter, on their part, 
were, even at this late date, beleaguered by the ubiquitous 
barber and his confr)res, who were still the "ootes noirs" 
of the authentic surgeons. li'he. eighteenth' centucy·, however, 
was to witness the fiml outcozoo ·of the three-cornered feud 
which had raged almost incessantly from the time of the 
Middle Ages. The surgeon was ultimately to be divorced from 
the barber, to rise from the comparative obscurity of his 
medieval position, and to approach for the first time the 
place of esteem which h3 has enjoyed in the medical profession 
ever since. 
In France, the status of surgery. at the opening of 
the eighteenth century was infinitely better than elsewhere. 
It was the famous fistula of Louis XIV, whioh was primarily 
* Cited by Garrison, "History of Medicine", p.389 
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responsible for the improved sooial standing of the French 
surgeon, as differentiated from the l::e.rber in tm latter 
,_ 
part of the seventeenth century. When, in 1686, Felix 
successfully oured tm condition whioh had proved so 
resistant to medical treatment~ he was elevated to the 
post of royal surgeon, am oame to enjoy a degree of 
prestige commensurate with his rank. He was succeeded 
by Geoxges Mareschal (1658-1736), who was the fortunate 
recipient of continued royal favor. In 1724, Maresohal 
used his influence with Louis XV to obtain the oreation 
of five chairs at st. C"Ome exclusively for instruction in 
surgery. There immediately followed a revolt against the 
innovation on the part of the Paris Faculty of Medicine, 
that actually assumed the form of a public demonstration 
in whioh even the general populace took part. 
On a col~, wintry day; in spite of snow and sleet, 
the physicians, headed by the Dean of the Faculty, formed 
a procession and marched upon St. Ctime to register their 
formal protest in person. Decked out in their red, scholastic 
robes, a bit bedraggled by the inclemency of the weather, 
they fonood a picture of mock solemnity which contrasted 
strangely with the absurdity of their tactics. Arriving at 
tm College, tmy loudly demanded tha expulsion of the 
surgeons, and threatened to break down the doors if they 
·wrwrl 
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were not admitted. The surgeons, not to be intimidated, 
retorted in kind, and, in language equally picturesque, 
urged their rivals to go elsewhe:r9. Just when tm affair 
seemed to have reached an impasse, the crowd of curious 
onlookers decided to take an active hand in the proceedings. 
Up to this point their sympathies had been with the physi-
cians, out of respect for tradition, if nothing else. With 
the characteristic fickleness of mobs, they were suddenly 
taken with the plucky resistance of t]lg surge one, and 
quickly transferred their lpyalty to "the wielders oft m 
scalpel". They thereupon assumed literally to take up the 
cudgels for them. Thai r cheers for the physicians changed 
to jeers. A scene of wild confusion ensued as the members 
of tm august Medieval Faculty were belabored by their 
erstwhile popular supporters and put to rout. It all turned 
out to be a sorry experience for tm physicians, while for 
the surgeons with thai r newly-found power, it was a veritable 
day of triumph. For both, of course, the whole business was 
nothing Short of a disgrace. 
Further enhancing the social and scientific status 
of the French surge on wa a the foundation of the Academy of 
Surgery in 1731 under the sponsorship of Mareschal and 
Frangois de la Peyronie (1678-1747). Its first meeting was 
held on December 18 of tmt year. The climax in the bid for 
• 
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complete autonomy cam in 1743, with the publication o:f 
an ordinance by Louis XV freeing the surgeons altogether 
:from association With barbers and wig-makers. This latm r 
group was thenceforth :f!Jrbidden to practise. Furtmrmore, 
no one in France could thereafter be a master of aur~ry 
unless he ware :firsf; a master of the arts. From that tiiW 
on, the barber was relegated to tm pursuit o:f bia own 
trade, while t m surgeon wa a a man o:f onltura, with a 
so ientific t:ra ining fitting him fer the prectice o:f his 
own spacial branch of the medical profession. 
The s1. tnation in both medicine an::1 surgery wa a 
thus o:f a superior degree in France until the time of the 
Revolution. Sharing tm chaos of that period, the eighteen 
medical :faculties and :fi:fteen medical coJ.legaa were aboJ.-
iahed by vote in 1792. Along With tmm want the Royal 
Society o:fMedicine, :founded in 1776, and the recently 
crea tad Academy of Surgery. In 1794 Schools o:f Health 
I ("Eooles de Sante'") weiS established, with the title of 
heaJ.th o:ffioer ("o:fficier de santa'"} substituted for that 
of doctor. For the t :tme being there was no distinction whatever 
between physicians and surgeons. Anyone who could !BY for a 
J.icenaa me admitted to practice. Appointments to the schools 
and ho.spitals were made by competitive trials ("ooncoura"}. 
All medical societies were classed as Free Societies of 
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Medicine("Sooietea lib'rea de m~aecine"). The entire plan 
proved to be eo obstructive to scientific progress that 
under tl:e Consulate, both the medical and aurgioal faoultiea 
were restored (1803-04), while proper examinations and the 
awarding of diplomas were al eo revived. The "ooncoura" were 
retained until about 1821, when they were finally abolished 
by the Bourbons. l!,rench medicine and surgery had passed 
through their greatest ordeal, and were prepared to advance 
along the scientific linea of modern progress. 
In England there were no authentic surgeons aside 
from Cheaelden, Pott, Hunter and Abernethy. The true surgical 
arm of t:m profession was still handicapped by its apparently 
inextricable alliance with tm barbers. In the early part of 
the eighteenth century, the United Barber-Surge on Company 
which had been organized in 1540, under Henry VII, continued 
in effect. Formed, a a it was, by the union of the old company 
of Barbers and the exclusive Guild of Surgeons, it still 
conferred equal rights of prsotice upon both, regardless of 
actual qualification. It was not until June 24, 1745, through 
tm efforts of L!r. Ranby, surge on to the Xing, that the formal 
separation of surgeons and barbers took place. On tmt data 
oame about the formation of the ''L!aaters, Governors, and 
Commonal"f!y of the Art and Soienoe of Surgeons of London". 
The praotioe of sur~ry in London, or within a radius of 
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seven miles, wi thont examination and licensttre by ten of 
this body be oame the rea:fter a penal offense. In 1800, the 
Corporation of Sttrgeons was rechartered by George III as 
the Ro~l College of Sttrgeons of London, and in 1843 be-
cam the present Royal College of Snrge one of England. 
Relative to tm general state of snrgery dnring 
tm eighteenth century, the situation was at its worst 
in Gennany. Despite the contributions of such notables 
as Lorenz Heister and Augnst Richter, the leading German 
surgeons of the century, snrgica 1 p mctice was "mainly in 
the bands of the blrber, the executioner and the strolling 
bone-setters, cataraot-oottohers, herniotomists and litho-
tomist a". * 
Regarding the exeoutiomr, he was thonght, ·in 
a co ordanoe with the prevalent belie :f in magic, to have a 
oompaot with tm devil. To him was also assigned tm treat-
ment of disease caused by witahcraft. Fttrthe:rmore, as he 
had the power of breaking bones on the wheel, so was he 
believed to be endowed with a special ability for setting 
fractures and dislocations. As late as 1744, wlE n both 
England and France had already raised the snrgeon to a 
rank of importance, Frederick the Great permittsd Pru.ssian 
executioners to treat wounds, ulcers and :fznctures. His 
reason seems to have been based on the :fact that their 
services were better for the general popttlace than those 
* Garrison, "History of 11edicine", p.395 
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of unskillful sur~ons, or nona at all. 
As for the barbers, from whose ranks the army 
surgeons were recruited, they appear to have been sadly 
lacking in training. Garris:>n piotnres the barber's 
apprentice as "usually an illiterate lad, practically a 
servant in the household, advertised for as a bond slave 
if he ron away."* It is hardly surprising, then, that 
the sur~on of tba Prussian army was ranked "above a drummer 
and beneath a chaplain". Regardle as of his professional 
aspirations, tm faot of his being a l::B.rber was never lost 
sight of. He was, therefore, compelled to shave the officers, 
and was not above receiving corporal punis~nt for delin-
quency in the performance of hie tonsorial duties. 
Although the :Medio a-Surgical College was established 
I in 1724 at Berlin along with the Charita Hospital in 1727, 
by Friedrich Uilhe1m I, the education and clinical instruc-
tion afforded to prospective surgeons must have been woefully 
l.acking. This is borne out by the fact that Frederick the 
Great, in his Silesian campaigns, not onlY sent medical 
cadets to Paris and stmssbourg for further surgical training 
but, in 1743, was compelled to engage tl:e services of twelve 
French surgeons to care for his troops. This state of affairs 
continued until 1785, when the Medico-Surgical College be-
* Ibid. 
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came devoted exclusively to the education of army surgeons. 
In 1895 the nazoo wa a changed to the "Kaiaer-Wilhelma Akade-
mie". The situation was furtmr improved, when, in 1810, 
the university of Berlin was opened, with such men as Hufe-
land, Rail, Horn, Rudolphi and Graefe mn the faculty. 
Despite their lack of scientific training and the 
general di are pute in which they weze held, several of the 
surgeons of the Pruaaian Army attained a considerable de-
gree of prominence. l1oat conspicuous among them were 
Holtzendorf, the first aur~on-general; Schmucker, who 
left acme valuable oaae-reoorda; Bilguer, with h~s con-
servative views on amputation; Thaden, an early exponent 
of methodical bandaging; and Goeroke, who reorganized the 
medical derartment of t m Prueaian Army. 
SOCIAL ASPIRATIOUS. 
\7hile tm various representatives of the healing 
art we:re constantly engaged in thai r imbroglios arising 
from differences of opinion and points of professional 
distinction, they were infinitelY more unifonn in their 
efforts to gain the esteem of the public and in profiting 
thereby. Aa a significant part of tmir procedure, the 
physicians in the first instance, and later the surge one 
along with them, oulti vato d a manner and appearance 
peculiarly tm ir own. In this respect they am red the 
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affe ctationa of those in other branches of activity. As 
J.C.Jeaffreaon puts it in hie admirable commentary, "the 
physic ian, the divine., 1;he lawyer, the parliament-man, the 
country gentleman, the author by profession - all had 
peculiarities of style, costume, speech, or intonation, 
by which they were well pleased that they should be recog-
nized." * He speaks further of "the barrister 'a smirk, the 
physician's unctuous smiles, tb3 pedagogue's frown" as hall-
marks of the various professions. 
The physician ·of the eighteenth century joined with 
tm quack in the exploitation of medical practice, and used 
his improve a social position as a defini ta me ana to that and. 
An important fao tor in the development o:f hie prestige lay 
:fundamentally in tm stationary condition of society whereby 
the selection of ooour:ations was largely limited, and was 
prescribed to a great extent by family tmdition. As a result, 
eo far as medicine was conoerna d, a father frequently passe a 
hie practice on to his eon or favorite pupil in the manner of 
an inheritance. The public, :for ita part, accepted the con-
dition as a matter of course, so that out of it all came the 
custom of the family physician in a two-fold sense. The doctor 
received an annual stipend from the various :families under 
hie care, which assured him of a definite income on which 
he could depend. This, in addition to the various :fees re-
* J .c .Jeaffre son, "A Book About Doctors", p.83 
Uew York, 1861. 
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ceive d for speoial attention and prescriptions, netted 
him a.tidy sum, and relieved him of the burden that to-day 
so often JW.rks tm physician's struggle for existence. 
The upper strata of the medical profession, en-
joying large inc oms, were thus granted a certain leisure 
which tmy employed in acquiring a degree of culture and 
polish tmt set tmm off as a highly favored class. They 
cultivated the writers and various celebrities of the day, 
made themselves "personae gratae" at court, anl many among 
tmm even attained to the rank of nobility themselves. Men 
like Haller, Hunter, Scarpa and Heberden were literally 
physicians and scholars. Lessing was a student of medicine, 
While Goldsmith and Schiller graduated into the profession. 
Tb3 fashionable pmcti tioners of London during 
tb3 period yielded to none in thai r social. graces and con-
tacts, to say nothing of their occasional accomplishments 
in the field of letters. Sir Hans Sloane (1660-1753) was 
tb3 first physician to attain to the rank of baronet. He 
was highly regarded as a scientist, joined in founding the 
Royal Society of London, of which he later became secretary 
and president, and in 1721 edited the revision of the 
London Pharmacopeia. Sir Samuel Garth (1661-1719) achieved 
a literary reputation and engaged occasionally in politics. 
He is listed as the only physician admitted to membership 
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in the exclusive Kit-Kat Club of the day. John Arbuthnot 
(1667-1735) was the author of "The History of John Bull". 
He was an intimate friend of Pope and SWift, and like 
many others of his profession, was a well-known figure in 
the ::fhmous coffee-houses frequented by the wits of the day. 
He eventually won further prestige as physician to Queen 
Anne. Sir Richard Blaclonore only dabbled in poetry, but 
was a tremendous financial success as a physician, to the 
wealthy, whom he copied in style. 
The career of John Radcliffe (1650-1714) is marked 
by a phenomenal rise from comparative obscurity to the very 
pinnacle of social and financial success. A man of humble 
origin, he rose to the place of physician to Princess Anne 
of Denmark. It is rather ironical that one who came from 
hi a loi7ly station in life should have lost this royal 
appointment through his arrogant behavior, but such appears 
to blve been the case. However, this does not seem to have 
affected his eucce as a a a practitioner in London. Radcliffe 
undoubtedly had a way with him, as attested by the fact 
that at the end of only hie first year in practice he ~s 
making over twenty guineas a day. Jeaffreson says of him 
that he "contrived by his shrewd humor, arrogant simplicity 
and immeasurable insolence to hold both i7higs anl Tories in 
his grasp. The two factions of the aristocracy bowed before 
• 
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him
" * • Upon hi a death, tb3 size of his fortune may be 
estimated from the fact that after liberally providing 
for his relatives in his will, he left ample funds to 
Oxford for the e atablishment of a library, an infirmary, 
an observatory and a ·travelling fellowship, all of which 
axis t to-day as founda tiona bearing his name. 
not only was Radcliffe successful during his own 
life, but b3 was too means of bringing great success to 
another practitioner. This was Richard 1!ead (1675-1754), 
who was not without the faculty of being artful on his 
own behalf. He spared no ~ina to flatter the vanity of 
Radcliffe, whe:reupon the latter, for his part, took a 
fane y to the young man eta rting out in tm profession. 
He \";8.8 well along in years, had no children of his own, 
ana was desirous of passing his practice on to another. 
L!ead was the fortunate beneficiary of tm legacy. Prior 
I 
to his death Radcliffe bestowed upon his protege his 
recipe for success. ''1!ead," he said, ''I love you, and 
1 111 tell you a aura secret to make you a fortune -use 
all mnkind ill." ** Ono of his last acta was to have 
t:ead summoned to the death-bed af Queen Anne. Radcliffe 
died in the same year a a tm sovereign, but by this 
ga ature ond others of a similar oha raoter, he first saw 
* Ibid. 
**cited by F.H.G:arri son, "History of L~edicine", p.390 
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that Mead was definitely established before be passed 
on to his reward. Besides inheriting Radcliffe's 
practice, Liead supplemented it in hie om right, and 
became the most prosperous practitioner of his time. 
He is said to have made as much as '1,000 pounds in one year. 
The famous gold cane, which he also inherited :from 
~dcliffe, was received in turn by Askew, Pitcairn and 
Baillie and now rests in the Library of the Royal College 
of Physicians. 
In addition to the successful practitioners al-
ready named, there were many others who pro spared in like 
marmer. In London there were such xoon as Hebe rden, Letts om, 
Fothergill, Parry and the brothers Hunter, all of whom be-
caxoo extremely wealthy through their practices. on the 
Continent physicians similarly gained prestige ani a con-
siderable degree of material success. \lerlhof was court 
physic ian at Hannover, and 1a mr became physician-in-
ordinary to Geor~ II. He was succeeded by Zimmerman 
and Wichmann, the latter rising from the lowly position 
af a barber to his place at court. At Leyden, Boerhaave, 
often spoken of as tro leading physician of the day, was 
an outstanding practi tiona r. He profited largely as a 
consultant, being frequently summoned in that capacity 
by royal families. He is reported to have left an estate 
worth two million florins. In Halle, Stahl, Hoffmann, and 
1a te r Rail were pre-eminent. Heim proepera d in Berlin: 
•• 
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Hufeland in Jena; van SWieten and de Haen in Vienna; 
Borden in Paris, Torti in Modena, Kanilfeld and Frank 
at Pavia, Tronohin in Gengva, and Tiaaot at Lausanne. 
\7i th all their ap!Xlrent attention to the 
financial aide of praotioe, many of these physicians 
were equally noted for their liberality. They frequently 
attended the poor without remuneration, and went out of 
their way to do a kindness. Their consideration for the 
helpless was manifeate d in auoh expe riencea as that of 
Percival Pott, who was instrumental in bringing about 
the Chimney sweeper's Act of 1788, through his account 
three years earlier of the prevalence of scrotal 
cancer among the chimney sweeps, in which he set forth 
in touching language the misery of tb3 w:re tched "climbing 
boys" • His diatribe waa followed in 1785 by Jonas Hanvay'a 
"Sentimental History of Chimney sweepers". In spite of all 
this, the unfortuna.te lads were retained at this occupation. 
Lord Ashley's Acta of 1834 and 1840 were passed for their 
protection, and yet in 1873, a youngster of seven years 
~us employed to sweep a chimney, nhile the mortality from 
cancer was oi ted as being still high as late as 1902. * 
Another indication of the liberality of the 
Cited by Garrison, ''History of lledioim ", p.391 
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financially-minded physicians of the eiB}lteenth century 
' is seen in the bemfioenoe of Richard Brooklesby, who 
bestowed 1,000 pounds upon Edmund Burke in 1788, and 
expressed his willingness to repeat the gift "every 
year until your merit is rewarded as it ought to be 
at court". * He also offered to settle 100 pounds 
a year upon Samuel Johnson for life, Whereupon, according 
to Boswell, "a grateful tear" in Johnson's eye bespoke 
his appreoiatian of the kindness. No less altruistic 
was the act of Count Rumford (1753-1814), the erstwhile 
Benjamin Thomson of Woburn, Mass., when he established 
the People's Soup Kitchen at Munich in 1792, a precedent 
of its kind, providing, as it did, for warm meals for 
school children. 
In ke aping with his social ambi tiona, the fash-
ionable physician of the eighteenth century decked him-
self out in a manner befitting his position. In some 
countries of Europe, be donned a sword to add to his 
attire of "austere scarlet". Betimes, he carried a muff 
to protect his hands from contamination and"to preserve 
his delicacy of touch in diagnosi a". ** The rank and 
file of the people took due cognizance of the dignity 
* Ibid. 
** Garrison, "History of Uedioine", p .381. 
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of his position by doffing their bats whenever he passed. 
In England, the physician of fashion "wore a powdered 
wig, a handsome coat of red satin or brocade, short 
breeches, stockings and buckled shoes, a three-cornered 
hat, and bore a gold-headed cane". * 
~ ' The portrait of Hyncinthe-The odore Baron, pare, 
(1710-58), Dean of the Paris Medical Faoulty (1'130-54), 
represents the costume of the eighteenth century French 
physician in the height of all its glory. ** The head 
of tb9 dean is surmounted by a long wig, tastefully 
curled. His shoulders are diU ped with a generous cape 
of spotless ermine. A delicate, transparent "rabat" 
extending downward over his chest replaces the stiff 
Geneva band of fo mer days, below which a black ribbon 
with a decoration passes further downward. A red eccle-
siastic oope or "regal dalmatic" together with lace-
ruffled sleeves complete the picture of gmcious elegance. 
THE l3USIIlESS OF llEDICIHE. 
With all his pretence of mook dignity as exempli-
fied by his dress and manner, tm pmctising physician of 
the eighteenth century was essentially a business man. 
With all his actual attainments, professionally and other-
* Ibid. 
**Reproduced in Garrison, p.382, from collection 
of M. Legznnd, Paris. 
ill 
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wise, tm aotual profit that aoomed from his aoti-vities 
:was of pa:temount interest to him. His entrance into the 
exclusive circles of current society had a definite 
purpose in view. To him it was an opportunity to establish 
oontaots whioh would increase his practice • .Pe rbaps he 
was anxious to be freed from the burdens of financial 
pressuxe so that he might be enabled to devote himself 
more completely to the cultivation of the arts. Perhaps, 
too, he was so olosaly pressed by the competition of the 
quaoks of the pa riod that he was compelled to adopt Dllny 
of their methods in shear self-defense. The faot remains 
that, whatever the primary ur~, its influence was suffi-
cient to transform a large portion of the profession into 
financiers of no mean degree. 
Tm antios of the eighteenth oantury physician 
are in mreny respects reminiscent of the proclivities of 
his Arabian prototype of some thousand years earlier. 
That worthy similarly sp3 nt a large part of his time 
cultivating the monied class, with the wealthy potentates 
as his ultimata goal. His constant quarrels were more fre-
quently on peroonal rathertmn.profassional grounds, as he 
sought to sweep all rivals from his path. His sooial as-
pirations, his af:fe otation of dress and Imnner, his 
stipulation of fees in advance, his hiring of confederates 
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and the shrewdness of his perfornnnoe in general, all 
bespeak the same ambitious, practical man of affairs 
rather than the conservative, circumspect physician of 
to-day with his entire effort dedicated to tm ethical 
pursuit of t m healing art. 
~:--- "---
The eighteenth century physician had his trioks 
of tm trade which-differed only in degree from those of 
the Arab. Even practitioners of repute arranged to be 
called dramatically out of ohuroh by supposititious pa-
tients in order to orea te an impression among the startled 
worshippers. They rode about frequently in chariots as if 
engaged in a busy pmctioe, when they Wel'a really not 
professionally oooupied at all. A man even of the standing 
of John Huxham is reported to have been summoned at defi-
nite intervals from a churoh-meeting at the presumably 
urS3nt behest of his patients. Thereupon be lrould gallop 
madly through the town on his imaginary errand of me roy. 
Upon returning to the meeting in breathless haste, other 
calla would come repeatedly with the same spectacular 
pe rfonnance as before. Huxmm is also referred to for 
his familiar pose as he "stalked about in a scarlet coat, 
flourishing a gold-headed cane, a footznan bearing his 
gloves at a re ape otful distance". * 
* Garrison, "History of Medicine", p.383 
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The analogy of the eighteenth century practi-
tioner and the Arabian physician is be at borne out by 
re fe renee to the extraordinary sums :Which they managed 
to garner from their patients. While our esteemed 
pbyeioian-finanoiers of two hundred years ago did not 
enjoy the huge fees of their earlier models, their in-
comes were of dimensions sufficient to nnke the present-
day practitioner gnsp in rumazement. With all respect to 
the eminent consultants and surgeons of the present, 
there are few among them whose incotoo a exceed or even 
approximate those of suoh men as Radcliffe, Mead, Fother-
gill, Lettsom and others of their olaes. In considering 
tmir extraordinary incomes, it must be borne in mind 
that money in tmir time bad a purchasing power of at 
least three to four times its modern equivalent. 
The mrked increase in the physician's income, 
in England, at least, began during the seventeenth century, 
when in 1660 the gold guinea becatoo a 'Pflrl of tm currency 
of the Restoration. Previous to that time the doctor's 
fee was either a noble or an angel. With tb3 advent of 
the guinea, the fee for professional services was raised 
to that sum. The difference in inooma beoome s apparent 
wm n the value of tb3 sa various coins is taken into con-
sideration. The gold noble was worth six shillings, eight-
----
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pence, while the angel, also coined in gold, had a 
variable value at different periods and implied about 
ten shillings ste rling. The guinea, with its value of 
twenty-one shillings, doubled or tripled the doctor's 
fee over-night. Incidentally, this fee has persisted 
in England even down to the present, although the 
guinea bas not been coined since 1813. * 
Although t m guinea v:as the standard fee it was 
subject to various modifications. Thus, while Mead usually 
charged a guinea for an office visit, he doubled the amount 
for an outside call. He frequently tumed over prescriptions 
to the apothecaries without even seeing the patient and 
charged a half-guinea for the service. He seems to have 
derived this practioe from Radcliffe, hie predecessor, 
who was also accustomed to asking five guineas for a con-
sul mtion. \Thile Radcliffe led the way in huge incomes, 
Mead, men he inherited his practice, want even beyond 
the naster by averaging between five and six thousand 
pounds yearly, and even exceeding this amount at times. 
Mead took over Freind 's practice wmn the latter was 
absent in politics, and according to report, turned over 
11,400 guineas as tlE sum colla cted. Fothergill is another 
whose incoroo reached the 5,000 mark, while Lettsom topped 
*Values from i1ebster•s Dictionary. 
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them all with t:W sum of 12,000 pounds collected in a year. 
Professional incom a on the Continent were com-
IOOnsura.te with those in England. Estimating the German 
nark of the period as the equivalent in value of almost 
a dollar to-day, som idea may be gained as to the size 
of other incomes in tl:e profession. Ernst Ludwig Heim, a 
well-known practitioner of Berlin, starting with a modest 
income of some 4,000 marks in 1782, almost doubled that 
amount in two years. By 1790 he received 26,400 marks 
from his practice and fifteen years J...a te r bad an annual 
income of 36,000 marks. Johann Peter Frank rose from a 
poor waif to bne of the most successful practitioners 
of his time. At the hei~t of his career he enjoyed an 
income of over 20,000 marks. Of this amount he received 
9600 mrks as imperial physician in Russia, 342 as court 
physician at Baden, and 1370 as physician-in-ordinary 
to. the Bishop of Spe~r. In addition, ha ala o had an 
annual stipend of 9,000 marks for teaching at the Uni-
versity of Vienna. In this connection, it might be noted 
that university professors were well ~id during this 
period, with an average salary, according to Baa a, of 
3,000 to 7,500 mar-:ts. De na·en received 10,000 at Vienna 
and I.!orgagni, the equivalent of about $4,500 at Padua. 
Professors \Vera expecte a, moreover, to maintain a 
----------------~-~-----~-..--
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standard of living in kee pil18' with their sooial station. 
Thus, Baas further points out that they were required to 
spend some 6,000 to 7,500 narks annually for this signi-
ficant item. * 
Among the large at inoom a of the eighteenth 
century physicians, that of Gustav Orrlius in Mosoow 
stands out prominently, eatimted at some 90,000 marks. 
The generosity of tm Russian sovereigns toward foreign 
physicians is very like the bounty of the l!ohammedan 
potentates in the case of the Arabian doctors. First 
manifested by Peter the Great in the seventeenth century, 
it was further reflected in the munificence of Catharine. 
At her bands Thomas Dimsdale rooeived the most phenomenal 
fee of the time for the simple act of inoculating her and 
her son, the Gmnd Duke Paul, a~inst small-pox-. The 
operation was performed in 1768, at the instance of 
·Voltaire. Dimsdale 1 a extraordinary fee is fully comparable 
to the rewards race i ved by Gabriel Batiaohua, Harun-al-
Rashid's favorite physician, and sounds, similarly, like 
a tale from the "Arabian Uight a". He rm a paid $50,000 
outright, with $10,000 more thrown in for traveling ex-
penses. A p:3nsion of $2,500 for life completed the finan-
cial side of tm transaction, wm reupon, to top it all, 
* Cited by Garrison, "History af Medicine", p.391-2 
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Dimsdale was elevated to the zank of baron of the Russian 
Empire. Altogether, it was a remarkable piece of compensa-
tion for a speedy bit of :ratmr ordinary service rendered. 
To the busy interne of to-day who is called upon to give 
inoculations by the score, this handsome settlement can 
cause only the most open-a~ d wonderment. 
DISEASES OF mil PERIOD. 
Judging by the manner in whioh the eighteenth 
century physician displayed such deep concern regarding 
his social status and the collection of fees, one might 
be led to the belief that the period was singularly free 
from disease to permit him to oocupy himself eo assidu-
ously with unprofessional interests. Yet, such was far 
from tm case. While epidemic diseases were not as con-
tinuous as in earlier centuries, the period had its full 
share of their destructiveness. There were frequent pan-
demics of malarial fever, influenza and scarlatina, with 
a wide diffusion of small-pox, diphtheria, yellow fever, 
erisypelas and whooping-cough. Syphilis reflected further 
tm control by tbe mercury treatment instituted during 
the Renaissance, and, as with ergotism, ms no longer 
epidemic in character. The plague, while far less malignant 
~han at any t iwe since the l!id dle Ages, was still the 
scourge of old. 
; __ :,_:-
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In the first quarter of the century a aeries 
of inundations, violent fluctuations of heat and cold, 
the pollution of streams, and t lD generally unsanitary 
condition of streets and sewers, all combined to bring 
about epidemics of malaria ana typhus fever. The next 
twenty-five years saw Wide outbreaks of diphtheria ~nd 
the various exanthematous diseases, notably scarlatina. 
The latter, from 1776 on, spread to the new world, as 
well. It ~us still confused with measles. Starting with 
th3 outbreak of 1709-10, there were several pandemics 
of influenza throughout the century on both sides of 
th3 ooean. Tubingen ms especially visited by the dis-
ease in 1712 along with Turin, and again in 1729. The 
SWedish epidemic of 1757-8 was also severe. Huxham was 
the first to employ the term "influenza 11 in English in 
176 7, although the French still called it "la grippe". 
Small-pox was as common throughout the world 
as it had been during too previous century. The severest 
epidemics were registered in Paris in 1719, in SWeden 
:from 1749 to 1765, at Vienna in 1763 and again in. 1767, 
in Tuscany in 1764, and London in 1766 and 1770. The 
disease caused great loss of life in the East Indies 
in 1770 and 1771, while the Indians of tm new world 
were among its most numerous victims. It was during 
the early ~ rt of the eighteenth century that the first 
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real preventive measure was taken against it, in the :form 
of variolation, which consisted of inoculationwith human 
virus. Introduced into Europe by Timoni and Pilarini in 
1713, interest in tm pmctice continued for some dozen 
years, a:fte r which it lagged from 1727 to 1746. Revi vea 
in tm latter year, it continued until 1764, to be fol-
lowed by a scientific and experimental period, whioh 
las'b3d until 1798. Although the preventive effeot of 
inoculation brought about a vast improvement over the 
previous situation, the method was attended with con-
siderable danger on account of tba lar~ amount of virus 
used, and the extensive sores resulting, which tended to 
make the subject a virtual carrier of small-pox. In 1760, 
Robert and Daniel Sutton reduced the menace by innovating 
inoculation by tm puncture method. They compiled a reoord 
of some 30,000 cases with only about :four per cent mortal-
ity. An~lo Gatti of Piss duplicated the success of the 
suttons in Paris under the new technic •• rlhe ro the original 
had been fairly widely employed, much greater enthusiasm 
v;s s shown :for t b3 improved farm. Even t be royal familia s 
of Russia and Austria consented to submit to inooulatian 
in 1768. 
When it seemed that the new mode of variolation 
v:ns to remain tm ma:thod of inoculation "par excellence", 
•• 
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vaooination appeared upon the scene. Benjamin Jesty is 
recorded as its actual pioneer in 1774, although Edward 
Jenner, by reason of his acoura te observations and 
formulations begun in 1778, is regarded as the true 
soientifio founder of vaccination against small-pox 
with cow-pox matter. His initial experiment in 1796, 
previously described, was followed by the issuance of 
his treatise on the subject in 1798, and by further 
experimentation and tm collection of data. Within a 
short time his method came to supplant entirely the old 
fonn of variolation, Its success, aside from the immuni-
zation obtained, was due to ita comparative harmlessness, 
as revealed by the marked reduction in mortality and the 
diminished possibility of creating carriers of the disease. 
The subsequent disrepute of variolation is indicated by 
tm British Act of 1840 Tihich declared ita pe rformanoe 
t:OO reafter to constitute a felony. 
The prevalence of typhus in the form of oamp 
fever was evident in all the wars of the eighteenth cen-
tury, especially that between Prussia and Austria (1740-48), 
the Seven Years' ITar (1756-63) and the French Revolution 
(17 89-99). Hota ble outbreaks of typhus occurred at Prague 
in 1742, around lfuinz in 1760, in Saxony in 1778, and 
Italy in 1783. It manifested itself as "famine fever" in 
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Ireland in 1740, where a fuilura of tb3 potato orop caused 
a loss of some 80,000 lives. It also appeared throughout 
the century in the form of "jail fever" owing to the vile 
s1ate of the prisons of all Europe • 
.Progressive reformers, who were cognizant of the 
contributory influence of miserable sanitation, were con-
stantly active in tmir attempts to bring about improvement. 
However, the forces of ignorance and corruption arrayed 
aeainst them were too strong to permit their suggestions to 
be carried completely into practice. Forward-looking men 
like stephen Hales and Sir John Pringle, did succeed in 
getting the Corporation of London to attempt to ventilate 
uewgate Prison and eliminate jail fever, although the effort 
was inadequate. Pringle, remembered as the founder of modern 
military medicine, also adopted the idea in army barracks 
and had it extended to mines as well. 
In the meantirr.e, James Lind, surge on in the Royal 
navy and founder of naval hygiene in England, endeavored 
to apply new methods to his brnnch of the service. He 
recognized the urge noy of instituting measures to stem the 
ravages of typhus on board ships. After observing Pringle's 
insufficient success in dealing with the disease, he decided 
that ventilation alone was not enough. He, therefore, went a 
step farther and recommended ouch modern procedures as 
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bathing and the baking of infected clothing in ovens. 
Lind was unquestionably on the right track, in fact, on 
the very verge of the most approved methods af to-day. 
Unfortunately, his delousing technic fell short o£ expec-
tations through its failure to destroy the lice which 
convey the virus of the disease. Yore is the pity in 
that Lind concluded tb3 re from that "contagion is not 
propagated by animalcules", * a statement not definitely 
refuted until as recently as 1909 by Charles Uioolle, to 
be confirmed a year later by Ricketts and Wilder. ** 
That enthusiastic humanitarian, John Howard, more 
thoroughly acquainted with institutional conditions by 
actual observation than any other man of his day, was ever 
on tlD alert to bring about special legisJ.D.tion whemver 
possible. His reoomroo ndations included smooth noors 
to facilitate flushing, pumps, daily baths for inmates, 
ovens for baking infestated clothes, spotting of suspects, 
and the segregation of infected patients from the rest. One 
of his earliest successes care in 1774 with the introduction 
in Parliament by Alexander Popham of his famous bill to 
* C(uoted by F.H.Garrison, "History of lledicine", p.403 
**H .L. Tidy, "Synopsis of Medicine", p.231 
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ameliorate the conditions in English prisons, directed 
particularly at the suppression of jail fever. Vlhile 
the provisions of this splendid pieoe of legislation 
were for the most part ignored after its passage, Howard, 
as previously noted, continued undisoouraged with his in-
vestigations and agitation for reform up to the time of 
his death in 1790. While he failed to receive the proper 
cooperation, he nevertheless suooeeded in checking to a 
larse extent, th3 inroads of typhus and other diseases. 
An important :factor relevant to the discussion 
of sanitation is the old window-tax of March 25, 1696 in 
England. This ~as rigidly enforced throughout the eigh-
teenth oentur.y, and had the effect of placing a consid-
erable premium on the entre.nce of light and air into 
hom s, especially among the poor. The dark, ill-ventilated 
houses were veritable breeding-places of disease, among 
which tyhpus was duly prominent. This inhuman tax was 
cruelly levied in the first instance, and methodically 
collected thereafter by agents of corrupt commissioners, 
who shared a large portion of the spoils between them-
selves. It was not abated until the law of 1803 once more 
provided for the taxation of houses and t l:e windows as a 
whole. Its complete abolition, however, did not come until 
1851. A similar window-tax in France, together with the 
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salt-tax, are said to have contributed materially to the 
general unrest which led to the French Revolution. 
Typhoid fever was abundantly present and was 
naturally confused with typhus, owing to the general 
similarity between the two. During the epidemic of 1737, 
in Plymouth, England, Huxham was the fi ret to make a 
clear distinction between "putrid" or typhus fever and 
the "slow nervous" variety, or typhoid fever, "resembling 
typhus". Another particularly heavy epidemic of typhoid 
occurred at G~ttingen_from 1757 to 1763. The medical 
observers noted the intestinal oharacte r of the lesions 
present: but, unfortunately, regarded the disease as iden-
tical with intermittent fave r and dysentery. The latter 
condition was widely spread in its own right along with 
the other blights ·of tb3 period. 
The plague, which had been devastating Europe 
since its onset, about 1348, again made its appearance 
in the eighteenth century. While it did not assume the 
frightful proportions of the previous five centuries, 
its toll of life was still very considerable. Its prin-
ci{Bl focus at the opening of tb3 century was in Turkey 
and th3 region of the Danube. By 1703 it was laying waste 
the Ukraine, from which it spread gradually to the Baltic 
an:l the Scandinavian countries, as a result, largely of 
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the war between Charla a XII of Swaden and Pater the Great. 
A mortality of 32, 599 was registered at Danzig in the year 
1709, and a total of 283,733 deaths were recorded in 
Prussia and Lithuania during the years 1709-10. Following a 
hurricane wbioh swept over Europa on February 27, 1714, 
the epidemic suddenly vanished, only to re-appear six 
years later in the south of France, where it mgad from 
1720 to 1722. The Dlnuba and the Ukraine were again the 
aoana of its activity in 1734, while in 1743 it destroyed 
30,000 souls in Messina, Sicily. Moscow was visited with 
the worst epidemic of the century, when in 1770 and 1771, 
the plague killed 52~000 out of a total population of 
230;000. While the epidemic was oheoked in a measure by 
the praoautiona·inatituted b.Y Orraus, the outbreak of a 
revolution tended to aggmvata the condition anew. Earlier 
in tm century, Richa :ro Mead bad relieved the situation 
to a great extant in England, when in 1720 his "Dieoouraa" 
had the effa ct of bringing about the isolation of plague 
patients outside the city limits, instead of allowing 
them to be retained in their own house a, as they were 
previous to that time. 
The eighteenth century was notorious, too, for 
the prevalence of puerperal few r. The term was first 
introduced by Edward Strother in 1716. Its contagious 
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and epidemic character was recognized by several ob-
servers throughout the period. Malouin in 1746 noted this 
fea tu~ at the HO'te l Dieu in Paris. It was revealed by 
Leake at the British Lying-in Hospital in 1760, by 
Joseph Clarke at the Dublin Lying-in Hospital from 1767 
to 1788, and Alexander Gordon at Aberdeeh in 1795. The 
SWiss epidemic in the Cantons of Bern and Thurgau was 
intimately described by Zimmerman in 1762. Despite these 
various observations, puerperal fever continued with its 
staggering mortality until Oliver Wendell Holmes intro-
duced his paper on the subject in 1843, and Ignaz Philipp 
Semmelweis in 1847 recognized it definitely as a form of 
blood-poisoning or septicemia, and took the first definite 
steps in its prevention. 
Among the other diseases which were epidemic 
in clnraote r of varying degrees were yellow-fever, whoop-
ing-cough and pneumonia. Croup and erysipelas also appeared 
on oooasion in epidemic form. The term "yellow-fever", be 
it noted, was first employed by Griffith Hughes in his 
"ITatural History of Barbadoes", of 1750. * 
~e ART of MEDICAL TR&ATJ.I&llT. 
From· the enumeration·of the various oisoases 
which prevailed during the eighteenth century, it booomea 
* Statistics on diseases from Garrison, "History of Medi-
cine", pp. 403-5 
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evident that the physician of the period had mora than 
his quota to handle. It is pertinent, therefore, to 
inquire into his various methods of treatment. The 
question of hygiene and sanitation oan be summarily 
dismissed by the reference to Johann Peter Frank, 
previously noted for his pioneer contributions to the 
subjeotl and a few others like the aforementioned Hales, 
Pringle, Lind and Howard. The effects of their efforts, 
however, were not forthcoming until a later day. The 
prophylaxis against small-pox by variolation and later 
by Jennerian vaooination has also been discussed. Aside 
from these, the century bld little or nothing to offer 
in the way of prevention, inasmuch as bacteriology and 
antisepsis still belonged to the remote future. With the 
wretched eta te of sanitary oondi ti one in general, no 
great surprise should be oooasioned by the tremendous 
loss of life that ensued. The problem received little 
aid in its solution from suoh active treatment as was 
incorporated into the general soheme of managing disease. 
Unfortunately for tm department of therapeutics, 
the best minds in medicine were devoted either to the 
basic subje ots alone, or else to their various systems 
and theories. This fact, combined with the attention of 
practising physicians to· matters of other than professional 
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importance, made it inevitable that materia medica should 
be allowed t c stagnate to a large degree, and to reflect, 
in consequence, the Vicious in:fluenoe s of the previous 
century. Amid the comparative sterility of this vital 
bmno h of medicine, a far: names stand out as bright 
beacon li~ts in the sea of confusion which chamcterized 
the field of therapeutics in their day. 
William Withering (1741-~9) of Shropshire; England, 
earned a place in medical history as the pioneer in the 
correct use of digttalie. One of the ablest clinicians of 
his time, and a highly successful practitioner at Birming-
ham, he is a lao remembered for hie admirable observa tiona 
on scarlatina and for his outline of a rational method of 
treatiOOnt for phthisis. It was in 1776 tblt Withering 
learned from an old lady in Shropshire that the leaves of 
the foxglove, or digitalis purpurea, are beneficial in 
dropsy. He thereupon proceeded to try it in heart disease, 
carefully noting its effect. Dropsy was still regarded as a 
primary disease, and tm distinotim between the cardiac 
and renal type-a was not made until 1827 by Richard Bright. 
i7ithering, unaware of the differentiation between the two, 
employed digitalis empirically in all heart affections, 
was impressed by its unquestionable value, and recommended 
it accordingly. By 1783 it wns introduced into the Edin-
burgh Pharmacopeia, although it did not reach the English 
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edition until 1809. Quick to sense tba possibilities of 
its perversion in use, Withering published his "Account 
of the Foxglove" in 1785. Regarded as a pharmacologic 
ola a sic, his treatise stands as an eternal prote at a-
gainst the abuses of digitalis, and as a furtm r monument 
to the keen discernment of one of the most capable ob-
servers in medicine. 
Among the romantic figures in medical lore is 
Captain Thomas Dover (1660-1742), the colorful English 
buccaneer-physician, who served his apprenticeship in 
medicine under the tutelage of the great Lydenham. While 
sailit{S the sao.s in 1709, he rescued Alexander Selkirk 
(the original Robinson Crusoe) from the island of Juan 
Fernandez. His renown in materia medica rests even more 
securely upon his introduction of tm compound of pow-
dered opium and ipecac which still bears his name. The 
fonnula for Dover's diaphoretic powder appeared in his 
"Anoia nt Physician's Legacy to his Country", whioh was 
published in London in 1732. 
Anton Stoerck af SWabia, the groat champion of 
emtios, has been oito d for his creditable research in 
pharmacology and toxicology. He was responsible for the 
introduction of a large number of drugs. His investiga-
tions included the study of conium, stramonium, hyoscyamus, 
aconite, colchicum, .pulsati~la and clematis. 
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Others who contributed to the mate ria medica 
of the period include John Hu.xham of Devon, with his 
tinotu:re of cinchona OO.rk, and John Fothergill of 
Yorkshire, who was famed for his magnificent botanic 
garden, whe noe oame the d ruga kino and oateohu. 
Hieronymus David Gaub of Heidelberg, introduced colombo, 
while David Rolander submitted quaasia to the profession. 
In describing· senega, or the Seneca sa1ke-root, John 
Tennent of Virginia, offered tm pertinent comment that 
it might be used not only in pleurisy and pneumonia, but 
but also for the bite of a rattle-shake. 
A clearer estimate of the pmotiaing physician's 
the rapeutio armamentarium may be gained by reference to 
the various editions of the London :Pharmacopeia which 
were issued in the course of the century. They reveal the 
faot that along with their recently acquired predilection 
for drugs, the doctors of the day displayed a grudging re-
luctance to ablndon thai r heritage from the seventeenth 
century. Thus, repulsive remedies continued to make their 
appearance until they wero eventually crowded out by the 
encroachments of pharmaceutics upon thtir hitherto exclu-
sive domain. The fourth edition of 1721, edited by Sir 
Hans Sloane, included theriac, as well as extracts of ox-
creta and other animal products. Tb3 fifth edition, issued 
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in 1746, oontaimd a statement by the editors, uead, 
Heberden, Freind nnd others, which was avowedly a con-
damnation of t b3 old astrologio nnd folk remedies. It 
proved a bit inconsistent in that it definitely deleted 
human fat, spider-webs, usnea (moss from human skulls), 
unicorn's horn, virgin's milk, bones from the stag's 
heart, ~t retained suoh interesting remedies as theriac, 
crab's e~s, wood-lioe, pearls, bezoar-stones, vipers 
nnd coral. 
In 1745, the year before tm fifth edition ap-
peared, William Heberden published his celebrated essay, 
"Antitheriaca", in whioh he set about to prove the absurdity 
of theriac. He based his contention upon the fact that the 
actual formula for theriac, which he claimed was found in 
the cabinet of Uithridat~s after his death, called for the 
cocparatively simple composition of twenty leaves of rue, 
one grain of Sllt, two nuts, and two dried figs. This was 
in striking o ontra at to the long list nnc1 infinite variety 
of worthless ingredients usually included in the later 
preparations, ranging all the way from thirty-odd to more 
than n hundred, and containing about everything, from 
vip3r's flesh to the medicinal refuse rejected in tha com-
pounding of prescriptions. In spite of the startling dis-
crepancy between tb3 reported original and its subsequent 
•· 
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modifications, Heberden 1 s contemporaries apparently 
doubted tm authenticity of his statement. At any rate, 
their opposition was sufficient to preserve a place for 
theriac in th3 fifth edition of the pho.nnaoopeia. However, 
Heberden ultimately won out, when the effect of his 
oritioism made itself felt in the issuance of the sixth 
edition of 1788. Theriac, the perennial panacea of Uith-
ridates, Andromachus anl Galen, then disappeared altogether 
along with most of t 1D animal remedies. While this narked 
tm i r passing from t 1D pages of the pharmacopeia, they had 
taken so firm a hold on popular :ftlnoy tmt they were to 
persist long afterward as perpetual reminders of the un-
swerving faith of mnkind in tm folk-ways of medicine. 
In the meantime, so fur a a offioial materia medica was 
concerned, the way was left open fort he formal entry of 
the true drug-era, which in its abuses and absurdities, 
wns to measure up fully to tm standard of the period 
which it succeeded. 
Consideraticn of the multiplicity of drugs which 
came to usurp the previous monopoly of repulsive remedies, 
ronde rs tm consequent improvement in the rapeutios through 
tb3ir replacement open to serious qua stion. starting with 
tb3 fourth edition of th3 London Pharmacopeia of 1721, 
they appeared in endless profusion. Among those first 
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introduced officially were stramonium, gamboge, ipecac, 
tartar emetic, lunar ca ustio and iron sulphate. The 
fifth edition of 1746 included many new tinctures, among 
which the na lodorous vale rian had its place. Glauber's 
S'llts, sweet spirits of niter, syrup of squill and po-
tassium acetate were also incorporated, The sixth edition 
of 1788 added to the growing list with the inclusion of 
aconite, arnica, castor oil, oateohu, quassia, kino, 
magnesia, senega, oolomba, oxide of zino, Dover's powder, 
Huxham's tincture of cinchona oork, and tm tinctures of 
benzoin and opiwn. 
It is to be noted that tm majority of these 
drugs act upon the gastro-intestinal troct. Thus, while 
gamboge, Glauber's salt (sodium sulphate), potassium 
acetate, castor oil, magnesia and senega are all in the 
nature of cathartics, the group including ipecac, catechu, 
quassia, kino and oolomba axe used in diarrhea. It becomes 
obvious, tho n, that the physician of the eighteenth century 
spent much of his time purging his patients, or else off-
setting the effect of his original prescriptions. While 
dysentery is recorded as one of the diseases prevalent 
during the period, there is more than a little uncertainty 
as to what portion of it vms pharmacological rother than 
bacterial in origin. 
So far as tho accepted principles of actual 
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treatment were ccnce mad, bleeding and purging by altar-
nation we:re the methods of choice, regnrdle as of the 
condition involved. notwithstanding tha efforts of men 
like Boerhaave, Auenbrugger, Floyer, Heberden and Huxham, 
diagnosis was generally considered of only incidental 
importance. The procedure was substantially the same in 
all ca sa a, and slight heed wa a paid to ita scientific 
m tionale. 
A therapeutic relic from the earliest days of 
nan, venesection during the eighteenth century attained 
the very heights in the extent and abuse of its applica-
tion. Discretion was entirely lacking as physicians per-
siate d in tb3 practice with an appalling dis regard for 
the :frequency of ita employment and t m amount of blood 
drawn. Uira beau, the great French eta te sman, toward the 
latter p:1rt of tm century was suffering :from angina 
pectoris. In a period of some twenty-four to forty-eight 
hours, no leas th9.n eighty ounces of blood were taken 
trom his veins. Heedless to say, he succu.r::::~bed very shortly 
after the OIX3 mtion. George 'i7ashington is variously said 
to have died of diphtheria or pneumonia follo~ing exposure 
in a snow-storm. There is more than a possibility that the 
exhaustion attendant upon the copious blood-letting to 
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which he was subjected at least hastened his end. * 
In keeping with the elaborate system devised 
duxing tm Renaissance, physicians conformed to a. specious 
cla.sifica.tion of veins to be used in the process of blood-
letting. Some thirty veins were thus listed, with their 
sites corresponding to as many different maladies. The 
forehead was tappa a for migraine, the region behind the 
ears far chronio headache, and so on throughout the body.** 
As to the technic employed, too lancet was the vogue until 
l.nte in the century, when the use of leeches predominated. 
It was not uncommon to apply as many as fifty leeches at 
once, while .. a..me:rofiva or ten were prescribed evan for pa-
tients in an extremely debilitate a state. To supply the 
prodigious number of leaches used in this exhibition of 
therapeutic madness, over forty million of the creatures 
ware imported into France alone as late as 1833. In com-
menting upon the fact, Baas inga nuously observes that "in 
1824-25 two or three million were sufficient to supply all 
demands".~t~•* 
The suggestive factor in venesection was doubtless 
not inconsiderable, as patients underr.ant the ordeal of the 
* Cited by J .J .\1alsh, "History of llodern 1tedicine"~p.81 
** J .J .Walsh, "Psychotherapy". Chap.III. 
*** "uoted by Garrison, "History of Me divine", p.409. 
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pricking of the lancet or the application of leaches. 
As the blood poured from their veins, they were unquas-
tiona bly impressed by the fact that it was taking with 
it the elements of the disea sa which possessed them. 
Vem section is thus anotha r link in the chain o:f evidence 
that sarva s to establish the stationary character ·of the 
folk-ways in medicine. Faith in its curative powers was 
firmly present in the mind of primi ti va man, and no less 
was it treasured by Hi ppocra ta s, the physicians of the 
Liiddle Ages, the great Sydanham, and their successors all 
the way up to the nineteenth century. 
It vm s not until the French medical reformer, 
Pierre ~ouis (1787-1872),offared statistical proof in 1835 
.tmt blood-letting is of little value in pneumonia that 
the reaction against the practice set in. His fallow-
countryman, Gabriel Andinl (1797-1876), joined in the 
campaign against it and was the first to recommend a 
chemical examination of the blood in diseased conditions 
(1843). Francois J.:agendie (1783-1855), through his ex-
periments on the circulation, pointed out the absurdity 
of the idea of "points of election" in blood-letting, 
and by demonstrating that the effects of blood-letting 
are tro ltlme regardless of the site involved, helped to 
wea1ren the belief in its efficacy as a panacea. 
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To-day, vane section, while still in operation 
as a mode of treatment , is reserved as an emergency 
measure to be employed with caution. Where a hundred years 
ago nothing was thought of removing fifty to eighty 
ounces of blood, physicians of the present are inclined 
to limit the amount to some ten or fifteen ounoea. 
Moreover, Vlh3 rea a it was fo nne rly a rout ina method of 
therapeusis regardless of tm condition of the patient, 
it is now resorted to chiefly in oases of extremely 
hiljh blood pressure, where oerebzal hemorrhage' is im-
minent. It is also recommended when apoplexy bas actually 
ooourred, as well as in eclampsia, pneumonia, pulmonar,y 
e damn and heart-failure.* While ourre nt 100 dical thought 
is divided as to the extent of application, it is unani-
mous at least in recommending venesection primarily as a 
means of relieving undue circulatory tension and congestion 
without any of the groundless nonsense that characterized 
too practice in former days. 
Aside from the. evil of indiaorimimte blood-letting, 
the eighteenth century physician was equipped With another 
sturdy weapon whereby he could harnae his patients into 
the belief tl:nt they were getting well. For a time he 
availed himself of the the ro. peutio horrors of the seventeenth 
* Hut a hison and She rren, "Index of Treatment", passim. 
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century, until the powers in medicine decreed their 
banishment from official materia medica. Deprived of 
this means of stimulating the mental forces in the 
process of reoupeintion, he turned to the pharmacopeia 
in sea roh of a substitute. He discovered it readily in 
the plenitude of drugs which greeted him. Ever an ex-
tremist, his zeal for heroic treatment soon found him 
abusing the naw method accordingly. Coupled with his 
limited knowledge attendi~ the administration of drugs, 
it caused him forthwith to employ them.in shot-gun, or 
hi t-or-miss fashion, in his frantic attempts to wipe out 
dis en sa, meanwhile often ruining the patient as well. 
In discussing the phannaoopaias of the period, 
I 
it was pointed out tln t a large number of the drugs were 
purgative in character. iThether this was the cause or the 
effect of his practice, tll:! :f'not remains that it fell to 
the lot of the eighteenth century physician to indulge in 
an orgy of pur&l tion, the like of which has never been 
known, before or since, with all due respect to the ancient 
tradition behind it. His elaborate laxative pharmacology 
a nriohe d the potent possibili tie a of the method to a degree 
unknown to his predecessors. It elevated him to the rank of 
High ?ria at at tm Shrine of Catharsis, where the ardent 
~votees of his evacuant cult could worship with perfect 
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abandon and all but eviscerating effect. 
While the doctor had his quinine, digitalis, 
opium, and tha rest, the purgrnave drugs constituted his 
chief stock-in-trade. During the intervals between bleed-
ing, patients, like true martyrs, suffered themselves to 
be deluged with cathartics. Impressed by the fact that the 
evil substance of .their disease vro.s baing expelled, they 
cheerfully endured tm persistent griping to which they 
were· subjected. Thus, antimony and calomel, along with 
the plethora of new laxatives, enjoyed a wide use. If, on 
occasion, the lower intestine became too highly irritated, 
tmm were tm astringent drugs, like kino and oolomba; to 
fall back upon for their oounter-ef:fect. Reserved :for ex-
clusive annoyance of the stomach were the efficient emetios 
such as ipeoao and the tartrate of sodium and potassium, eo 
highly favored by the ardent followers of stoerck. Through 
tm sa devious channe 1a tm physician vro.s thrioe-armed for 
his invasion upon the amazingly receptive gastro-intestinal 
tracts of hie patients. 
Uot content with the usa of single drugs, doctors 
frequently combined them to intensi:fy the misery of their 
hapless victims. The waggish pmotice of Benjamin Rush is 
in point. That hardy pioneer of Amerioan medicine endeavored 
1fo liberate the body from disease by jauntily prescribing 
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ten gmins of calomel and ten of jalap, to be tossed off 
at a single dose. Some idea of the violence of this mix-
ture may be gained from the fact that the average laxative 
dosage of calomel is about two grnins,~while ten grains of 
jalap alone will often do very nicely.* Comparable only 
to the explosive effect of the well-known Compound Cathar-
tic Pills of to-day, this favorite prescription of the 
Philadelphia physician was pertinently referred to as 
"Rush's Thunderbolt", not an inapt description o:f its 
potency. 
The therapeutic e::roesses involved in tlB abuse 
of venesection and purging during this period are amply 
illustrative of the manm r in which men pass from one 
absurd extreme to another. Seemingly betraying more than 
a ~ssing gleam of perspicacity, minds like Heberden and 
uead :fought tooth and nail against the retrogression 
evidenced in tm retention of repulsive remedies. ili th 
equal ardor they advocated the substitution of pharma-
ceutical products, and finally succeeded in establishing 
their supremacy, only to create thereby a new medium of 
abuse which was carried into the nineteenth century. For 
over a hundred years there was thus brought about a period 
of persistent overdrugging, which in ita own right oonati-
Bush .: ''Mate ria J.tedioa", pp.228-9. 
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tuted an evil fully on a par with tba t engendered by 
the repulsive remedies of former da~. 
In view of the prevalenoe, during the eighteenth 
oentury, of diseases with intestinal lesions, like typhoid 
and dysentery, there is the inesoapable feeling that the 
reoovery therefrom was certainly not facilitated by the 
stupendous display of cathartics, which must surely have 
threatened the vary integrity of contemporary abdominal 
organs. Uo less enervating could have been the depleting 
regimen of endless blood-letting, which drained the very 
essence of life from the veins of man. Among the thera-
peutic follies of the ages, these two oooupy a place that 
ranks second to nona. 
While the colossal error of indiscriminate blood-
letting was soon correote d to a large degree by the aoumen 
of capable clinicians like Louis and Astral early in the 
nineteenth century, the drug-mania continued unabated, in 
faot gathered new force as ti~e went on. It ultimately 
merged into the present craze for patent medicines on the 
one hand, anl , by the same token, gave inspiration to the 
reactionary movements which found expression in the doc-
trines of homeopathy and eolectioism, along with osteopathy 
and other forms of drugle sa healing. 
In noting briefly tm pharmaceutic superfluities 
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of oompamtively recent date, eloquent, if terse, reference 
may be made to the caustic oOIDm9ntary of that astute ob-
server, Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes (1809-94). In his blunt, 
inimitable style, the Autocrat of the Breakfast Table gave 
vent to this superb piece of satire, directed at the mem-
beiS of his own profession:"Throw out opium; throw out a 
few specifics which our art did not discover; throw out 
wine which is a food; and the vapors whioh produce the 
miracle of anesthesia- and I finnly believe that if the 
whole materia medica, as now used, oould be sunk to the 
bottom of the sea, it wonld be all the better for mankind-
and all the worse far the fishes." * 
PROPRIETARY MEDICINES. 
In the field of proprietary preparations, the 
eighteenth century physician was not to be outdone by the 
contemporary quacks of tbe period. Ever alert to add to 
his inoome, he soon oame to realize the lucrative possibil-
ities that reside inherently in the magic attrootion of 
secret remedies. He, therefore, did not hesitate to allocate 
to himself tm extra fees accruing from this rich source of 
revenue. It one too scrupulous in the matter of professional 
niceties, he was not distracted from his purpose by the 
dictates of ethical conduct. ThD prevailing system, with 
* O.W.Holmes, ''1tedical Essnys",. Boston, 1883. 
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its tzadition of family doctors, predicated the payment 
of an annual stipend. Frevented, therefore, from billing 
his patients for individual visits, the physician made 
up for the d efioienoy by resorting to tb3 simple device 
of charging them for prescriptions. This lilly help to 
account for the frequent, as well as needlessly lengthy, 
prescriptions which were the order of the day. 
The method wns by no means confined to the 
lower olass of practitioners, but waa universally adopted 
. 
even by physicians of repute. Men of the standing of Sir 
Hans Sloane and Richard tread profited handsomely in this way. 
They spared no pains to spread the infonnation that they 
possessed secret formulas whioh were vastly superior to 
those of others. It was all accepted as simply anotb3r 
phase of ordinary professional competition. sur~ons, on 
their part t compounded their own remedies, and prospered 
from the aaJa of oils, ointrpents and plasters, whioh they 
dispensed themselves. 
v 
~ith all his cleverness in exploiting hie secret 
fonnulas, the eighteenth century physician, in all fairness 
to him, is not to be ol!lssed with the pure charlatan. In the 
first place, he was a man of soientifio training and attain-
ment, sufficient to insure his professional standing. His 
social sto. tus was beyond question. There was, moreover, an 
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apparent note of sincerity in the c.laime for hie pre-
parations. He also confined hie efforts, eo ~ar as is 
known, to his own patients, and thus preserved the per-
soml note that mde his remedies literally private in 
ahara eta r. A pa rt from all this, he ee emed to sense a 
certain allegiance whioh he owed to hie profession, and 
this despite his acrimonious differences with his colleagues. 
Thus, while he reserved many of hie remedies for use ex-
clusively in his own practice, he not infrequently made 
the information regarding their preparation known to the 
entire profession through their incorporation in the 
official phannaoopeia. He was, therefore, responsible 
for the general knowledge of the previously mentioned 
Dover's powder and lluxmm' a tincture, a a well as James' 
antimony powder and Hoffmann's Anodyne in the form of 
oompotlnd spirits of ether. In this way also originated 
the present solution of potassium arsenite, first intro-
duced by Thomas Fowler in 1786. Similarly, compound 
licorice powder first appeared as the invention of E.G. 
Kurella of Berlin, and became a part of the Pruesian Phar-
macopeia in 1799. 
In addition to the infinite number of preparations 
which the physicians of the period used with profit in 
their private practioes,there was a corresponding series 
of secret roodicinos,vrhich were patented in England and 
exploito d throughout the land by their sundry owners. The 
r 
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earliest of these was Timothy Byfield's "Sal oleoBtlm 
volatile" which was patented in 1711. It is recorded as 
the first prepaxntion so protected under the old statute 
of Uonopolies of 1624. Following this came Stoughton's 
"Great Cordial Elixir" in 1712, Betton's "British Oils" 
in 1742, and John Hoopa r' s "Female Pills" in 1743. Many 
other nostrums were simil.a rly patented throughout the 
century, all the way down to "Ban Medicinale de Husson", 
a secret formula for gont, Ching's "\7orm Lozenges" of 
1792, and Della Lena's "Powder of Mars" of 1799. 
The antimomial fever powder of Dr. Robert James, 
which eventually found its way into the London Pharmaco-
peia, was first introduced by him as a patent medicine in 
1747. Described as a physician of marked ability, Doctor 
James fnrtll3 r enhanced hie reputation by publishii18' a 
medical dictionary and a "Pharmacopeia Universalis". 
De spi to his standing in the professional oommnni ty there 
is no record of any definite, unfavorable criticism 
registered by his colleagues on acconnt of his exploitation 
of a nostrum, a situation hardly in conformity with the 
ethics of to-day. The only possibility of adverse comment 
is to be fonnd in the veiled ntteranoe of Sir Robert 
Christison in tlB followine century, who stated that in 
his opinion the powder as originally introdnced by James 
wns more effective than that which appeared in the pharma-
a 
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ccpeia. Whetmr this is to be ihterpreted as a reflection 
upon the doctor's honesty in withholding the ccrrect 
form~la is entirely a matter of conjecture. Perhaps he 
regretted altogether the fact that ha had made his eecre t 
remedy available to the profession. lloyhap, .also, he was 
desirous of replacing the resultant lose of income. At 
least we find that in 1794 ba secured a patent for another 
preparation in t m fonn of analeptic pills. There is, 
further, the faint suspicion that James was anxious to 
profit in a two-fold manner, when we consider the alleged 
restorative properties of hie new nostrum, in contra-
distinction to the depressant action of the earlier 
antimony powder. 
Among the interesting points of conm ction be-
tween tho eighteenth century and the present, is the fact 
that the self-presoribcd ''Seidlitz powders" of modern 
tin:es had their beginning some two-hundred years ago. In 
1724, Friedrich Hoffmann was impressed by the medicinal 
properties assigned to the water of a mineral spring at 
Seidlitz, Bohemia. The purgative effects of sodium and 
magnesium soon led to its extreme use as a remedy far all 
sorts of ailments. Hof:tnnnn thus too~ advantage of the 
disoov9ry of sodium sulphate by Johann Glauber of Carl-
stadt in the seventeenth century. His successor, if he 
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can be called such, v:a s an apothecary by the nome of 
Savoy, who went him one better. He simply appropriated 
the nrune of t h3 town which Hoffloo.nn had made famous, 
and tm roupon proaeeded to ooin the label, "Seidli tz 
powders", which he nonchalantly a.ttaohed to a. oathartio 
preparation of his own, and patented in 1815. Thus, it 
oomes about that in the present fonnula. for "Seidlitz 
powders" a.s elaborated by Savoy, tm only resemblance 
to the waters of the spring in Bohemia rests in the 
laxative qualities of both. 'rlhere magnesium and sodium 
sulphate fonned the basis of the original, the Seidlitz 
powders of to-day consist of a white paper containing 
35 grains of tartaric acid, and a blue paper containing 
40 grains of sodium bicarbonate and 120 grains of sodium 
and potassium tartrate, the familiar Rochelle snlt. The 
contents of each paper are dissolved separately in water. 
The solutions are then combined, and too resultant mix-
ture is drunk while effervescing.* 
It becomes apparent. through the fact that the 
formula is now t lD common property of all physicians and 
phnrmncists, thnt the secret of Savoy's remedy is no 
longer a. private a.ffa~r. Drug-houses and pharmacists 
ali~t:e re 3Ularly put up the preparation tmmselvee under 
* . Bttsh·~:· "Mate ria. Medica.", p.61. 
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the official name of "Pul vis E.fferve scene C omposi tus", 
and dispense it "ad libitem" to the casual consumer 
who presents himself at the drug-counter. As to why 
the papers are colored blue and white instead of yellow 
and pink, for example, Savoy is no longer here to tell 
us. Perhaps it was merely a device to distinguish the 
contents of each. Perchnnoe,too,a certain suggestive 
value to th3 patient lies in tba use of tm colors. In 
any oaso, "Seidlitz pmrders" enjoy the tradition of 
blue and white, and woe be to tba pharmacist who ·at-
tempts to foist something "just as good 11 upon his dis-
tressed customer. 
Lest one feel with regret that savoy, in 
retaining only the name of Seidlitz and omitting the sul-
pbatesofsodium and magnesium, forever kept the virtues 
of the spring from the public, let him o onsole himself 
with t he faa t that t m water a of Bohemia have thai r true 
current counterpart in the popular purge, styled "Pluto 
7Tater11 , an evacuant abundantly indulged in by its twenti-
eth-century enthusiasts. 
\lhile little is recorded relative to the situation 
of nostrums in ..A.m:l rica during the eighteenth century, the 
dearth of inforrmtion appears to be larbely owing to the 
fact that their exploitation on the whole, at least during 
..... t ... ,. 
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tm colonial period, was not a profitable affair. Early 
American physicians, in the first place, perhaps under 
tb3 influence of their strict Puritanism, seam to have 
practised under a more rigid coda than their European 
contemporarie a. While they engaged in the same sort of 
tb3rapeutic absurdities they were not similarly inclined 
to uaa their calling as a means of extorting money from 
their patients. Furthermore, the alight advance in the 
science before tm :revolution may have militated against 
making tm American public medic 1m-minded, so to apeak. 
At any rate, if tlnt deficiency rendered them poor pros-
pects for the practices of charlatanism, they were dea-
timd within a short time to atone for their delinquency, 
when Elisha Perkins, in the latta r y:n rt of the century, 
made his notorious incursion into the realms of axploita-
ti on, and started the avalanche of quackery which has 
co nt imte d to this day. His prof a asional philande rings 
will be dealt with in a later section. 
Thexe vms some patronage of witch-doctors 
throughout the century, especially among the Germans of 
sou thea etc z:n Pennayl vania. Apropos of the custom, ref ere no a 
to too expense-account of George Washington for october, 
1797, reveals an entry of $25. paid to an ecployee, named 
~\ 
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Christopher, for a visit to a German hex-and-herb doctor 
at Lebanon, Pennsylvania. Christopher's trip was ostensi-
bly concerned with tm treatment o:f an apparent hydro-
phobia. There is some doubt as to the correctness of the 
diagnosis, in view of tm fact that tm successful treat-
ment seems to have consiSted simply of an infusion of red 
ohiokweed or pimpernel.* 
Aside from the stationary witch-doctors, there 
were a few itinerant dentists and oculists, who eked out 
a. sort of existe noe through t be ir endeavors. Apart :from 
these, however, we hear of nothing analogous to the vast 
hordes of quacks that infested England and the Continent 
during t m oorre spondi ng period. 
One early mile-post does stand out,riavertheleas, in 
connection nth tm subject of nostrums. The year 1711 
should bo forever commemorated by all the patent-medicine 
exploiters of modern Amerioa. It was in that year that 
soma enterprising colonist followed tbe example of Timothy 
Byfield, in England, and registered the :first Ame rio an 
patent-medicine under the Statute o:f Monopolies. It was 
labeled "Tusoora Rioe", and of all the conditions for 
whioh it mi@lt be s p3 cified, consumption was seleoted as 
the diseasa of ohoioe. The oouro.ge, not to say the utter 
brazenness, of tm pioneer was fully equal to that of his 
*Cited by Gnrrisoh,"History of lledicine", p.406. 
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callous successors. He Tina no mare loath to reoommena 
his nostrum for the white plague than the inventors of a 
dozen and one diffe·rent remedies of the present century. 
Regn rding tre auooe as of "Tuscora Rice" in the 
rna rlre t, tho facts are not available, but as for the as-
tounding exploitation of the latter-day nostrums ~hioh 
have been offered as cures for tuberculosis, suffice it 
to say at this point that tmir sale has netted their 
sponsors huge fortunes, while bringing to the oou.ntloas 
purchasers nothing but abject misery, despair and, not 
infrequently, untimely death. lJuch water has no~ed 
undor tm bridgas since 1711, but how terribly true it is that 
nostrum-venders haw remained substantially the same! 
Uoreover,as for their victims, the law of similitude* 
relative to the stationary character of the folk-ways 
in medicine, has rarely :ihiled to provide them in un-
told numbers, always with the same eager receptivity 
that renders tmm perfect subjects for exploitation. 
* "The follc-ways in medicine are inovi tably the same, 
and independent of time, place and circumstance." l!1 .H. 
Garrison, "History of Medicine", p.289. 
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V. QUACZERY. 
Where tm practising physicians emulated so 
su'[)l rbly their Arabian predecessors, the eighteenth century 
charlatans fully measured up to the parallel of their 
success in copying the more obvious exploitations of the 
quacks of ancient Rome. 'i7hile the latter enjoyed a virtual 
monopoly with their patrician patients by reason of the 
disrepute in which tm foreign Greek physicians of the day 
were held, the more modern exploiters were forced to share 
their rewards with their esteemed medical contemporaries. 
The fact that both enjoyed an unexampled period of dual 
prosperity speaks volumes for the gullibility of the day 
and age. Moreover, if tm physician found the situation 
most attractive for his purse, to the charlatan it presen-
ted all tm features of a veritable paradise. Whereas the 
d ootor was necessarily restrains d, in a measure, by the 
proprieties oonaooont with his rank and social position, 
the machinations of the quack were limited by no such 
bounds. 'ilhere tre physician indulged in his extortions 
with a certain degree of profesaiornl finesse anu delicacy, 
tb3 qunolt: pursued his quest with the bold assurance of the 
pi :rote, who makes no secret of his calling. Shn ring in the 
cathode of tre great horde of adventurers, card-sharpers 
,-
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and other financial swindlers who flourished in the 
eighteenth century, tm medical charlatans differed 
from them only in tl)'3 medium of tmir exploitation. 
Tm field was wide open for shrewd ra so ale 
a a never be fora, to a degree exceede a only by the 
superlative intensity of to-day. The ambitious quack 
of the eighteenth century was the immediate precursor 
of the present high-powered exploiter in medicine with 
all his refinements and latter-day aids in efficiency. 
One important distinction is evident between the two. 
\lhile the medical fakir of our own time has at his 
command the means of roaching every stratum of society 
upon which to practise his wile a, tm rogue of yester-
year \Vas not so wall equi ppe a. As a oonsequa nee, the most 
brazen of his kind seleote d the wealthiest oJJl sa as tha:Jr 
pray and set no limit to their aspirations in seeking a 
clientele, while tm le seer fry were content to travel 
about the country peddling tmir wares, in tm manner of 
tm medicine-man so well-known to America of the last 
century. 
Gullibility, the essence of suggestibility, is 
a human trait which, like the folk-ways in medicine, is 
no ra specter of moe or class, color or creed, time, 
"'-,._ 
place or oirouostance. Tm chief differential feature 
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in its manifestation lies in the means employed to 
bring out its infiniw possibilities. A fundamental 
thesis, it operates most patently when disease and 
its treatment are the issues of concern. Universal 
and perpetual, it is left only for each a~ to decide 
upon the method of ohoioe by which it is to be vic-
timized. In ancient times it was magic, black and white, 
astrology and alchemy, all of which persisted to a de-
gree domt to tha Renaissance, when they found their 
most ardent advocate in Paraoelsus. Inherited in due 
course by the seventeenth century, that notorious 
period added its own sp3oial quota of repulsive pre-
parations to the store of ridiculous remedies which 
had already been assembled. ~e intellectual eighteenth 
century, hov:ever, would appear destined to be set apart 
from the past, for with its advent, astrology seemed to 
lose its foroe in the face of the development of asto-
nomy; alchemy rapidly E?Jlve way to the advances of true 
chemistry; wi tchoraft, for the t in:e being at least, did 
not have so many supporters; and magio in general 
seemed in a fair way to beoome a negative factor in 
medicine. In short, there v.as a gr~ing tendency to 
shake off tm various superstitions of the past which 
. 
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In d hitherto cluttered the minds of men and impeded 
tm progress of mdioine along rational lines • 
Just when humanity would seem on the threshold 
of a brighter period in the matter of therapeusis, the 
eighteenth century physician proved himself an utter 
disappointment with his medicinal jugglery in place of 
tm absurd beliefs of forma r days, and with the unseemly 
exploitation of his calling. The inanity of his curative 
methods was ra fla ote d in the flood of therapeutic fads 
which came into popular use • .Purging sugar-plums were 
ingesta d widely and with evident relish. Quassia-cups 
became a cherished household remedy. Anodyne necklaces 
wero worn by pregnant women and as solemnly advocated 
for teething children, to eradicate respectively the 
pains of each. Saffron drops were a prirr.e favorite with 
the ladies, who took them for their emmenagogue effect. 
~hero ware occasional instances wmn gentlemen 
of parts diverta d themselves in a mild degree of ex-
ploitation. The Earl of Rochester engaged moderately 
in the saJe of cosmetics, and dispensed remedies for 
female complaints. In view of the Earl's rather unsavory 
reputation it appears that his activities were instigated 
by motives mora personal than commercial. The venerable 
_Bishop of Berkeley (1684-1753), hailed as the greatest 
•• . ,I 
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English philosopher of his tiiiJ3, .regal.ed. himself by 
singing the praises of tar-water. He loudly extolled 
its virtues and used it freely on the members of his 
own family. He recommended it as a divine ~naoea with 
all the enthusiasm fo nne rly displayed by that more illus-
trious Philosopher, Sir Francis Bacon, toward sympathetic 
powder. Uo leas devoutly do tb3 good souls of to-day 
.expatiate on the value of worthless medicaments, and the 
infinite variety of unorthodox treatments to whioh they 
voluntarily submit themselves. 
These anateur demonstrations wexe merely inci-
dental to the ate llD. r performances of the pa riod. It 
was the expert charlatan who basked in the actual spot-
light during the presentation of the therapeutic ~ollies 
of tb3 eighteenth century. i7ith all the world for his 
eta ge, be offered a unique version of his own specie a of 
legerdemain, and relegated his predecessors to the class 
of tyros by the glittering splendor of his production. 
Preening himself in his newly-found glory, he graciously 
accepted the plaudits of his vast audience. Lining his 
pockets with the endle as flow of gold showered upon him, 
he plied his trade wi ~t unprecedented vigor and all but 
absolute immunity. 
re· ;;, . 'J , 
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ltOTORI OUS EXPLOITERS. 
England, partioul.a rly' constituted a ferti~e 
fie1d for the activities of qunckery with ita 1ong 1ist 
of ohnrJ.atana of both sexes. The earliest to gain marked 
notoriety was Sir William Read, who started out in life 
in the humble capacity of a tailor. An ambitious soul, to 
~y the least, and not overburdened with scruples, he hired 
some one to write a book on eye diseases, and boldly at-
tached his own nnme to it. Re then secured a poet to laud 
his to.lenta in verse. Read was doubtle as inspired by the 
earlier suoce sa of the quaok oculist, Thorm a Woolhouse, 
who bad succeeded in winning the patronage of James II, 
and J.ntar of William III. He came, in,due ·season, to set 
himself up in the Strand as an oculist deepi te hie obvious 
lack of ~ormal training. He seems, nevertheless, to bnve 
prospered in his new calling, for in the. first part. of the 
century he duplicated the success ofWoolhouse when he 
was oom:nanded to appear be fore Queen Anne to treat her 
for poor eyesight. Whether he helped her is not recorded. 
The faot remains that in some way he gained her good 
gxnoeo to such a point that he was actually knighted. 
\1hat is more, he subsequently be oame oculist to George I. 
\"lith al~ his rise in the world, there still remains a 
question as to his actual ability. Oculist to royalty 
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though he was, Jonathan SWift and other coffee-house 
wits frequently poked fun at him, while even the 
"Spectator", of Addison and Steele, indulged in a 
bit of raillery at his expense. * 
Whether b3 ca11se of Read's incompetence, or 
simply on account of Queen Anno's further impression-
ability, Her Royal Highness also patronized a second 
oculist of questionable background. His name alone has 
been hande a down as a certain Dr. Grant. Beyond that, 
and the :f'nct of his attendance upon the Queen, nothing 
furtbs r has been preserved for posterity. 
1iore infornntion is available regarding the 
activities of Chevalier Taylor, another quack oculist 
of the pe r1 od. Taylor, apparently, had a smattering of 
training through some work with William Cheselden at 
St. Thomas' Hospital. In fact, he is said to have in-
vented a oataraot needle and other instruments. Whether 
his success in London was not sufficient to satisfy him 
or because m preferred a more colorful experience, he 
embarked upon the career of wandering oculist. He seems 
to have been a legitimate forerunner of the more modem 
medicine-man, as he appeared at a fair, attired in 
"Spl ctator" ,September 1. llovember 27, 1712. 
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black, with a long flowing wig, haranguing his audience 
in picture aqua language interspersed with Latin of 
doubtful accuracy. \lhile Taylor did not attain to the 
patrona~ of royalty, he was able to win the historian, 
Gibbon, and the composer, Handel, as patients. Horace 
Walpole and Samuel Johnson, however, failed to be im-
pressed by his tal~nts. Boswell records the fact that 
Jolmson found him to be the most ignorant man he ever 
encountered. 
The succe as of these quack oculists led even 
tm reputable ophthalmologist, Jacques Daviel, to try his 
hand at unprincipled practice. Thus, in the early part 
of his career he traveled about in the ma.nnar of the 
i tina rant e~ -coucha rs of the l.tiddle Ages. Happily 
:for· medi"oal. soi:ence,this chapter in Ilavie 1' s life was a 
brief one, for be was really an accomplished ophthalmo-
logist and, as previously noted, originated the modern 
treatroont of cataract by excision of tm lena. 
Joshua Uard, whom Johnson paired With Taylor as 
the dullo at mo. n he ever met, was another famous 3nglish 
quack of tm day. He was known as "Spotn Ward because of 
a olarot nark on one side of his face. Originally a dry-
salter, he later tried politics with indifferent suooess. 
Fortuna smiled on him, however, when he undertook the sale 
~·-· ~ 
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of his faka remedies, among which are listed antimonial 
pills and drops, a "liquid sweat", and a "dropsy purging 
powder 11 • His "essence for headache" and "Ward 1 a paste" 
for fistula and pile a appeared later as compound camphor 
linaxmnt and confection of pepper. Regardless of Johnaon•a 
bored description of the man, he was able to win a type 
of ~tronage that soon assured him of an ample return 
for his exploitations. His chief press-agent was a General 
Churchill, who acteu as unofficial sponsor for Ward's 
products. Like several other contemporary charlatans, 
Ward won the favor of royalty,. throueh the simple pro-
cedure, in his case, of reducing a dislocated thumb for 
George I I with a sharp pull. Thenceforth, as a darli-ng· 
of the ~ing, the great and near-great came to his place 
in '\"Thitehall for treatment. Among others such notables 
as Chesterfield, Gibbon and Walpole were included among 
his patients. He received special exemption from the 
restrictions imposed upon those of his stamp, which 
were declared through the Aot of Pnrliaroont in 1748. 
He thus enjoyed a free hand and made tho moat of it. 
Brnzon to the point of downright impudence, he had the 
effrontery to request that his remains be placed in 
Ueatminster Abbey. And this is the man to whom Pope 
•• 
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dedicated the couplet: 
"Of late without the lea at pretence to skill., 
Ward' a grown a famed physician by a pil.l.." * 
The period was not lacking in female impostors, 
prominent among whom was the notorious Mrs. Yapp, or 
"Crazy Sal", as she styled herself. The daughter 
of an English bone-setter, she practised her father's 
calling with financial, if not therapeutic suo cess, She 
settleu in Epsom, acquired a reputation in soma way or 
other, and in time numbered among her clients pe opl.e in 
every walk of life, from the nobility down. Her fame 
continued to spread and, picturesque figure that she was~ 
am soon became a national. character. Some idea of the 
income accruing from her practice may be deduced from 
tm fact that s~ was often seen driving into London in 
a chariot and four, with servants decked out in gorgeous 
l.ivery. "Crazy Sal." continued to prosper until. an over-
strenuous jerk removed a patient from her practice and 
the world at the same time. \'There upon the c olorfu.l 
oareer of the bone-setting lady v:as simu.ltaneously 
brought to an abrupt close. 
A rival for honors Wi. t h t:rs • ua pp wa a the en-
BUrring wid~v, Joanna S!avens. Joanna, it appears, was 
* Cited by Garrison, p. 386. 
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somewhat of n specialist, bar principal specific being 
an absolute remedy for atone in the bladder. Tiith perfect 
equanimity she consented to part with the secret for the 
paltry stun of 5,000 ponnds. Failing to garner this amount 
from her titled patrons, she succeeded in prevailing upon 
tb3m to use their infiuence in Parliament for its pur-
chase, and "mira bile dictu", Parliament actually acceded 
to the request by a special enactrpent in 1739, for the 
purpose of making the alleged ouro available to the public. 
l.!ore wonderful still, ~yaicians of tho standing of Chesel-
den, Sharp and Hawl::ina vouclD d for Yo. dace Stevena' unim-
peach!lbility. However, when tha recipe ;:a.a published to the 
world in the London Gazette of June 19, 1739, the celebrated 
remedy turned out to bo a glorious miXture of egg-shells, 
gnrden-anails, S\'l'inoa' oreasea, soap, and such interesting 
vegetable ingredients as burdoo~ seeds, hips and haws. 
Garrison rMkes the pertinent cooment: "In each one of her 
certified cures the stone v:ns found in tho bladder after 
death."* 
La tor in tho century,a t:r. and l!r.J. r..outherbourg 
revived tho method which Valentine Greatrokes bld employud 
in Cromwell's time. They a tteopted to cure disease by his 
pr oooss of layin~ on of :hnnds and stroking, which he 
*Cited by Garrison, "HistorJ of :Uedicine",p.386. 
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took from too roynl touch. They altruistically declined 
to take any fee from the great crowds of patients who 
gathered about them, but, incidentally, sold "free" 
tickets for treatment through certain agpnta with whom 
they ware in collusion. The 1"3Ceipta from these informal 
oolleotiona were not inconsiderable. 
Another itinerant quack of the tioe waa a 
certain Dr. :Z:atte rfelto, who trovele d through the north 
of England in great state. Hie van was drawn by six 
atoeda and was preceded by outriders garbed in splendid 
livery. A number of blaok cats which always accompanied 
him on hie trips added a touch of the mysterious to his 
practice a. 
A Dr. Llyerabach was one of the charlatan a of 
the period who concentrated his energies upon the people 
of fashion. Despite the violent opposition on the part 
of physicians, especially Lettsom, patients continued 
to patronize him, while he grow rich at their expanse. 
The Taylor brothers, known as the "rrhitworth 
d actors", reaped a. harvest from the sale of their own 
special remedy whioh turned out to be nothing moro thnn 
a solution of Glauber' a salt (sodium sulphate). To this 
they adoed many other accomplishments as they went a-
bout bleeding people, literally as wall as figuratival.y, 
• 
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setting fractures, and treating cancer, all with equal 
a bandon. Their patients ranged all the \'lay from royalty 
down to tm poor. For the latter tmy reserved Sunday 
mornings, at which time they dispensed tmir services 
free of charge, perhaps as an not of humanitarianism, 
but more lH:ely for tll'l publicity which it afforded them. 
They were a bold pair, and by their apparent indifference 
to rank or title, gained even more patients among the 
nobility who thronged to Whitworth for treatment. For 
years tho "i1hitworth Red Bottle" and "Whitworth Drops" 
were popular remedie a. 
On the Continent, the situation was little if 
any batter. Villars gnine d great oucce as with hie nos-
trum of niter and water, while Ailhnud, dealiDG in his 
precious powders, won sufficient favor to attain no lees 
than three baronies. He was gene rally referred to as the 
Baron de Caste let. His powders are said to have destroyed 
as many people as ITa pole on' a campaigns, yet he continued 
/ to thrive until Simon-Andre Tissot, the famous prncti-
tioner of Lausanne, let forth his tirade, "Avis au Peuple ", 
which finally brought about Ailhnud's downfall. 
Guieeppa Balsamo, tm Sicilian, alias Comte de 
Cagliastro, was a roving rascal who employud in hie 
travels tb3 modo.litie s of mysticism and alchemy. He is 
• 
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the centra 1 figure of Dumas' ''Memoirs of a Physician". 
His patients included members of the nobility ~11 
over Europe. He sold beds for painle as childbirth and 
charms for the cure of rheumatism. For an exorbitant 
price he ala o dispensed an elixir o:f life. A sly knave, 
Caglioatro, as he was popularly known, turned up :from 
time to time in the various Continental capitals, where 
tm length of his sojourns was limited only by the demands 
of his ample following. 
In Amsterdam, Johann Christopher Ludennann (1685-
1757), of Harburg, was exceedingly successful in the prac-
tice of astrology, Tihich m oocbined with the ancient 
uroscopy. \Thile delving into tm secret mysteries of the 
occult, Ludermann vro. s not averse to increasing his revenue 
by methods even more guestiol'lllble. The female companion 
who accompanied him on his tours aided materially in this 
phase of his activity. 
Johann Andreas Eisenhart (1661-1771), of Cagdeburg, 
is typical of the nondescript flock of itinerant surgeons 
thut wandered over Germany during the eighteenth century. 
In keeping with the sorry state of authentic surgery in 
that country at the time, these bungling charlatans did a 
thriving business in bone-setting, cataraot-oouching, and 
whatever else they dared eat their hands to in the line o:f 
• 
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surgery. Their mere lack of scientific training was no 
bar against tm ir performing any kind of operation, in 
which the patients took all tbe risk. 3isenbart exem-
plifies the methods of the class as a uhole, as he want 
from t o:rn to town, making tm rounds of German fairs. 
He is pictured as holding forth with a drum in the 
manner of a "barker", inviting all uho gathered about 
to come to him with their ailments. It was he of whom 
th3 students sang: 
tr.l{ann xmchen dass die Blinden gehen, 
Und dass die Labmen wie de r sehe n." * 
The chronicles of eighteenth century quackery 
would hardly be complete without the record of at least 
one love-cult to add to the foibles of tbe day. i7hat 
with the public's eagerness for novelty, it would be 
surprising, indeed, if that golden age of folly had 
failed to produce soma ambitious scoundrel to engnge in 
this perennial form of exploitation, which blossoms 
forth periodically. Tho dubious honor for its establish-
ment belongs, in this instance, to James Graham of Zdin-
burgh, who seems to haw filled the bill to perfection. 
2ndowed with a handsome physique, set off by an unctuous-
ly, gracious manner, he was clearly of the stuff of 
* ,,noted by Garrison,"History of Hedioine",p.388. 
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which successful love-doctors are made. 
Graham specialized in tm gentle art of re-
juvenation~ with the added attraction of giving aid to 
those who were desirous of reproducing tmir kind. He 
had spent som time in tm study of medicim; just 
enough, apparently, to acquire the pseudo-pro£essional 
air that is so characteristic of the charlatan. His 
knowledge of electricity, which be employed, after a 
fashion, in his practice, was of the same so ant degree, 
gleaned informally by the most casual observation. 
Tihat he lacl~d in scientific attainments, be more than 
compensated for, so far as his purpose ~as concerned, 
throUS"h his native shrewdness and astute appraisal o£ 
• 
htlllltln weakness. With all tm appointments and attention 
to detail that uould do justice to tha most accocplishe d 
o£ modern charlatans; he opened his "Temple o£ Health" in 
London in 1780. There he fitted up a sumptuous apartment, 
containing all the accessories of regal splendor. 
The "piece de resistance" in Graham's health-
recipe was accorded through the glori£ication of his 
so-called "celestial bed". lle definitely assured child-
lass couples of immediate conception after blissfully 
ocoupying this magic couch. ~he price for the privilege 
wna a mero fifty pounds, in return for which the love-
• 
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doctor preferred the use of the celebrated bed, taste-
fully deoom ted uit h brocaded damo.s:t:, and gracefully 
festooned with garlands of flowers. In an atmosphere 
redolent with tlD mysterious incense of the Orient, 
With soft music to lull the senses, and eerie streams 
of light playing on the pillows, o ouple after couple 
drank in tm beauties of tlD ir surroundings, and set 
themselves to their expensive, if fruitless, task. 
For an admission fee of six guineas, Graham 
regaled a group each day with ear-ticitling lectures 
upon hie favorite theme. He then proceeded, with all 
the wiles of a procurer, to pandor to tbJ sensuousness· 
of his auditors by the alluring procises of a night 
well-spent in the "celestial bed". ~o aid his doubtful 
prospects in deciding to indulge in their costly bit of 
pleaoure, he thereupon launched into a vague discourse 
upon the advantageD of electricity, which v:as tmn coming 
into therapeutic use. Cleverly alluding to tm bed in the 
course of his remarks, he pointed out that it wee elec-
trically charged to·bring about the desired result. 
Graham could not possibly hope to continue his 
hoo....~ very long, but while it lasoo d, he appears to have 
profited by it considerably. As for his dupes, there is 
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no record of anything issuing from their adventure 
other than tm memory of tm fifty pounds which they 
paid for t m experience • .Assistin~ in tm tawdry scheme 
ms''dear.Emma"Lyon, who later became Lady Hamilton.The 
fraud was successfully perpetrated for some two years. 
Thereupon, James Grahnm, "servant of the Lord", as he 
modestly styled himself, took to preaching tbe value of 
mud-baths. To prove their worth, he undertook the task 
of self-demonstration, and remained immersed for several 
hours eaoh day. That failing, he turned his efforts to 
the development of a fast-cure, by which he guaranteed 
a life of at least a hundred years. liotwithstanding, the 
erstwhile fangDthernpist reduced his own span of life by 
half, and passed away at tbJ ccopa m ti vely early age of 
fifty, unwept, and unhonored, though not unsung. 
VI. I.!AGUETISM A.ilD ~RACTORA.TIOli. 
Uhile the errant ways of those juot described 
fall clearly into the category of charlatanism, there 
were two figures of the ei~hteenth century -r.hose ac-
tivities are a bit more difficult of exact classification. 
The re fe renee is to Franz 11esmer and ~lisha Perkins, 
whooe somewhat bizarre careers present certain features 
of similarity. One, the versatile, polished Viennese --
the other' a Snllll-town Uew 3ngland doctor- both em-
, •. 
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barka d upon the formal study of medicine with no 
indio at ion that they were destined for aught but the 
life of the ordinary practitioner. Mesmer, emerging 
from his wealthy retirement, was the first to digress 
from tm path of therapeutic rectitude by his experi-
ments with magnets, and his subsequent flight into the 
realm of animal magnetism. Perkins translated Mesmer's 
strokings through the mediumship of his metallic trno-
tors, to whioh be attached a specious appendage of 
electricity. 
Both these men, who have been equally maligned 
by posterity, appear to have started out with every 
semblance of sincerity. However, their creations seem 
to have taken on the aspect of a Frankenstein, that got 
out of control, and carried them far beyond tm bounds 
of their original designs. Almost before they were aware 
of it, eaoh seems to have been swept along by the very 
force of his own brsin-ohild, until there was no turning 
baok. While both oame, in tillll, to assume many of the 
t rs ppings of the charlatan, of the two, Me szoo r, somewhat 
after the manner of Paraoelsus, retained mora of the in-
quisitive attitude of the experimenter in search of a 
Truth, a point which entitles him to fair consideration 
u 
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rather than the universal condecnation of his calum-
niators. Much of th3 asperity which has characterized 
the criticisms of his work might well be reserved 
with greater justice for Perkins, who, urged on by the 
unanticipated sales of his tractors, eventually yielded 
to the obvious methods of the coney-making quack. To 
lleamer, independently rich, financial return from his 
practice could have meant nothing. To ?erlcins, the poor 
country doctor, its prospect could easily have lured him 
away from the mere realization of an inchoate ideal. 
Regarding tm pennanenoe of their respective 
contributions, l.!esmer lived to see a measure of vindica-
tion for his tenets. Furthe rmo:ro, while be was followed 
by a line of fakirs, who fell heir to the genezsl intent 
of his animal magnetism without inquiring into the 
possible motivation behind it all, he was also succeeded 
by a legitimate group of investigators, who constructed 
out of his legacy ths fabric of hypnosis and modern psy-
chopathology. In the case of PerkinS, on tm other hand, 
his lucubrations on trnotoration collapsed completely 
shortly after his death. Moreover, he left in his wake 
only a host of frauds and cheat a, who were fascinated 
solelY by t:m oonuneroial nttrnctiveness of his idea, and 
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undertook to devise contraptions of their own, fashioned 
after the tractors, but purely for purposes of exploita-
tion. 
Thanks to tm disclosures of energetic biographers, 
somewhat detailed information is available relative to the 
exploits of these two, whom,for want of a more definite 
designation, we shall tag for tm present with the label 
of pseudo-scientists. The facta are herewith presented for 
the reader to draw his own conclusions regarding their 
actual eta tus. 
Franz Anton Mesmer (1734-1815) was born at 
Itznang, SWitzerland, the son of an episcopal gamekeeper. 
At Vienna he studied theology, philosophy, law and medi-
cine. A man of varied attainments ,he was primarily in-
teresto d in tm sciences, and devoted much of his· tim to 
geology, chemistry and mathematical physics. Philosophy 
and music were among his other interests. He was known 
as a genial boat and the patron of musicians and composers 
lika Mozart, Haydn and Beethoven. 
There appears to be no question about Mesmer's 
intellectual attributes· in that he earned no leas than 
throe doctorates. One of his gradnating dissertations 
dealt with the subject of planetary influence (1771). 
He was undoubtedly impressed by the metaphysical viewo 
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of Paraoelsus (1493-1541}, who regarded the magnet as 
more or less of a panacea, and recommended it for treat-
ment in all and sundry conditions, from flux to oanoar. 
Another pioneer in tm field was Athanasius A:iroher 
(1602-80) who also discussed the curative powers of 
magnetism in his "1.Iagnes Siva De Arte Magnetioa" of 
1643. 
The magna t had thus been in use for some two 
hundred years as a the 111 pautio age nay be fore it came to 
command the attention of Mesmer. He first secured his 
magnets from a Jesuit priest, Maximilian Hell, and was 
impressed by his success in treating seveiBl patients 
with them. In seeking the cause for his results he rea-
soned that magnetic iron comes from meteors, which are 
a part of the stellar universe, and that, therefore, the 
energy resident in magnets exerts an influence which 
must be obeyed by man even as the planets themselves. He 
looked upon magnetism as tm "invisible fire of Hippo-
orates in whose creative ardor the ether of the universe 
and every cell of tl~ human body are imcersed". * He 
regarded it as a bridge between man anl tb! stars, a 
kind of magic, universal fluid. Later he conceived the 
idea of a mysterious power present in hucan bodies analn-
* '-'uoto d by ~eig, 'l].tental Healers", Chap. IV. 
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gous to that found .in magnetic iron. This he labeled 
"animal magnetism". He deduced that it must be a stream 
of energy flowing from the body of the operator to the 
patient, and thus influencing tba latter in a curative 
manner. He thus concluded that certain individuals like 
himself were endowed with healing pOiYers. 
Uesmer first used one magnet alone in his treat-
ments. Later he employed two, placing them at .different 
points on the patient 1 s body, one at the upper left, 
another at the lower right, in order that "the magnetic 
stream might flood tm whole system and by its ebb and 
flow restore the harmony of the body". • He carried 
his idea to absurd extremes by the use of magnetized 
water of whioh his patients drank, and in which they 
bathed their feet, while Yesmer played on his magnetized 
musical glasses. He magnetized cups and plates from 
which his patients ate, the clothes they wore, the beds 
they slept in, and tm trees beneath whose shade they 
rested. A particularly prominent feature of his treatment 
was his magnetic "baquet", a largo oaken tub which oon-
ta ined two rows of bottles filled with magnetized water 
in the form of a solution of hydrogen sulphide and other 
ingredients. The lid of the tub was pie road with holes 
* Ibid. 
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through v:hich appeared a number of jointed steel rods. 
The patients applied these rods to the ailing portions 
of tlD ir bodies. On occasion a large company gathered 
about the tub and, after establishing contact through 
the rods, joined hands. By this procedure, according 
to Ue smer, "the magnetic stream increased in potency 
when it passed through several human bodies". * 
The suggestive effect of Uesxoor•s magnetic 
healing accomplished wonders v:i th many of the neurotics 
who came to him for treatment. He soon became the vogue 
in Vienm, and treated all sorts of ills, ranging all 
tlD way from insomnia to paralysis, from ear-ache to 
gout. He is said to have cured Councillor OsterNald of 
paralysis and eye-weakness. Whereupon, be was made a 
member of the Academy of Sciences of Baveria. In the 
course of a single year, hundreds of pJ.tients nooked 
to his side and honors were heaped upon him in abundance. 
11esme r' s next ate p m:1 s to eliminate the magnet 
as an into nne diary in his treatment. Carried away with 
tbe belief in his own ext I'll ordinary healing powers he 
be gnn to use his hnnds alone. He thus sought to tro.nsmi t 
the stream of magnetic energy b7 strokings and passes • 
He even went so far as simply to breathe upon the okin 
of his patients, such rm s tb3 greatne as of his magnetism. 
*Ibid. 
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It wna inevitable tmt llesmer's activities 
ahoulu arouse stern opposition on tm '[llrt of the 
medical profession in Vienna. His enemies soon in-
volved his name in a bit of scandal in conneotionwith 
one of his female patients, a girl named llaria Theraeia 
PaiUdiea. He was eventually compelled to leave Vienna, 
when tm cardinal ana even the em pre as herself took an 
active hand in the situation against him. Hu went first 
to Sr.itzerland and later to Paris. 
trearoor arrived in Paris in February, 1778. He 
soon became a part of the current vogue of unorthodox 
treatment. Alchemists, clairvoyants and quacks of every 
description were enjoying the patrona~ of nobility and 
tm lesser folk. naturally enough, t:eamer soon became a 
celebrated fit:Sure in the French capital. However, not 
content merely with popular approbation, he sought to 
have his theory passed upon by the Prenoh Academy of 
Sciences. Hie early overtures met with a cold reception, 
due to the influence of tm Aoadecy of Vienna. llevertho-
leas, he won many influential people over to his causa. 
Chnrle s d 'Ealon, physic ian to C omte d 'Artois, aucoee dod 
in arousing the into re at of llarie Antoinette, who 
procised to lend him her support. 
l!.esiDJ r, in the meantim, tiro d of the pe raistent 
i 
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delay, and threatened to leo.w Paris. The funds he 
sought for further research were not fo rthooming from 
t:m parsimonious Louis XIV, when Mesmer nonchalantly 
stated in his petition: "For the purposes I have in 
mind four to :five hundred thousand francs are neither 
here nor there." * Upon Louis' refuso.l to make the 
grant, ho left Paris for Gennany, but was soon recalled 
as loyal supporters IBllied to his cause, prominent 
among whom was La:fbyatte. Tho master magnetist returned 
to Paris like a conqueror upon his own conditions. A 
stock company was formed to provide the funds he desired. 
In one year over 340,000 livres were subscribed for hie 
"Societe de l'llannonie". Branches were formJd all over 
France. 
This '[X3riod marked the orest of 1:eamr's triumph. 
·.7it h renewed patronage, patients fiocke d to him without 
number. By this time he had dispensed with the use of the 
maDDete al tosether, and begnn instead to employ more 
sttbtle forme of sugGe etion. In the first place, he estab-
lished a proper setting for his seances, with dim lighta, 
drown curtains, thick carpets and soft music. Into the 
room cr~dou with patients oace the master olnd in a 
liJ.D.o robe. He passed a bout, touching a orne with hi a wnncr 
and dropping a quiet word to oth9 rs. Solemn of mien, 
* s. Zweig, op. cit.,. Chap. VIII. 
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dignified of bearing, he zndinted a self-confidence 
which was naturally transmitted to patients who came 
to him With avery expectation of being cured. Hysterical 
outbursts announced the cures of countless neurotics. 
For the time, at least, Mesmer was a complete success. 
The King was prevailed upon to intervene in 
l.!e amer' s behalf and the Academy fina11y consented to 
investigate magnetism. On the committee were such men 
as Dr. Guillotine, Benjamin Fra~~1in, Lavoisier, the 
chemist, and Jussieu, tha botanist. After a thorough 
investisn tion, they brought in a negative finding. 
While admitting UeSIOOr's results with the neuroses, they 
attributed tham to t ha man himself rotm r than to animal 
magnetism. They denied tho existence of any magnetic 
fluid and regarded it as a pure figment of tha imagination. 
Despite the report, however, J.iesmr's friends stayed by him. 
Juseieu dissented from tm otm r members of the commission, 
whi1e other men of promine nee also came to his support. 
, 
In tho meanti:oo, Count l.:Sxima de Puysogur, one of 
l.teBJl))r's disciples, had noted that on treating a shepherd 
boy, named Victor, at tha c1inic which he held at his es-
tate at Bugnncy, the lad responded to magnetic manipula-
tions by going to sleep. Sommnrnbu1imc and hypnotism thus 
oo.me to take tb3 plaoe of!>ure· animal magnetise. Puysdgu:r 
. ~ 
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continued his experiments, published a paper on the 
subject, and altogether created a furore. His innova-
tion caught the public fancy. Authors were influenced 
by it in their writings, as witness Balzac, Von Kleist, 
Schelling, Schopenhauer and Poe. llediums began to prac-
tice the new fad, which, though differing from the 
original practice of the master, oama actually, though 
erroneously, to be referrod to as"mesmoriam'~. necromancers 
.. 
like Sohropfer, exorcists like Joseph Gassner, occultists 
and mystics of every description,arose on all aides. 
In due course, Mesmer himself wa e all but over-
whelmed by the illegitimate offsprings of hie own idea, and 
animal magnetism wn e "choked by the bastard groTith of 
me amerism". "' Hosmer was oausht between two tides, 
as his enemies accused him of soing too far, and his 
friends ro proaohe d him for not sympathizing With their 
exam;e ratione. In hie dilemr:la, the French Revolution 
happened aloll8' to resolve the situation. J.IeBJIS r left 
Paris in 1792, traveled to LakD Constance, and then to 
Vienna, whence he r.na expelled as a pro-Revolutionary 
Jacobin. Bnc1t: to Lnlm Constance he went and to oblivion. 
lie prnc tiaed there among the peasant folk, and devoted 
too rest of his tiroo to research at Frnnenfeld, SWitzer-
* s. Zweig, op. cit.,Chnp. IX. 
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land. 
The finol chapter in l!esmc r' s career notes a 
visit at Frauenfeld by a commission from the Berlin 
Academy in 1812. Dr. Hufeland, the court physician, had 
interested tm KiDB" of Prussia in the case, and hnd thus 
brought about the inveatiga.tion. The Academy was repre-
sented by Professor '.'/olfart, t1ho, as the royal emissary, 
was duly impressed by too inquiry, and returned a favor-
able report. This~ his first official recognition, came 
a bit belated for l.:esroo r, now an old man. Three years 
later he passed away on uarch 5, 1815. Prior to his 
death, he was oompeneated by tho French government for 
the loss of hie fortune in the Revolution. 
For thirty years after J,:e srner' s death a ba ttl a 
was waged betv:ean tm two schools of "fluidiste" and 
"animists". De leuze was the chief exponent of the fluid-
is tic theory which held to a doctrine of a "material 
projection through apace of tbe organic substance of the 
rrngnetizer". * The "animists", foremost among whom was 
Chevalier Barbarin, denied tm existence of any material 
emanation, and contended that tha influence was brought 
about purely by tho magnetic effect of the mgnatizar' a 
Will upon the oonsoiousnaaa of tm eubjeot. The animists 
ware in the ascendant. 
* s. Zweig, op. cit., Chnp. XII. 
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Animal magnetism wus destined to survive, at 
least in its influence, from the time of Mesmer down 
to the pre sent. The Frenchnnn, Bertrand, upheld it in 
1830. James Braid, the Englishman, in 1843 published 
his "lieurypnoloB'Y", and originated the term "hypnosis". 
Charcot revived it in further developing hypnotism at 
. "" the Saltpetriere, with the rival school under Liebault 
and Bo mhaim at Uancy, wbe 1l3 Preud studio d early in hie 
career. Besides these there have been the many other 
offshoots of I.:esmerism in tm form of Christian Science, 
, 
Coueism, theosophy and the rest of tho ocoult sciences, 
"ad infinitum, ad nauseam". l!ostJl r, though dead, still 
lives through these, though his soul must be sorely 
troubled by the activities of soce of his ouccessors. 
Blisln Perkins (1741-99) had studied medicine 
at Yale. The greater part of his life was pasoed un-
eventfully in his practice at norwich, Connecticut. A 
tall, rugged man, he was in every way tbJ typical country 
practitioner, what with hio ganial manner and his kindly, 
sympathetic air. It was enid of him that he could ride 
siXty miles n day "without tho use of ardent spirits".* 
He · could get along wl th three or four hours' rest at 
night, and could arise fresh and ready to take up his 
* J.t. Fish be in, "Fads and Quackery in Healing" ,Chn p.I I. 
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duties early in tm morning. So passed the colorless 
years of eminent respectability and orderly routine, in 
which the"Connecticut Yankee"v:as never heard of beyond 
tm confims of hie native state. There was nothing on 
the placid horizon to presage the turbulent career in 
store for him. 
It was in 1795 that Perkins revealed hie astoun-
ding discovery to the Connecticut l~edical Society. He had 
made some into resting observations, concerned chiefly v:i th 
the influence of metallic substance upon nerve and muscle. 
He hn d noted that au ring an operation there m:1e a sudden 
contraction of muscle when a metallic instrument was broueht 
into contact with it. lie was also impressed by the fact 
that there was a cessation of pain wb3n a metallic instru-
ment v:ns used to separate the gum from a tooth previous to 
extraction. From all of this he deduced that metals might 
exert a si~ilnr influence if applied to the body externally. 
Through these ruminations Perkins v.ne led to de-
vise his notorious, if not celebrated, metallic or magnetic 
tractors, the action of which purported to be nnalagous to 
that of Galvanism or animal magnetism. The tractors con-
sietad of two rods of brass and iron, about three inches 
long. They were rounded at one end and pointed at the other. 
one side was half-round while t bl other pre sante d a flat 
.. 
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surface upon which was stamped the lagend, "Perkins' 
Paten to d Trao tors". One of tm rod a -.a a said to bo o on-
posed of copper, zinc and a little gold, and the other 
of iron with some silver and platinum, although there 
appears to be serious doubt as to the aotual amount of 
precious metal included in their composition. At all events, 
while their oost has been estimated at about one shilling, 
they r-rere sold for no le sa than five guineas a pair. They 
wora duly patented on February 19, 1796. 
Perkins clained that disease oould be drawn from 
the body by stroking with tm t:re.ctora. The technio, ap-
parently, varied in different oases. Sometimes the instru-
ments ware drawn from the affeote d parts toward the extrem-
ities. In obstinate cases Perkins induced friotion ovar 
the aroa to the point of redness and inflammation. He 
stressed the fact that the tractors must be drawn do~-
wa rd, inasmuo h as an upv:ard motion might intensify the 
dieeaso, although the treatment for headache seems to 
have consisted in drawing the tractors first bac1rward 
from the forehead and tbenoe down along the nook. 
The mamba re of the State l!edical Society wore 
ol:eptioal about Perkins' amazing discovery. They un-
qualifiedly brnnde d it as a revival of animal magnetism. 
P~rkins, nothing daunted, took his pet to Philadelphia, 
!! 
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where his reception seems to have rivalled that of 
llesmor when the latter came to Paris from Vienna. He 
wne \7eloomed with open anna by private physicians, 
hospi tala, poor-house a and infirmarie a. According to 
an account by Dr. Ualter R. steiner in hie study of 
the life of Perkins: "Diseases of the moat obstinate 
nature were romoved by t11a metallic tractors, and many 
persons of an advanced age, who had been crippled for 
years with chronic rheumatism, were in several instances 
pe rfootly cured." * 
Congress was in session at ?h1ladelph1a and 
received Per".tins like a hero. Celebrities hastened to 
procure the trootora. \1ashington purchased a set, as did 
tm Chief Justice of tbl United States, the Honorable 
Oliver Ellsworth. Tho latter even gave Perkins a letter 
of introduction to his successor, John Uarshall, which 
read in part: "In aonn oases thl effects wrought are not 
easily asoribuble to the imagination, great and delusive 
as is ita poV1er." ** 
The Connecticut J.tedical Society refused to share 
the enthusiasm for Perkins' discovery, and expelled him 
from membership in the body, olabomting upon their 
* ~uotod by Fishbein, op.cit. 
** Ibid. 
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earlier findings in a special resolution to the effect 
that he had "gleaned up from the miserable remains of 
animal magnetism a prnotice of stroking with metallic 
instruments the pained '[Xlrts of human bodies, giving 
out that such strokings will radically oure the most 
obstinate pain to whioh our frame is incident, causing 
false :reports to be propagated of the effects of suoh 
stroking." * In no uncertain terms, the society defi-
nitely referro a to tm entire practice as one of "de-
lusive quackery", and removed Perkins' name from its 
list of membership. 
notwithstanding this scathing denunciation, 
tho sale of the t:rootors went on. Perkins' son, 
Benjamin Douglas, shortly after graduating from Yale in 
17 94, ante :red r-~ha t had beo orne a profitable busine as, 
and beoame his father's representative in England. He 
even wrote a book in which he undertook to deal with the 
scientific aspects of traotoration under the imposing 
title, "Tm Influence of l.!atnllio Tractors on the HWillln 
Body in Removine Various Painful Inflammatory .Diseases". 
7lith an attempt at scientific justification,- he oarefnJ.ly 
pointed out that tho y operated on the prinoi ple of Gal-
vanism. 
* ~ucted by Fishbein, op. cit. 
L 
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England accepted tho tractors with even granter 
enthusiasm than America. Testimonials poured in :from 
pao ple in every walk of life up to the Prince of Wale a, 
while Lord Henniker undertook to patronize the discovery, 
am purchased three pairs himself. treanwhile, other forces 
were at work to undermine the cause of Perkins whioh was 
abundantly satirized in colored prints ana pamphlet a as 
"A Terrible Trnotoration". Its doom was sealed when John 
Haygarth, a practitioner of Bath, together with Dr. 
Falconer, devised a pair of tractors which they made of 
wood. Setting them up to appear like the originals they 
" 
proceeded to effect similar ourea. They sent duplicates 
of tm false tractors to other physicians, who soon 
reported the moat astounding results with the imitations. 
The imposture soon became evident and tractoration oame 
to a speedy end. 
In 1803, Perkins, Junior, left 3ngland with a 
profit of ;:;so,ooo. He wont to Hew York, whe :re he set 
himself up as a publisher and bookseller, and died on 
October 13, 1810 at the a~ of 37. By that time, traoto-
ration was only a memory, am an unpleasant one :for those 
who md been taken in by the hoax. The Sincerity Of the 
elder .Perkins, at least, is subject to question. Regarding 
hie eon, however, thexo seems to be but little doubt that 
..•. ,,.,.,. .. r>, 
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he was bent purely on exploiting a pieoe of apparatus 
that ha knew was absolutely without value. 
The last professional aot af Elisha Perkins 
was to preaoriba a combination of vinegar and salt 
diluted with three parte of hot water for yellow fever 
during the epidemic in Uow York City in 1799. He recom-
mended the remedy for three weeks, then succumbed him-
self on September 6th of the same year, apparently after 
vainly following his own proscription. 
As to the echoes of' Per'r:ina' trnctoration -
unlike the case of Mesmer, it may be asserted, with a 
i'Uir approach to aooumoy, that any modicum of good 
entailed in his idea v.na pennanently interred with 
his bones. SUrely, no evidence of it has ever appeared 
in too infinite number of devices similar to his which 
have been foisted upon the American public ainoe that 
first post-Revolutionary demonstration of ita extreme 
. 
gullibility. The only questionable servioe rendered by 
Perkins was to establish the existence in this country 
of a virgin field for exploitation which has been 
thoroughly cultivated by the exponents of charlatanism 
ever since. Slow to take her place among the viotima 
of quackery, America has coma to occupy the van of the 
prcceasion, with little prospect of surrendering her 
position for mny years to come. 
lt'IUIS • 
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VI I. sm.:MA.RY. 
ilith all due respect to the post-Renaissance 
period and tl:a present, the eighteenth oento.ry yielded 
to neither in the sparkling· brilliance of its achieve-
ments and t m do.ll crassness of its errors. An age of 
oo.tstanding acoomplishment, it was, simo.ltaneoo.sly, an 
e:m of the rankest folly. A ho.ndred years of o.nboo.nded 
wisdom and oo.lto.re, it was, conoo.rrentlY, a century of 
superficiality and banality. It represents a ctriking 
example of the magnificent paiBdox that finds mankind 
at onoe soaring to the zenith of intelleoto.al splendor, 
and sinking to the nadir of arrant sto.pidity. 
In this period of transit ion from IS at to 
present, there wem clearly manifested all the ear-lllllrks 
of change, unremitting anl unmistakable. Endle as warfare 
raged throughout the century, cblnging the face of Eo.rope, 
making political history, and recording the establishment 
o£ two republics. ~aohinery, steam-power, coal and iron 
hailed tba approach of tlD world 'a industrialization and 
consequent socialization. Cultural activity came in for 
its share of attention in the fie1ds of letters, philoso-
phy and music. Science was developed through tho media of 
-..chemistry, physics and invention. 
'" # . t 3l 
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In the field of medicine there was an ample 
cultivation of the basic subjects, with a concomitant 
neglect of ratioml therapeutics. The moat notable 
advances were made in anatomy, physiology, and pathology. 
Modern sur~ry and obstetrics became definite entities, 
while the foundation was laid for preventive medicine 
and the specialties of neurology, otology, and ophthal-
mology. Clinical medicine introduced three important 
innovations in the significance of post-mortem findings, 
preventive inoculation against small-pox and new methods 
of precision in diagnosis. Along with t ha development of 
the science in Europe, the first real chapter was written 
in the history of early American medicine with the found-
ing of hospitals, schools and medical societies. 
Each of the fundamental departments in medicine 
owed its develo'[lllent to forward -lookinf) men, whose name e 
have become an integral part of medical history. In 
anatomy the leaders were Douglas, Cheselden, Heister, 
William Hunter, Scarpa and the tv;o celebrated familiae, 
the Scotch :Monroe and the German Yeckels. Albrecht von 
Haller earned tm title, "the tnther of modern physiology", 
With Stephen Hales ranking second. to that profound student. 
, 
Reaumur, Spallanzani, Hewson and Cruikshank also contri-
buted vastly to tm subject. Caspar Wol~ originated modern 
.. 
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embryology, an:1 Felix d 'Azyr was the greatest comparative 
anatomist of the period. In ohemistry, as allied to medi-
cine, Blaok, Cavendish and Rutherford discovered, respeo-
tively, carbon dioxide, hydrogen and oxygen, while 
Priestly, Scheele and Lavoisier shared the honors for 
the isolation of oxygen. Jointly, they all hal~ d to 
clomplete the modern tmory of respiration. l!orgngni made 
pathology a formal branoh of medical soienoe, With Matthew 
Baillie following as his able successor. Santorini, Astruc, 
Lieutaud, Biohat and Gaub were other pathologists of repute. 
Linnaaus and Lanoisi registered the first feeble gestures 
towanl tbJ beginning of bacteriology, which, however, was 
not yet accorded the consideration directed toward the 
other departments of medicine. 
John Hunter stood out as the founder of modern 
surgery, while Cheselden, Pott and Abernethy were also 
pre-eminent in the field. Petit was the leader in Frenoh 
surgery and Heister oooupied that role in Gennnny. William 
Hunter surpassed his tea ohe r, Smellie, in obstotrios, and 
established it as a dignified specialty, worthy of tho 
attention of the best minds in the profession. It was tho 
first move toward taking its control fro~ the midwives, 
and placing tl:o responsibility of obstetrionl care in 
-------.-------------------------------------------------------=----:~~" --L QJ! 
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the hands of thoroughly trained physicians. Little 
had yet been done in gynecology, although a few papers 
were published on the subject, and occasional operations 
were p3 rfonned by Hunter, Baillie and tm two Americans, 
Bard and Baynham. In ophthalmology Jacques Ieviel directed 
hie efforts toward tm surgical treatment of the eye, 
Heberuen described night-blindness and Dalton color-
blindness. Thomas Young, the "father of physiologic optics", 
gave the first description of astigmatism. The pioneers 
in otology were Valsa.lva, Cotugno, Cot::1pare tti nnd Cleland. 
Petit is especially notable for performing the firot open 
operation on the mastoid process (1736). 
Howard, Ro.mnzzini, Frank and Pringle mnde the 
renl beginning in modern hygiem nnd preventive medicine. 
The highest honor in this field, however, goes to Edward 
Jenner for his new method of inoculation against small-
pox by vaccination (l796l which succeeded the old fonn 
of variolation. In clinical medicine, Boerhaave was 
considered the lending physician of the period. In the 
develonment of more precise means of diagnosis, those 
who excelled especially were Anenbrugcer, .Ployer, 
Uartina, Cnrrio, Cttllen, lleberden and Parry. 
On the Continent, Van Swieten wne foremost 
in the rise of tm old Viennn School, while in Germany 
! 
I 
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the prominent names included Stahl, Hoffmann, Rail, 
Hufeland and Haim. In Italy, Lanoisi and Torti ware 
ou tstandill8', with Casal at the head of tm profession 
in S~ain and Tronohin and Tissot in Switzerland. 
Russian national !llodioine was making its first real 
advance under Peter the Great with tho aid of foreign 
physicians, while in America the War of the Revolution 
brought Morgan,Shippon and Rush to the front as pioneers 
in the me dioim of tho new world. 
The promulgation of the various theories, which 
occupied so prominent a place in medical thought, is of 
special interest to the psyohologist by reason of tha 
attention devoted to the ranootions upon the soul. The 
influence of botanical study upon the work of the theo-
rists is to be noted by their olaseifioation of diseases, 
which imitated in a large degree the methods of such men 
as Linnaeus, Adanson and Jussie~ in botany. 
Foremost among the theorists was Georg Ernst 
Stahl, With his "animism", reviving the ancient doctrine 
of tm identity of soul and life-fo roe, and viewing 
disease as a disturbance of vital functions through the 
misdirected activities of the soul itself. Friedrich 
Hoffmann, with his hypothetical other-like fluid, de-
clared that acute diseases are due to muscular spasm, 
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and ohronio conditions to a state of atony. ~illiam Cullen 
classified diseases into four groups: fevers, neuroses, 
oaohexias am looal disorders, while John Brown, his pupil, 
divided them into two classes: "sthenic" and "asthenia", 
according to whether tm"axoitement" of the tissues is 
"' increased or diminished. Theophila de Borden founded the 
Vitalistic Sohool of ~cntpellier. He attributed a "vita 
propria" to eaoh separate part of the body, gave the brain 
a number of area~ corresponding to the various organs, and, 
by his emphasis upon tba glands, approached the modern 
idea of internal secretions. He classified diseases as 
bilious, muoous, albuminoid, fatty, eto. His suooessor 
was Paul Barthaz, who introduced tho tenn "vital prin-
ciple" to denote the cause of the various phenomena oo-
ourring in the living body. 
The loading neurologists of the day also entered 
into the controversy :regnrding the soul. Robert i7hytt, an 
avowed Stahlian animist, reasoned from decapitated animals 
that the eoul is equally distributed throughout the nervous 
system. Hio view was opposed by Haller and Unzer, but was 
defended by Proohaska,who adduced the possibility of 
psychic stimulation taking part in the establishment of 
rorvous :refle:xes. Reil defined "vital force" as the sub-
je c ti vo ex pre asio n of tbJ checioal into mctio n of body 
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substances and tba apeoi:fio :function o:f organic matter. 
Sauvagea is mentioned as tha most ardent ad-
vocate of Stahl's animifJil, and :for tbl absurd extreme 
to which he carried the division and subdivision of 
diseases through a method of elaborate classification, 
more botanical than me dioal. Kiimp:f aimpli:fied the entire 
que ation o:f disease-causation with a flourish, by reducing 
it all to tm purely physical basis o:f fecal impaction. 
~he systematists constituted a group of man 
assiduously engaged in medical research from a mora prac-
tical point of view than that whioh charaoterized the 
meditations of the theorists. Yost prominent among them 
was Albracht von Haller, tho SWiss physiologist, who, 
:for tho first time, diatinguiamd between tho irritability 
of muscular oontrnctio n and the sensibility of tbl norvo 
impulse. Bernardo Ramazzini opened up a new departcen t of 
modern medicine in trade diseases and industrial hygiene 
through hie treatise, "De Uorbia Artificium Diatribe" (1700}. 
Johnnn Peter Siissmilch, with "The Divim Order" (1742), gave 
the earliest development' to vital and medical statistics, 
o:f importance in public hygiene. Johann Friedrich Bluman-
bnoh by his "liative Varieties of the Hu.man Rnoe" (1776), 
hel~d lay tl)) foundation of modern anthropology, along 
with Piator Camper, whoso nrune is still assooiatea with 
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the fuoial angle as a criterion of rnce. Johann Pater 
l!1 rank bacrune the founder of modern public hygiene by 
means of hie scholarly four-volume treatise, "Complete 
System of llodical Polity" .(1777-88). 
t:edioal practioe itself during the eighteenth 
century wa a far behind the progre as evident in the 
developt:lO nt of the fll.ndatoontal departments of the science 
of medicine. Hospital conditione were a disgrace to civ-
ilization. The crowding of pationto, lack of even routine 
cleanliness, and a general disregard for the moat elemen-
tary principles of sanitation and hygiene made the hospitals 
of too pa riod virtual peat-houses, where untold suffering 
anu death constituted tm lot of those who entered irl 
search of treatment for their afflictions. 
The care of tho insane was nothing short of in-
hunnn. Chained like prisoners, caged like wild animals, 
the victims of mental disorder were beaten, starved and 
otherwise abused. Insanity was regarded as a disgrace, 
and conaide:rod incurable, although there was a futile 
exhibition of dru~-treatment which was nothing more tmn 
a mere therapeutic geata.re. Despite this wretched state 
of affairs, there was a faint· glimer of light as a new 
day beg-an to dawn through tm first steps toward the 
humane troatnent of the insane. \7illinm Tuke at York 
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and Pinel in Paris were tho real pioneers in the mo~e­
cent. After them came Rail, Heinroth, Prichard, Bsquinol 
and Falret. The amelioration of oondi tiona was ahort-
li~ed, howe~er, and tha abuses of the eighteenth century 
ware to continue for many years until other reformers 
appeared in the persona of Gardner Hill and John Conolly 
in England, and Dorothea DiX in America. 
AB.nt and Roil made the first serious inquiry 
into the etiology of mental diseases. Their in~estigations 
were along philosophic mther than medical lina e. Howo~er, 
their contemplation of the subject represented , at least, 
a de~iation toward the modern viewpoint. The physiological 
oonception of insanity was the prevailing method of approach 
to all other meditation on the subject. Tha psychological 
basis of oonaide ration wn e not to appear until tho advent 
of Charoot, Janet and Freud. 
In private practioe the patient had little to 
expect from the physician in the way of material benefit. 
In the first place, he was too occupied with his own in-
terests to devote sufficient attention to the oare of the 
sick. Professional jealousy has never been more marked. 
Physicians abused one another oxnlly and in print. Duals 
wero fought over the merest trifles, even terminating 
oooaoionally in fatalities, as in the onse of John 
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Williams and Parker Bennet, who fought to the death as 
the result of a dispute over their respective views on 
bilious fever. 
The three-c c:xrnere d feud of physicians, surgeons 
and barbers remained as a relic of tm ttiddle Ages. This 
intimate concern over professional distinction, existing 
:for centuries, wns the cause of the bitterest hostility 
between the various branches of tm healing art. Do nnant 
at intervals, it continued to break out anew in demon-
strations that were nothing short of puerile in their 
ridiculousness. Happily, tho eighteenth century was to 
bring about the resolutian of this vexatious situation, 
wmn tm surgeon was finally divorced from the barber. 
Only then did he bag in to rise from tm comparative ob-
scurity of his medieval position, and cone to approximate 
for tho first time the place o:f esteem r.hich he has en-
joyed ever since. France and Znglnnd too:c the leadership 
in authentic surgery, and proceeded to develop it along 
scientific lines. In Germany, however, it still remained 
ln rge ly in the hands of barbers, executioners anil itin-
erant bone-setters, until the latter part of the century. 
Regardless of the individual differences of 
combers of the medical profession, they were as one in the 
ca t·te r of gaining tm favor of the public and in profiting 
• 'Jl' ., ez •.• 
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thereby. To this end they sought in ev~ry way to improve 
tmir social status nnl to cultivate too acquaintance of 
the grant and tm near-great. Aping them in manna r nnd in 
atyle,they oame in time to constitute themselves a distinct 
class apart f=om the general commonalty. \lith equal assid-
uousness they devoted themselves astutely to tho business 
of medicine, in which they took distinct advantage of 
their newly-formed social contacts. Laree fees and huge 
incomes became tbJ order of too day, and t m physicians 
of prominence carne to enjoy a period of opulence the like 
of whioh has never been known. Their incomes ran as high 
as 12,000 pounds, a figure attained by Lettsom, a fashion-
able practitioner of London. Others in his class were Rad-
cliffe, 1.:ead, Freind and Fothergill. Professionnl incomes 
on the Continent were co~~ensu=nte with those in England. 
The palm goa s to ~homns j)imsdnle for the amazinG foe be-
stowed upon him for inoculating Catherine of Russia and 
her son, the Grnnd Dukn, Paul. It consisted of the equi-
valent of ~50,000 paid outright, with ~10,000 for tnrv-
eling expanses. He wns also awarded a peneio n of ~2, 500 
for life, and raised to tho rank of baron of the Rues inn 
Empire. 
Tho many unprofeesioml intere eta of the physician 
-
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do not establish the fact that there was any lack of 
illness during the ocntury to give him an unuoual 
amount of leisure to indulge h~sclf. The aotual 
si tun tion in that raspeotwas very much to the contrary. 
What with the general disregard for the principles of 
sanitation, and the aeries of inundations and violent 
fluctuations of heat and cold, tb3 period had more 
than its quota of diseases to oontend with. Thera ware 
frequent pandemics of malarial fever, influenza and 
scarlatina, while small-pox, diphtheria, yellow feva r, 
arisypelaa and whooping-cough ware widely diffused. 
Syphilis and ergotism were under greater control thlln 
previously, but were still very much in evidence. The 
plague, though leas nalignant than in former centuries, 
reappeared to taka ita tremendous toll of life. Typhus 
fever v.na still the dread soourgo of old, together With 
typhoid. The prevalence of these diseases combined with 
tho havoo of wars to bring about a degree of daetruotion 
which appeared to auBUr the depopulation of the civilized 
WO rJ.d • 
The meagre preventive measures taken againot tho 
invasions by these diseases ware confined to the efforts 
of a few men like Hales, Pringle, Lind, Pran1t and Howard. 
Tthile tmir pioneer attempts ware wholly inadequate to 
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combat the evils of centuries, they represented, at 
least, a. ate p in the right direction. Jennerian 
vaccination, on tbJ other hand, proved an immediate 
boon to nnnkind through its clearly demonst:rnted a-
bility to bring small-pox under control. 
From the point of vie-r. of ao ti ve treatoo nt, 
the physician of the period hnd little of real value 
to offer. llith the best minds in medicine engaged in 
the fUndamental subjects and to the elaboration of th~ir 
theories and systems: rti th the prac ti tionar devoting._ 
himself to matters of other thnn professional importance; 
little heed vmo given to the development of therapeutics. 
t:ate ria bledioa consequently reflected, in a large measure, 
the reactionary influence of the previous century. Repul-
sive remedies thus continued in official use until the 
appearance of the sixth edition of the London Pharmacopeia 
in 1746. In the meantime, there were de fini to signs of the 
advent of the modern drug-em. iYhile the principles of 
conservative pharmacology were duly observed in the con-
tributions of man like Withering, Dover and Huxham, the 
new movement was characterized generally by a ocnfUsed 
outpouring of drugs, followed, in turn, by their unlim-
ited abuse on the part of medical practitioners. Dy far 
the greater number of these pharmnoeutio preparations 
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were either purgative in action or the reverse. 
Armed With this ancient vehicle of treatment, 
newly re-inforced by tho addition of a host of la:xntive 
drugs, the physician of the day proceeded to indulge in 
an orgy of purgation which is Without comparison in 
medionl history. Venesection constituted the second 
modality in his course of native treatment. Thus, constant 
catharsis alternated with copious blood-letting, as in-
te atinea were all but divulsed and veins praotioaily 
d :rn ined in this fntile attempt to bnnish aickne as. The 
xntionnlo behind theoe measures was concerned with tho 
expulsion of the evil substance of disease from tho body. 
Under the influence of this groundle sa :fonn o:f justification, 
tm patients of thJ re riod su:ffered themselves to be immo-
lated upon the altar of theropeutic nonsense. 
Proprietary xro cJicine e were developl d during the 
eighteenth co ntury in keeping with the prevailing standard 
of ext mating the maxirr.um of profit through the treatment 
of hUman ills. Doctors dispensed their own seorot remedies, 
receiving therefor sp3oial fees in addition to the annual 
stipend accruing to them as family physicians. Beginning 
with Timothy Byfield's "Sal oleoaum volatile" in 1711, 
num roue propa rations were rs tented down to the end of 
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the century, and sold throughout the land by their 
sundry owners. Tm year 1711 also marks the appearance 
" . ,. 
of the first Aioo rio an patent -medicine, Tusoora rice, 
which was modeatly designated as a specific for con-
sumption. 
\'There the physicians of the eighteenth century 
enjoyed a period of unprecedented prosperity due to their 
o oncentration on the busine as side of medicine, the period 
offered the advantages of a veritable financial parodise 
for the exploitations of quackery. In no age other than 
tl:D present ha a thore been such an unexampled demonstra-
tion of tm innate gullibility of hw:lllllkind, regardless of 
race, class or oreed. Therapeutic novelties caught the 
popular fancy as mver before. They included auoh fads as 
purging augar-pluma, quassia-oups, saffron drops and ano-
dyne necklaces for pregnant women and teething children, 
In an oge when the entire population seemed to 
be divided into exploiters and victims, gentlecen of parts 
diverted themselves in the role of amateur charlatans. 
Thus, the Earl of' Rochester dispensed remedies for female 
complaints and the Bishop of' Berkeley indulgod himself by 
praising tha virtues of tar-wa1nr. However, the polite 
philanderingo of' such dilettantes as these paled into 1n-
sign1fioanoe in comparison with the activities of the 
, .. , 
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expert charlatans, whose methods are surpassed only by 
tm high-powe:re d quacks of the present. 
England v.ua the stamping-ground for moat of the 
notorious exploiters of the day, although other oountrtea 
had their representatives in the field as well. The list 
includes the quack oculist, William Read, who cam to en-
joy t_he patronage even of royalty, with Cmvalier Taylor 
running him a oloae second for similar honors. A certain 
Dr. Grant likewise specialized in que ationable fashion 
in the department of optics, and numbered ~ueen Anne a-
mong hie rol'Ql patients. Joshua Ward dispensed antimony 
pills and drops, a "liquid sweat", a purging powder, a 
headache cure and hie own speoinl paste for fistula and 
pile a. With his long list of wealthy and influential 
patients, he was one of the most prosperous quacks of 
the entire period. Yrs. l!app did a thriving business 
among the rl.oh with her bone-e~tting, while Joanna 
Stevens actually prevailed upon rarliament to purchase 
for s,ooo pounds mr worthless recipe for removing stone 
from the bladder. The Loutb:lrbourgs attempted to revive 
the stroking-ouro of Valentine Great:re.kes of Cromwell's 
time W1 th more than a '{Xlseing degroe of success, at l.eaet 
"financially. KD.tte rfelto wns an itinerant quack who trav-
W+, 
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eled about the country in great state, while :Uyarebaoh 
rennined in London, where he oonoentro ted hie crafty 
efforts upon the people of fashion. 
On the Contim nt, the outstanding charlatans 
were Villa re, with hie nostrum of niter and water; Ail-
baud, with hie precious powders; and Caglioetro, with 
hie beds for painless child-birth, his charms for rheu-
matism and hie infamous elixir of life- all. reaping a 
ha nest from their ample followings. Ludermann of Amster-
dam prosecuted hie practice of astrology and urology 
w1 th rich returns, while Eieenbart vm.s the typical stroll-
ing quack of Gern:any who frequented the country fairs in 
search of pro apeote, and profited exceedingly from his 
crude attempts at suzgery. 
James Gmhrun of Edinburgh was the century's out-
s'fnnding exponent of the love-oult. For a fee of fifty 
pounds he proferre d the use of the eleotrico.lly-oharged 
"celestial bed" 1n hie "Temple of Health" 1n London. After 
two years spent in taking momy from "childless couples" 
he went in for mud-baths and hie own special fasting-cure 
neither of which, however; met with the extraordinary 
suo oe as of hie first venture. 
Franz Anton Mesmer and Elisha Perkins are placed 
1n n spJoinl olase of exploiters due to tba apparent 
---- ~;"":""", . ...:. ____ ,'':.,n.-"-.:','_,. ------ ·---
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sinoeri ty whioh, in the be ginning at least, seem d 
to nark their activities. While both oame in time to 
assume many of tm trappings of charlatanism~ of the 
two, Uesmer nnintained more of the air of the experi-
mnter in senroh of a Truth, while Perkins yielded to 
the methods of the money-making quack. llesroo r, with 
his aninnl magnetism, left a legnoy that led to tho 
development of hypnotism and modern psychopathology. 
Perkins, With his worthless metallic tractors, merely 
brought out the possibilities of exploitation in 
America and established a raoord whioh his suooessors 
in the field of quaokery have been endeavoring to sur-
pass ever sinoe. 
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